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Abstract
The IT Capability Maturity Framework;
A Theory for continuously improving the Value delivered from IT Capability.
Martin Curley
Organizations and their Chief Information Officers (CIOs) face significant challenges 
in meeting increasing demand for IT services in the face of numerous challenges 
such as cost pressures, complexity, demand for innovation and increasingly the 
requirement to demonstrate value from IT investments. Research shows that CIOs 
struggle to capture and state the return from their IT investments and that there is no 
all encompassing IT improvement framework which is value focussed and 
comprehensive across the full spectrum of IT capability activity. Using a hybrid 
research approach involving a design science research methodology with an initial 
case study, an integrated artifact called the IT Capability Maturity (IT-CMF) 
framework has been researched and developed and had preliminary validation. The 
IT-CMF is an archetype of the levels and maturity stages an IT capability goes 
through as it defines, develops, controls, measures and improves its IT capability in 
support of value creation for the organization. The IT-CMF is thus a design pattern 
which CIOs can use as a generally reusable solution in the context of their own IT 
capability and business environment. The IT-CMF leverages the concept of dynamic 
capabilities providing a mechanism for not only developing capability but enabling 
reconfiguration to dynamically adapt to changing circumstances and strategy. The 
IT-CMF and its associated assessment instrument can act as an integrated 
improvement roadmap, assessment tool and improvement system for CIOs as they 
strive to improve IT capability in pursuit of improving value creation from IT.
Glossary:
CMM: Capability Maturity Model
CMMI: Capability Maturity Model Integrated
COBIT: Control Objectives for Information Technology
DSR: Design Science Research
EA: Enterprise Architecture
IS: Information Systems
IT: Information Technology
IT-CMF: Information Technology Capability Maturity Framework
ISO: International Standards Organization
ITIL: IT Infrastructure Library
SW-CMM: Software Capability Maturity Model
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1 Chapter 1: IT Investment and CIO 
Challenges
1.1 Introduction
In increasingly competitive times, Information Technology (IT) continues to be a 
unique business resource that delivers increasingly better performance year after 
year. For more than thirty years, the raw processing power of computing driven by 
Moore’s law (Moore, 1965)1, effectively doubles every eighteen months whilst being 
delivered at less or equal cost. Despite this astonishing resource performance, many 
organizations struggle with being able to convert the improving efficiency of this 
business input into improved firm performance and value (Weill 1992; Brynjolfsson 
and Hitt, 1996) Ever since Solow’s (1987) comment that he saw computers 
everywhere except in the productivity statistics, a debate has raged as to the value 
contribution of computers and information technology.
The mechanism of how information technology adds value has been discussed for 
almost 50 years starting with a seminal article by Leavitt and Whisler (1958) which 
argued that a new technology, called Information Technology was emerging.
There have been numerous studies addressing what has been called the IT 
productivity paradox (Brynjolfsson, 1993) which postulates that, despite enormous 
improvements in the underlying technology, the benefits of IT spending have not 
been found in the aggregate output statistics. This debate was further fuelled by Carr,
(2005) who argued that IT is a commodity or utility which does not deliver competitive 
advantage and that perhaps organizations were spending too much on IT.
1.2 Why is IT Investment Important?
Despite the challenges in managing IT and measuring IT value, it appears to be very 
important to be able to manage IT in a more systematic fashion to optimize value 
contribution.
1 M oore 's  Law w as orig ina lly  about the  doub ling  o f tra ns is to rs  on an integrated c ircu it eve ry  18 to  24  m onths. It has 
becom e a m etaphor fo r con tinued advances in com puting  pe rfo rm ance  w h ich  is a driv ing force fo r both 
techno log ica l and socia l change.
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Driven for more than 30 years by the relentless march of Moore’s law, IT has been 
deployed as a tool to cost reduce, automate and indeed transform many business 
functions. This has been manifested through cost reduction/avoidance, productivity 
improvement, growth and innovation as organizations have conceived, developed, 
acquired, deployed and used IT solutions to advance strategic objectives and the 
bottom line. IT spending has grown to be a significant percentage of business 
investments with the ratio of IT investments as a percentage of business investments 
peaking at 46% in the first quarter of 2001 (Strassman, 2002). In this context the 
justification of IT investments must be more carefully considered, with the irrational 
optimism of pre dot com crash IT investment subsequently being replaced by 
irrational pessimism driving a need for better economic metrics of IT performance.
Dale Jorgenson (2001) made the argument that there was convergence on a 
consensus that the remarkable behaviour in the prices of IT was the key to surges in 
economic growth. Equally a study by the University of Groningen (Van Ark et al,
2003) showed that GDP growth and labour productivity in the US in the period 1995- 
1999 outpaced that of the EU by a factor of 2 with larger spend on Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT) development and use of IT an important 
contributor to this. In somewhat of a contrast, Weill's (1992) study of business value 
in the Valve Manufacturing sector showed that there was no correlation between IT 
investment and superior performance; however, Weill (1992) noted that some 
targeted IT investment types aligned with a business objective delivered superior 
performance2. Organizations that can harness IT effectively and focus investment 
on the right processes and products that are core to their business strategy can likely 
gain competitive advantage.
Despite this valuable work there has been less focus on research at a firm level as to 
how sustained superior performance through IT can be delivered. The concept of IT 
potentially providing sustainable competitive advantage has been suggested (Ross et 
al, 1996) but how resources are managed to enable this is not well explained (Wade 
and Hulland, 2004). Sambamurthy and Zmud (2000) noted that there seems to be a 
growing gap between scholarly research and contemporary management practice for 
IT. They argue that accumulated research might be inadequate in shaping insights 
for contemporary practice.
2 W eill (1992) found no s ign ifican t associa tion be tw een to ta l IT  investm en t and any financ ia l perfo rm ance m easures. 
H ow ever fo r exam p le  W e ill found high transactiona l IT investm en t w as  s ign ifican tly  associa ted  w ith  both high R O A 
and high non production labour e ffic iency.
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In their research commentary they make a call for research which can bridge this gap 
and this particular dissertation attempts to answer this call.
This dissertation introduces an integrating approach and framework for improving IT 
Capability and related management practices to support improved value delivery 
from IT. Specifically it develops and tests a theory of continuous improvement of 
value delivery from IT through driving IT capability improvement and develops a 
management and assessment system for same.
1.3 The IT Productivity Paradox
In response to the Productivity Paradox, studies which have used a production 
function approach (which involves estimating a relationship between firm outputs 
(revenue, value add) and inputs (capital, labour etc), have found positive and indeed 
above average returns on IT investments. One of the more significant of these 
studies is that of Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2002), who analyzed the effect of 
computerization on productivity and output growth using data from 527 large US 
firms over 1987— 1994. They found that information technology makes a contribution 
to measured productivity and output growth in the short term (that is when examining 
year-over-year differences) that is consistent with returns to normal investments. 
However, Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2002) also found that the productivity and output 
contributions associated with computerization are up to five times greater over long 
periods (that is when examining five to seven year differences). These results are 
significant on two counts. The obvious significance is the positive impact of IT 
spending on longer-term productivity. However Earl (1990) found that the level of IT 
investment was not correlated with value indicating that something else is involved in 
converting IT investment into value. An important finding from Brynjolfsson and Hitt 
(2002) is that IT is significantly more productive when combined with organizational 
capital, for example a workforce which is both IT literate and is equipped with 
significant business knowledge and acumen. A corollary to the findings of 
Brynjolfsson and Hitt is that there are large and time-consuming inputs required for IT 
implementations, which are often omitted from return-on-investment (ROI) 
calculations. More recently Dedrick, Gurbaxani and Kraemer (2002) have published a 
comprehensive review of the empirical evidence of Information and Technology and 
economic performance payoff. Their study concludes that the IT productivity paradox 
as first formulated has been effectively refuted.
1 0
Their report concludes that at both a firm and country level, greater investment in IT 
is associated with greater productivity growth.
1.4 An alternate IT Productivity Paradox at the Firm Level
Investment in IT continues to grow, with IDC forecasting spending on IT to be at 
$1.48 trillion by 2010, with a compound annual growth rate of 6.3% (Lu et al, 2007). 
Both IDC and Gartner continue to report year on year increases on IT spending but it 
appears that there could be a complementary IT productivity paradox which exists at 
a firm to firm level. Having addressed hundreds of CIOs and asking them to recount 
their average and cumulative returns from the IT investments, their paucity of 
answers leads me to suspect an alternative IT productivity paradox beyond the firm 
level. This is that despite significant spending on IT at firm level, few IT organizations 
are in a position to state the return on their IT investments (Tallon, 2007).
With IT spending averaging between 2% and 5% of firm revenue one would imagine 
that CIOs would have ROI information at their finger tips. However this is clearly not 
the case. CIO Insight (Alter, 2003) reported in 2002 that 73% of CIOs don’t calculate 
the Return on Investment (ROI) on their finished projects whilst 70% of companies 
find it difficult to calculate IT ROI. The survey was repeated yearly and despite some 
modest improvements in 2006, 62% percent of respondents still say their companies 
find it difficult to calculate the ROI for IT and 45% percent say their business value 
metrics do not accurately capture the value of IT investments (Alter, 2006). Similarly 
Ward (2006) identified that 70% of organizations believe they fail to identify and 
quantify the benefits from IT adequately and 73% said significant improvements were 
needed if their organizations were going to deliver satisfactory value from their IT 
investments. This is evidence that a structural problem or weakness exists in the IT 
profession and indeed industry in general around managing and measuring IT for 
value.
While most CIOs are tasked with using IT to help transform an organization, the 
reality is that most are consumed with managing complexity, trying to meet their 
budget and wrestling with ever increasing resource demand. Additionally when 
justifying new IT investments, inertia must be overcome; that is the cost of 
maintaining the existing IT application portfolio and infrastructure (Curley, 2004).
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With this part of the IT budget or operating tail3 consuming an increasing proportion 
of the IT budget some IT organizations are headed for what McKinsey Consulting call 
the IT abyss (Dempsey et al, 1997). This occurs when the firm is spending all its IT 
funding on maintaining its existing applications and infrastructure and not investing in 
any new solutions. This is a recipe to not only bankrupt the IT portfolio but also the 
broader firm if its future growth is tied to new IT solutions.
Additionally, not all IT organizations are able to convert their IT budget into IT value 
with the same efficiency (Weill, 1992). For a given level of budget, some 
organizations may be able to deliver significantly more coverage, better infrastructure 
and value (Markus and Soh, 1998).
1.4.1 IT Management Lag
The rapid change in IT performance driven by Moore’s law has also produced a 
potential associated problem in that despite the rapid change in IT inputs, it appears 
that improvement in IT Management practices for controlling and harnessing this 
remarkable resource is happening at a much slower rate. An example of the 
challenges is reflected in the statement of perception of IT by Andreessen (2002, p1) 
as “the most thankless, cumbersome function faced by Fortune 2000 companies 
where the work only gets noticed when things break, where it’s viewed as a major 
source of expense, and workload has tripled in the past yeah'. Indeed IT function’s 
inability to manage this resource effectively has meant that increasingly IT budgets 
are mostly consumed with spending on keeping the lights on with little headroom for 
investments in strategic IT that might create additional value in future. Van Bon
(2006) notes that while IT management is one of the fastest growing fields across the 
business management spectrum, the speed of development of the domain means 
that public education programs are struggling to develop content and curricula that 
meet the demand from operating managers.
As the rate of change of technology continues to increase, many IT organizations are 
being asked to do more with less with many IT budgets staying flat or even declining. 
Gartner’s 2007 CIO Agenda survey (McDonald, 2007) reported that despite CEO
3 See A ppe nd ix  B, M anaging IT fo r B usiness V alue, C urley  (2004) fo r a case s tudy o f D elta  A irlines  and th e ir use of 
the  term  “operating ta il" to  describe the  T C O  o f ha rdw are  and softw are. G artne r and o thers es tim a te  th a t fo r every 
$1 o f C apita l E xpend itu re  (C apEX) spen t ap prox im a te ly  $5  are spen t on O pe ra tiona l expend itu re  (O pEX)
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priorities focused on business growth, CIO's immediate priorities remain internally 
focused on IT services, IT governance, improving the links between business and IT, 
and demonstrating the value of IT. This apparent dissonance between CEO and CIO 
priorities seems to stem from the difficulties CIOs have in managing the complexity, 
rate of change and growing demands on IT.
The survey also reported that the increased expectations of IT come at a time when 
IT budgets are relatively static or increasing only slightly. The survey found global IT 
budgets will increase by an average of three per cent in 2007, while a third of CIOs 
predict no budget change and 19 percent report a planned IT budget cut. Additionally 
the survey found that much of the IT budget (approx 63%) is used on just operating 
and maintaining complex infrastructure. Forrester Research highlighted that the top 
two management themes for IT departments in 2006 were improving IT efficiency 
and expanding IT value to the business (Betts, 2006). Despite these continued 
pressures there are few integrating frameworks which are value based to help CIOs 
manage differing pressures or priorities in support of value. Interestingly the adoption 
of management and improvement frameworks like the Capability Maturity Model 
Integration (CMMI) (Paulk, 1993) were ranked as the seventh highest priority. 
However, Ward (2006) noted high adoption rates of existing best practice 
frameworks indicating a propensity to use frameworks when they are available.
Additionally the annual Computer Economic survey (Scavo) in 2007 showed that 
whilst the median IT budget grew 5%, IT operational budgets as a percentage of 
corporate revenue dropped to 1.8% from 2% in 2006 indicating the IT budget is not 
growing as fast as corporate revenues. Whilst this might be manageable in the short 
term it is likely that CIOs require focused management efforts to continually increase 
the productivity of the IT function, supporting growing revenues with slower growing 
IT budgets.
1.5 New Challenges for CIOs
Today, IT organizations are being asked to deliver both substantial cost savings and 
increasing business value—a very difficult challenge, especially when coupled with 
rapidly increasingly IT workloads and business pressure for IT-enabled business 
innovation.
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Whilst on the one hand CFO’s are squeezing CIOs to take cost out of IT (that is do 
more with less) CEOs are often asking CIO’s to show me the money and 
demonstrate the value that IT is generating. Whilst this is already a challenge in itself, 
CIOs are also wrestling with managing increasing demand for IT services in firms 
which often translates into additional workload for the IT organization (Andreessen, 
2001). Further challenges were introduced by legislation such as Sarbanes-Oxley 
which significantly increased the compliance workload on IT organizations. A 
representation of some of these challenges delineated by efficiency and 
effectiveness is shown in the figure above. Additionally with rising energy and oil 
prices, the cost of supplying power to computers is starting to exceed the capital cost 
and TCO cost of computers so CIOs are now facing a variety of efficiency 
challenges, how to take cost out of IT, how to do more with less, how to enable 
effective compliance and how to deliver an energy efficient enterprise infrastructure.
However, CIOs do not just have to deal with efficiency challenges; they are now 
facing effectiveness challenges also (Curley, 2005). CIOs increasingly have to deal 
with ever increasing security threats and are often measured on how effective they 
are at avoiding and recovering from information security attacks.
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Increasingly CEO’s are turning to CIOs as a source of inspiration and a delivery 
mechanism for innovation. In this context, I have been advocating that in the future, 
CIO may stand for Chief Innovation Officer.
There are often complaints about the IT organization’s agility with legacy 
infrastructure and applications often inhibiting an IT organizations ability to deliver 
new services in an agile fashion (Bharadwaj, 2000). Perhaps an over-arching 
challenge that CIOs face is the one of complexity. Given the diversity of challenges 
that the CIO faces and the underlying fast clock-speed of the technology industry 
which underpins IT, it is clear that the environment that the CIO works in is very 
demanding. This set of often competing and conflicting challenges make the job of a 
CIO is indeed a very challenging one and the challenge of balancing and responding 
to these challenges are depicted in figure 1.5.1 above. As will be illustrated in 
Chapter 2, there is no CIO playbook or single integrating framework or unified theory 
to help the CIO operate successfully in such an environment.
1.5.1 New Measures for Success
While in the past IT organizations measured success primarily in terms of their 
services, for example, higher availability and service-level agreement compliance, 
today they are being driven to expand their success metrics to include those related 
to improving the bottom line, for example, increased revenue, improved time-to- 
market for products, increased market share, factory capital purchase avoidance, 
and measured improvements in employee productivity (Curley, 2004). As a result, IT 
organizations need to reduce their costs while simultaneously working with business 
to apply standard metrics and methods for forecasting and measuring realized IT 
business value. Such practices help with identifying previously unrecognized payoffs 
for IT spending, while actively measuring the ongoing value contribution of IT. A 
strategic partnership between IT managers and business executives is key to 
realizing business value.
Strategic alignment between IT and the business is a crucial factor in business value 
generation (Henderson and Ventrakaman, 1999).
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Good strategic alignment implies a virtuous circle, that is, a positive bi-directional 
relationship between IT and business strategy. Increasingly business strategy 
depends upon robust IT Capability and IT, in turn, supports the business strategy. 
Alignment should be measured not only by the extent to which IT supports the 
business, but also by the extent to which business strategy capitalizes on IT 
capabilities. Tallon, Kraemer, and Gurbaxani (2000) produced two interesting 
findings: that close alignment between IT and business strategy is beneficial, 
increasing the payoff from IT investments, and, paradoxically, that increasing 
alignment beyond a certain point led to a decrease in payoffs from IT investments, 
primarily due to a loss in agility and flexibility. Indeed, IT innovations must be 
accompanied by innovation in business and management practices.
In a survey of 420 IT professionals reported by Cosgrove (2001), over 48% of those 
surveyed claimed that their largest IT initiatives were not directly linked with their own 
organization’s business strategy. This strategic dissonance between business 
strategy and IT spending can seriously impact the financial performance of the 
business. Effective IT management and planning practices can help move IT and 
business strategy. A deeper level of alignment can be achieved by validating the IT 
organization’s performance against the firm’s values.
1.6 The Importance of IT Management Practices
Importantly in the context of this dissertation Dedrick, Gurbaxani et al (2002) 
identified that business practices around IT management have a significant impact on 
the value extracted from Information Technology Investments. Tallon, Kraemer and 
Gurbaxani (2000) in a study on executive perspectives on information technology 
found that firms that aligned IT with business strategy increased the payoff from IT 
investments. They also found that firms with higher level of IT investments gained 
greater payoff from alignment. These two results emphasize the important of 
business and IT alignment and lead to a conclusion that firms over-investing in IT 
compared to their peer-group can achieve higher returns from IT investments.
Mata, Fuerst and Barney (1995) concluded from a resource based theory analysis 
that Managerial IT skills was the only attribute of four attributes (capital, proprietary 
technology, technical IT skills and managerial IT skills) that can provide sustainable
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competitive advantage. Bharadwaj (2000) found that firms with high IT capability 
tended to outperform a control sample of firms on a variety of financial performance 
measures. With this important evidence, it was surprising to find few best practice 
frameworks targeted at improving IT capability.
Resource-based theory argues that a subset of a firm's resources enable 
achievement of competitive parity while a further subset of these lead to sustainable 
competitive advantage. Barney et al (1991) argue that advantage can be sustained 
to the degree the firm is able to protect against resource imitation, loss or 
substitution. Peppard and Ward (2004) make the argument that we are entering a 
fourth era of information technology in organizations (data processing, management 
information systems, and strategic information systems being the first three). Their 
work proposes a capability perspective that specifically considers how organizations 
continuously derive and leverage value through IT. A core premise of their work is 
that technology itself has no inherent value and that IT alone is unlikely to be a 
sustainable source of competitive advantage. They argue that organizations need to 
understand, develop and nurture this capacity if they are to deliver value from IT on 
an ongoing basis.
In defining the IT capability Peppard and Ward (2004) define capability as that what 
the business can achieve through focused investment and deployment of 
competencies and resources. Further parsing this definition, IT capability can be 
defined as the strategic application of processes, resources and competencies in 
support of the organizations objectives (Kangas, 1999; Peppard, 2004). This 
definition can be further refined in terms of outcomes through leveraging the 
definition of Ross et al (1996) which defines IT capability as the ability to control IT 
costs, deliver systems when needed and effect business objectives through IT 
implementation. In this dissertation I use what IT can do for the business (Curley,
2004) as a spanning definition for IT capability.
Information Technology is defined using an extended definition from that of Weill 
(1990). Additionally, information technology is an overarching term used to define the 
integrated computer systems and solutions for providing information and automated 
solutions to support operations, management, analysis and decision making in an 
organization. The systems utilize computer hardware, software, middleware, network, 
storage, databases and of course the information that resides and flows through the 
systems.
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Amongst others Dedrick et al (2002) have published an excellent summary of the 
empirical evidence linking IT investment and economic performance but this is not 
particularly useful for IT executives grappling with how they can increase value 
through IT in their own organization. Kohli & Devaraj’s (2004) organizational process 
for realizing the business value of information technology investments is an example 
of academic research which is easily applicable.
1.7 Theory of the IT Business
Drucker (1994, P1) states “every organization, whether a business or not, needs a 
theory of the business” and “that a valid theory that is clear, consistent and focused is 
extraordinary powerful” (Drucker, 1994, P1). Despite the significant amount of 
research work and a wide set of theories and IT best practice frameworks it appears 
there is not an obvious theory of the business in existence for IT organizations and 
CIOs. A key concern of managers is both what to do and how to do it. Many of the 
so called best practice frameworks in IT are focused on doing things right but there 
appears to be much less available in the realm of choosing and doing the right thing.
This appears to be analogous to a similar situation suggested in general 
management where Drucker (1994) described that there are many how to do tools 
available yet what to do is increasingly becoming the central challenge facing 
management. Again despite the proliferation of tools and frameworks like ITIL (OGC,
2001; OGC, 2008) and COBIT (ISACA, 2007) it appears there is a lack of an
integrating framework which could act as guide and compass for CIOs in terms of 
what to do and then offer advice on the how to do’s once what to do has been 
established. According to Drucker (1994) a theory of business has three parts
• assumptions and context about the environment of the organization
• assumptions about the mission and strategy of the organization
• assumptions about the core competencies needed to accomplish the 
organization’s mission.
According to Teece (2002) success is achieved through owning and developing 
differentiating assets and capabilities and orchestrating them astutely. In an attempt 
to provide a framework that could act as a theory of the business for the CIO, linking 
capability improvement and value, closing the identified gap between theory and
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practice (Sambamurthy and Zmud, 2000), the IT capability maturity framework (IT- 
CMF) has been researched and is presented in this dissertation.
1.8 Structure of the Dissertation
This chapter has set the scene for the research and dissertation and outlines why IT 
investment is important as well as outlining the difficult challenges facing CIOs. The 
lack of an all encompassing framework to help guide CIOs to better outcomes and 
the gap between theory and practice is also highlighted. Chapter 2 reviews important 
prior research from both an academic and industry best practice standpoint and 
introduces the IT capability and its context as a central construct for the research and 
dissertation. Chapter 3 defines the research problem, goal, and methodology as well 
as providing a chronology of the research. Chapter 4 describes the output of a case 
study at Intel IT which yielded a draft framework for the IT-CMF. Chapter 5 provides 
the theoretical derivation of the IT-CMF while chapter 6 describes the IT-CMF in 
detail. Chapter 5 also introduces the IT-CMF artifact schema which provides a 
diagram of the different artifacts produced during the research. Chapter 7 
summarizes and explains how the IT-CMF can be used as a management and 
assessment system to help CIOs improve their IT capability and the value thus 
delivered. Appendix A details the IT-CMF assessment instrument while Appendix D 
gives an example of an IT-CMF assessment report. Appendix B shares classification 
taxonomy to enable further research and specification of the IT-CMF, whilst Appendix 
C gives a short overview of the critical processes underpinning the IT-CMF.
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2 Chapter 2: IT Value and Capability
This chapter builds on the foundation from chapter 1 and introduces the concept of IT 
capability. IT capability and it’s relation to value is used as a central construct to the 
research and this dissertation. This chapter summarizes key applicable prior
research in areas such as resource based theory (Barney, 1991), dynamic
capabilities (Teece et al, 1997 ), core competency (Prahalad and Hamel,1990),
developing long term competitiveness through IT assets (Ross et al, 1998) and 
process theory for IT Business Value (Markus and Soh, 1998). A synthesis of the 
research in these areas helped inform and shape the IT Capability Maturity
Framework which is detailed in chapters 5 and 6.
As introduced in chapter 1 creating value and measuring the value from IT enabled 
investments continues to be a topical and difficult problem to solve (Tallon 1999, 
Dedrick et al 2002, Curley 2004). Whilst most IT organizations are primarily 
evaluated based on performance metrics such as availability, cost and SLA 
compliance, there is increasing pressure to include a strong value component to this 
performance measurement. Indeed Strassman’s (2002) comments about the CIO 
being done with mere technology and that their job was now to make money set the 
tone for an emerging change of posture for information technology management.
In chapter 1, it was noted that 73% of CIOs don’t calculate ROI on their completed 
projects and 70% of companies find it difficult to calculate ROI (Alter, 2003). 
Repeated surveys (Alter, 2006) show that whilst there has been moderate 
improvement in IT evaluation, the profession continues to struggle with this issue.
Additionally, the famed Chaos report by the Standish group (Johnson, 1994) 
estimated that 31% of IT projects were cancelled before they were completed, 53% 
of those completed cost an average of 189% of the original estimate whilst on 
average only 42% of the initially proposed functionality is delivered. The Standish 
report also stated that less than 10% of IT projects were completed on time and on 
budget. Whilst there has been some improvement, Rubinstein (2007) reported that 
35% of projects are categorized as successful based on the 2006 Standish report 
compared to an estimated 16.2% in the original Standish group report, this still 
indicates there is substantial room for improvement.
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IDC reported that worldwide IT spending was expected to increase from $965m in 
2004 to approximately $1.2 billion in 2008, a compound annual growth rate of 6% 
(Lu, 2004). Whilst worldwide IT spending is expected to continue to grow there is 
increasing pressure on CIOs to support business growth without big IT budget 
increases (Scavo, 2007). Computer Economics (Scavo, 2007) found that median IT 
budget growth was 5% in the US in 2007 compared to an average 4.1% growth in 
2006. However they found that IT budget as a percentage of revenue dropped from 
2% to 1.8% potentially indicating an improvement in overall IT productivity. Thus IT 
continues to be an important part of the worldwide economy and improving the 
productivity of IT is an important expectation of business management.
2.1 Existing Theory
The role of information systems in the creation and appropriation of economic value 
has a long tradition of research within which falls the literature on the business value 
of information technology (Piccoli and Ives, 2005). From the 1980’s there has been 
significant research and debate on the subject of how IT investments lead to 
enhanced business value in such areas as improving organizational efficiency and 
effectiveness to outright business competitiveness (Dedrick et al, 2002). Previously 
the guiding theory of the firm used in these studies was the strategic positioning view 
or the industrial economics view (McFarlan, 1984; Porter and Miller 1985). More 
recently, there is an emerging body of research that utilizes the resource based view 
of the firm to examine the relationship between IT investments and effectiveness and 
competitiveness (Markus and Soh, 1995; Bharadwaj, 2000; Peppard and Ward, 
2004; Wade and Hulland, 2004; Marshall et al, 2005).
In parallel information systems research also has a long history of drawing on 
theories from other fields (Wade and Hulland, 2004), and this research attempts to 
synthesize and advance some of more applicable research towards a dynamic 
capabilities and maturity model based approach to value creation from IT. Following 
a detailed literature review, the most promising research for this dissertation lies in 
process theories of business value, resource based theory and the theory of dynamic 
capabilities.
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Of some importance also is task-technology fit (TTF) theory which holds that IT is 
more likely to have a positive impact on performance and be used if the capabilities 
of the IT match the tasks that the user or organization must perform (Zigurs et al,
1999). Indeed evolutionary theory (Darwin, 1859) also applies in that organisms 
evolve, under environmental pressure, such that they improve rather than evolve to 
some pre-established end-point. A key concept in this research is the proactive 
driving of evolution of an IT capability towards a higher maturity state, rather than 
reactive evolution which can lead to an IT capability and indeed its associated firm 
expiring due to competitive pressure.
2.1.1 Resource Based Theory
Resource based theory (RBT), which originated from the classical work of Penrose 
(1959) argues that firms possess resources, a subset of which enable them to 
achieve competitive parity and a further subset of these lead to sustainable 
competitive advantage. Penrose (1959) posited that firm growth is enabled by the 
best usage of available resources. RBT attributes superior performance to 
organizational capabilities (and to the resources which make up those capabilities). 
Bharadwaj (2000) found that firms with superior IT capabilities tended to outperform 
a control sample of firms on a variety of financial performance metrics. The resource- 
based view relies on two fundamental assertions, that of resource heterogeneity 
(capabilities and resources possessed by organizations may be different), and of 
resource immobility (the differences may be sustained over time) (Mata, Fuerst and 
Barney, 1995).
Under RBT, resources that are valuable and rare can lead to the creation of value. 
However, in IT many of the resources, (for example COTS -  commercial off the shelf 
technology) are commonly available to most companies and it is how these 
resources are combined into capabilities that can lead to superior performance. Mata 
et al (1995) used resource based thinking to suggest that five key IS drivers led to 
sustained competitive advantage (access to capital, proprietary technology, technical 
IT skills, customer switching costs and managerial IT skills), yet they found empirical 
support only for managerial IT skills as a source of sustained competitive advantage. 
Marchand et al (2001) proposed an information orientation construct which was 
comprised of three entities, the management of information technology, the 
management of information and behaviours of users using IT.
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Much of the resource based theory divides IT resources into two categories, IT 
assets and IT capabilities. Since IT assets such as infrastructure are the easiest 
resources to copy, they represent the most fragile source of competitive advantage 
(Wade and Hulland, 2000). However there is increasing evidence that competitive 
advantage often depends on a firm’s superior deployment of capabilities 
(Christensen and Overdorf, 2000).
2.1.2 Dynamic Capabilities
Dynamic capabilities can be defined as the ability to integrate, build and reconfigure 
competencies to address rapidly changing environments (Teece et al, 1997). A key 
shortcoming of resource based theory in ignoring the environment within which 
resources exists, led to the development of dynamic capabilities thinking (Wade and 
Hulland, 2004). Dynamic capabilities thinking closes this gap by taking a dynamic 
approach where recognizing the changing environment, dynamic resources help a 
firm adjust its resource and capability mix to help maintain a firm’s competitive 
advantage (Wade and Hulland, 2004). Dynamic capabilities theory posits that 
competitive advantage comes from owning and developing assets and then astutely 
orchestrating these assets to adapt to ongoing change (Teece et al 1997).
In the context of dynamic capabilities, a framework is needed which offers both an 
evolutionary improvement path for developing the strategic assets and processes of 
the IT organizations, whilst providing a mechanism for reconfiguring or altering IT 
investments in response to business strategy, business context and IT posture 
changes. In the environment of the IT organization, demand often exceeds available 
resources. A challenge exists of prioritizing business requests and allocating 
resources whilst developing the longer term capability of IT. Equally the challenge 
exists of how to be customer focused whilst making difficult decisions about which IT 
project investments to fund and which to reject.
Despite ongoing complaints about IT organization’s lack of agility and inertia due to 
the legacy installations and budget required to maintain these (Curley, 2004); IT 
resources may take on many of the attributes of dynamic capabilities (Wade and 
Hulland, 2004). This paradox between the dynamic nature of information technology 
itself driven by Moore’s law and the inertia in the IT organization and its budget may
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be explained by the lack of a pragmatic theory and framework to help dynamically 
reallocate and reconfigure the IT budget and resources in response to a dynamically 
changing environment. It is in this context that the IT-CMF context diagram (figure 
2.3.1) is introduced below, where business context and business strategy represents 
the key inputs that would drive dynamic reallocation of budget and resources in 
response to changes in the environment.
2.1.3 The Concept of Core Competency
The key notion of resource-based theory (Barney, 1991) is that an organization can 
create superior value and returns by developing and utilizing unique and often costly 
to replicate resource and process groupings to exploit business opportunities or to 
protect against business or other threats. When a firm can perform an activity well in 
a repeated fashion then this can be considered a competence. Competencies are the 
ability of the organization to develop, mobilize and use resources (Peppard, 2005) 
particularly leveraging processes. Core Competencies are what make an 
organization or indeed IT capability differentiating or unique in its competitiveness 
(Quinn and Hilmer, 1994). When a firm’s self-knowledge of its own resources and 
processes is high (Prahalad and Hamel, 1990) then this allows further exploitation of 
specific competences. An organization that possesses an IT capability as a core 
competency can integrate information technology, business processes and 
governance processes to realize superior price-performance ratios and other 
measure of performance that exceed those of its competitors (Prahalad, 1993). 
Organizations that wish to compete using information technology should aim to 
establish the IT capability as a core competency.
A new lens which involves a set of critical processes which underpin the systematic 
development and execution of the IT capability in an organization is also introduced 
in this research. This draws upon the emerging field of process theory and business 
process management (Harmon, 2006). A key concept is that an architecture and 
infrastructure of related business processes exists in order to enable the IT capability 
execute stable and repeatable patterns of management activity in support of 
improved value creation and delivery. This leverages the concept of the self- 
knowledge identified as a requirement by Prahalad and Hamel (1990) for 
competency leveraging.
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2.1.4 Process Theory of How IT creates Business Value
A body of research work in the area of process theory for IT business value has 
arisen due to the mixed empirical results on IT investment returns (Markus and Soh, 
1998). An early significant contribution was Weill’s (1992) introduction of the concept 
of IT conversion effectiveness to explain the failure of some IT investments to impact 
the bottom line of the firm. This led to more process theory work which attempted to 
trace the path taken by investments on the way to generating business value in the 
form of productivity increases and organizational performance increases.
Lucas (1993) proposed two conditions for improved conversion effectiveness, the 
first that IT is designed in a way that fits the firm’s task effectively and, secondly, 
appropriate use of the effectively designed technology. Grabowski and Lee (1993) 
introduced the concept of strategic fit where they focus on the alignment between the 
application portfolio, firm strategic type and cost structure as being important for 
conversion effectiveness. Markus and Soh (1993) identify that IT investment can be 
wasted due to poor IT management and failure to select the right projects. They 
introduced the concept of IT assets as an intermediate outcome between IT 
investment and improved performance. IT assets are described as the result of a 
conversion process which is a necessary but not sufficient condition for realizing 
business value. Beath, Goodhue and Ross (1998) defined these assets more 
specifically and also introduced the concept of accompanying processes as being 
necessary for releasing value from the IT assets.
Sambamurthy and Zmud (1994) introduced the notion of four IT impacts as result of 
IT management roles and processes. These impacts were new/improved products 
and services, dynamic organizational structures, transformed business processes 
and enriched organizational intelligence. A conclusion from Sambamurthy and 
Zmud’s model is a necessary and sufficient relationship between IT management 
competencies and IT impacts: i.e. the greater the IT management competencies, the 
greater the impact.
Markus and Soh (1998) synthesized this work into a sequenced process model 
consisting of a conversion process, a use process and a competitive process. 
Developing long-term competitiveness through IT assets and processes outlined by 
Ross et al (1998) is detailed further in the following section.
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2.1.5 Developing Long-term Competitiveness through IT Assets
To generate sustainable competitive advantage through information technology, 
Ross, Beath and Goodhue (1998) argue that firms must build and leverage three 
assets namely, a strong IT staff, a reusable technology base and a partnership 
between IT and business management. By building an especially effective IT 
capability, firms can enhance competitiveness through IT. The capability is defined in 
terms of an ability to control IT costs, deliver systems when needed and effect 
business objectives through IT implementation. The results of their two years study of 
IT management practices suggest that the quality of the IT assets dictates the quality 
of IT planning, delivery and support processes. Although firms introduce some 
systems to reduce costs and can evaluate them in terms of their success in doing so, 
they want many IT initiatives to support a firm’s strategic objectives.
According to Ross et al (1998), IT assets can be classified as people, technology and 
relationship assets as shown in the following diagram.
Technology
Asset
Figure 2.1-1 - IT Assets (Ross et al, 1998)
According to Ross et al (1998) the defining characteristic of a valuable human asset 
is an IT staff that consistently solves business problems and addresses business 
opportunities through information technology. Increasingly IT employees must 
effectively be bilingual speaking both IT and Business language4. The technology 
assets consist of an integrated IT architecture, a roadmap, sharable technical
4 Th is  concept o f IT em ployees needing to  be b ilingua l w as  in troduced by  Intel IT C h ie f A rch ite c t G regg W ya n t in 
in te rna l m eetings in 2007.
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platforms and databases to implement the architecture. The relationship asset is 
maximized when IT and business unit management share the risk and responsibility 
for the effective application of IT in the firm. This includes business partnership 
ownership and accountability of IT projects and top management leadership in 
establishing IT priorities.
From Ross et al (1998), these three IT assets lead to business value through their 
impact on a firm’s IT planning, delivery, and operations and support processes. 
When these processes are fast, cost-effective and strategically aligned, they result in 
competitively important IT-enabled business processes.
IT Assets
Building
Leveragin
Buildin
Leveragin.KclntionshiHuman
Technology
.everaging
Fast
D elivery
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O perations &  
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Client U se i n
Business Value
Strategically  
A ligned  Planning
Figure 2.1-2 - IT Assets and Value Chain
The interplay between the three assets and the three IT processes determines what 
business value is produced and how well a firm is positioned to generate and sustain 
competitive advantage. Through a thorough understanding of a company’s strategic 
context, managers can identify business and IT maxims that can help them 
determine the IT capabilities necessary to accomplish their business goals.
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Before attempting to develop a theory and framework which might satisfy the 
requirements of providing both an evolutionary roadmap for strategic resource 
development and a dynamic model for astute orchestration of these resources and 
assets, I will define IT capability and value, followed by a review of the so called best 
practice models/frameworks that are used in the industry.
2.1.6 Using the Management Control System for Competitive 
Advantage
The recursive and reciprocal relationship between strategy and management control 
systems (MCS) is becoming a more important area for research (Pant and Yuthas,
2000). Traditionally the management control system has been defined as the 
process by which managers make sure resources are obtained and used effectively 
and efficiently in the accomplishment of an organizations goals and objectives 
(Anthony, 1965). There is an ongoing interaction between the management control 
system and the strategic planning system in an organization where strategic planning 
is defined as a process of deciding on key changes in the objectives of the 
organization, in the resources that are applied to attaining these objectives, and in 
the policies and procedures that are to govern the acquiring and deployment of these 
resources (Anthony, 1965). These two systems increasingly can mutually reinforce 
each other. With increasing digitization and process perspective an updated 
definition of a management control system can be stated as the formal, codified, 
information-based and other routines and procedures which are used to drive, 
change or sustain patterns in organizational activities (Simons, 1995).
Much of the literature claims there is a positive relationship between the improvement 
of MCS practices and an increase in firm performance and this concept is leveraged 
in this research. Thus a core assumption is that better and more sophisticated and 
integrated use of common MCS techniques such as planning, budgeting, 
performance measurement, product costing will lead to improved organizational 
performance.
The concept of closed loop management control has been one of the more important 
guiding concepts to the field of management (Salman and Younis, 2005) and the 
merits of closed loop control have been a key topic for management research 
literature in the past few decades (Salman and Younis, 2005). To manage a system
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consisting of a set of resources one must be able to measure and control them. A 
control loop can be set up that first measures the performance of the output from a 
system, then applies policies and goals to decide what to do based on the observed 
output and then uses controls to change the resources, the level of resources or the 
allocation of resources being provided by the system. In doing so continuous 
adaption and control can be achieved to ensure the output from a system tracks as 
closely as possible to the desired objectives consistent with defined policies.
Salman and Younis (2005) state that feedback is a cardinal part of an effective, 
progressive and competitive management and organization. Management using a 
control loop is a core approach in achieving a dynamic capabilities perspective as 
detailed in chapter 5.
2.2 Context Building: The IT Capability
In building a context for this research, the concept of IT capability is used as the 
central construct. In general, a capability is understood as a distinctive attribute of a 
business that creates value for its customers. Capabilities directly affect the 
performance of an organization and differentiate it from others (Teece, Pisano, and 
Shuen, 1997). Capabilities are best measured by the value they generate for the 
organization (Kaner and Kami, 2004). In terms of IT capability, there are a variety of 
similar definitions described in the literature but few references to how to 
systematically develop and improve IT capability. There are also challenges in 
measuring the value of that capability (Sward, 2006).
2.2.1 Defining IT Capability
Before defining IT Capability in the context of this research and dissertation let’s 
review a number of the existing definitions which refer to both the constituent 
components of IT capability and the outcomes delivered. In general capabilities can 
be defined as repeatable patterns of actions in the use of assets to create, produce 
and/or offer products or services to a market (Sanchez et al, 1996). According to 
Peppard (2004) IT capability is the strategic application of IT competencies and 
resources in support of an organization’s objectives, whilst Kangas (1999) just refers 
to it as the strategic application of competencies. A similar definition is that IT 
capability is the combination of IT-based assets, resources and processes or routines 
that support business operations in value adding ways (Bharadwaj et al 1999, 
Sambamurthy and Zmud 2000).
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From Peppard’s (2004) research we can observe a three layer hierarchy in creating 
and managing a capability; resources and competencies leading to capability. 
However this definition seems to deemphasize the importance of processes; where a 
process is defined as a sequence of tasks which when properly performed produce a 
desired result (Humphrey, 1998). According to Christensen and Overdorf (2000) 
three factors affect make up a capability: resources, processes and values.
The combination of resources, processes and values/motivation can be considered 
composite factors that enable competencies. Values and Motivation are important 
since even if processes and resources are in place, without motivated employees the 
results desired (in pursuit of a particular set of goals) will likely not be delivered as 
well as they could be.
A pragmatic definition which I have extended from Agarwal (2004) is that IT capability 
is the ability to execute stable and repeatable patterns of IT management activities in 
support o f value creation. Ross et al (1996) defines IT capability as the ability to 
control IT costs, deliver systems when needed and effect business objectives 
through IT implementation. A macro level definition of IT capability is simply what IT 
can do for the business (Curley, 2004). A core assumption is that as the IT 
capability’s outcomes and business processes become more mature, more IT value 
is created.
2.2.2 Process View and Dynamic Capabilities
Aligned with this, Brown and Ross (1999) state that organizations are moving to 
more process-based structures and that this transition has implications for structures 
and processes of IT organizations, arguing the need for process based IT 
organizations to deliver higher performance. The emerging field of business process 
management begins with the concept that all processes are business assets and 
advocates achieving performance improvement through systematic design and 
management of a firm’s business processes (Chang, 2006).
In an increasingly competitive world, success is often dependent on owning and 
developing difficult to replicate assets, and orchestrating them astutely. The latter 
capability is what Teece (2002) refers to as Dynamic Capabilities. This research aims 
to build a model for the IT capability and then develop a framework to help
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orchestrate how the assets are used to increase value. Leveraging Teece’s (2002) 
work on the theory of the firm, successful organizations are those that are not so 
much designed to minimize transaction costs (although they do this) but those where 
organizational capabilities capable of developing and reshaping clusters of assets in 
differentiating combinations to serve the needs of the organization.
The business firm (any by implication the IT capability) can be thought of as a 
repository for knowledge, the knowledge being embedded in business processes and 
routines (Teece, 2002), and increasingly digitized through IT. The notion of dynamic 
capabilities has two important aspects, the first the ability to sense the changes in the 
environment (be that changes in business strategy or the business context) and then 
an emphasis on the role of strategic management in developing, adapting, 
integrating, sizing and reconfiguring capabilities towards the changing environment 
(Teece and Pisano, 1994).
As described above research by Overdorf and Christensen (2000) suggests three 
factors that effect what an organization can and cannot do, namely IT resources, 
processes and values. IT Resources are the physical resources like people, 
infrastructure and the intangible resources like the relationship with the business and 
Intellectual Capital. Processes can be defined as patterns of interaction, coordination, 
decision making and communication used to transform resources into products and 
services of greater worth (Overdorf and Christensen, 2000). Values, as also defined 
by Overdorf and Christensen, extend beyond the traditional ethical connotation, are 
the standards by which employees set priorities in key decision making. . 
Christensen defines values broadly as the standards or guidelines by which 
employees set priorities to enable them to judge whether an action is appropriate or 
not. This theme is very closely related to IT Governance and as companies grow 
larger it is important to enable employees make independent decisions about 
priorities which are consistent with the business strategy and model of the firm. 
Governance (Weill et al, 2004) is the accountability and decision making framework 
in the firm leading to desirable behaviour in the use of IT in the firm.
2.2.3 The Maturation of the IT Capability
A core goal of management (and associated control theory) applied to a capability is 
to create conditions of sustainability, controllability, predictability, (Salman and
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Younis, 2005) and by extension value contribution. When the IT Capability has 
achieved these conditions it should be in a position to contribute in an optimal fashion 
to value creation. In the formative stages of an IT capability much of what gets done 
is attributable to resources and in particular people (Christensen and Overdorf, 2000) 
-  this is unless an out of the box application which already has digitized processes 
for managing the IT capability is available5.
Over time as people repeat recurrent tasks, processes become defined (unless the 
organization has the foresight and knowledge to define up front what the processes 
are and the related inputs and outputs). As business strategy becomes better 
understood by the IT organization, the values of the firm become important and IT 
people make decisions based on what is important driven by company strategy or 
what is implicitly or explicitly defined by company strategy. Thus there is an evolution 
of the IT capability, starting from ad hoc use of resources to well defined processes 
and visible values as defined by IT Governance. Ultimately when resources, 
processes and values coalesce this could be defined as maturation of culture. 
(Christensen and Overdorf, 2000).
2.2.4 Strategic Alignment
IT capability exists in the context of two important business elements -  business 
strategy and business operations (Henderson and Ventrakaman, 1999). Much has 
been documented about the importance of alignment between the business strategy 
and IT strategy. Tallon (1999) found that businesses with a higher focus on IT 
achieve a higher payoff, whilst he also found that IT Management practices 
contribute to IT payoffs. Business Value is realized through the interplay of 
complementary IT and Business Capabilities (Barua and Mukhopadhyay, 2000).
Tallon and Kraemer (2007) introduced the concept of the interplay between strategic 
alignment and IT flexibility. Their research identified four states of value harnessing;
• Worst Case: Low strategic alignment and IT flexibility
• IT Value Potential: Low strategic alignment and high IT flexibility
• Value at Risk: High strategic alignment and low IT flexibility
• Sustained IT value : High strategic alignment and IT flexibility
5 O u t o f the box app lica tions like  HP M ercu ry 's  IT G ove rnance cen te r are  em erg ing w hich aim  to  prov ide  con figurab le  
d ig itized processes fo r key IT processes enabling fas t s ta rts  fo r new  capab ilities  o r fa s t m igra tion  paths to  h igher 
m aturity capabilities fo r e x is ting  IT  organ iza tions.
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Thus the interplay of strategic alignment and the controllability and sustainability of 
the IT capability is important.
2.2.5 Business Context
Ross (2005) argues that IT executives should forget strategy and focus IT on the 
company operating model. Ross argues that to make IT proactive rather than 
reactive, firms should define an operating model. She defines operating model as the 
necessary level of business process integration and standardization for delivering 
goods and services to customers. Ross introduces four operating models:
• Diversification (low standardization and low integration)
• Unification (high standardization, high integration)
• Coordination (low standardization, high integration)
• Replication (high standardization, low integration)
each of which drive different requirements for the IT capability. For example, a 
unification operating model drives the need for cost efficient firm-wide shared 
services whilst diversification drives the need for highly agile solutions delivery based 
on a lower level of firm wide shared services. Ross’s model is a key component of 
what I call Business context. Business context also includes prevailing economic 
conditions, industry structure and competitive dynamics amongst other factors.
The business context in which a business operates is naturally a key influence on 
business strategy and by extension, a modulator of the focus of IT capability. 
Environmental conditions such as market demand, regulatory, competitive issues 
and other factors will significantly impact the business strategy and how the 
organization creates value. This is aligned with Lawrence & Lorsch’s (1967) 
contingency theory -  i.e. the best way to organize a company (and by extension the 
associated IT capability) depends on the circumstances in which the company 
operates.
As an example in a Manufacturing company sometimes the company's focus might 
be output at any cost when the company has competitive products being sold into a
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hot market, whilst on other occasions the focus could be cost effective output when 
market demand is limited or a price war is at play. Different business and 
environmental conditions will likely drive changes to business strategy which in turn 
would likely drive different portfolios of IT investments to be chosen and indeed 
potentially differing IT postures. IT posture (defined as the relative level of 
aggressiveness or assertiveness with which the firm leverages IT in support of its 
business objectives) is also proposed as a potential influencing variable for the value 
that can be delivered through IT (see more on this topic later in this chapter). 
Depending on the business environment and on the track record of results delivery 
from IT investments the IT posture may be bullish, bearish or neutral in a particular 
firm or company. In the context of this research the maturity of the IT capability is 
proposed as a primary modulator of IT enabled value.
The successful combination of business strategy, operations and IT capability leads 
to value. This reinforced by Strassman’s statement that Information Management 
has only value in the context of business management (Strassman, 1995).
2.3 Understanding and Controlling the IT Capability
The core assumption of a firm or organization is that it is a coordinated set of 
activities that produce desired results (Samuel, 2002) enabling the creation of 
shareholder value. To accomplish that concerted activities are required to plan, 
coordinate, execute and control the use of resources to accomplish the desired goals 
and output. (Salman and Younis, 2005). In alignment with this definition we can 
further define the IT capability as a coordinated set of activities leveraging processes 
and resources that produce results in support of the firm’s objective, within the 
constraints of funding made available (Tiernan and Peppard, 2005).
The figure below is the first IT-CMF artifact (A0) and is a context diagram which 
shows the relationship between IT capability and business strategy/operations. IT 
capability should be driven by and support business strategy and IT capability should 
also underpin firm’s business operations. This model builds on Henderson and 
Ventrakaman’s (1993) strategic alignment model and Peppard and Ward’s (2004) 
IT/IS alignment model where IT capability comprises both IT strategy and IT 
infrastructure and operations in the diagram.
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It also takes account of Tallon and Kramer’s (1999) process model of alignment of 
business strategy and IT, and seeks to avoid both strategy shortfall and technology 
shortfall. Strategy shortfall occurs where the business fails to take advantage of the 
IT capability and technology shortfall occurs where IT does not deliver to meet the 
needs of the business strategy (Tallon and Kramer, 1999). The net output of this 
relationship and structure should be increased value although depending on a 
number of factors including business conditions and management maturity, value 
may well be destroyed as well as created.
Figure 2.3-1 - IT Capability Context Diagram
This schema incorporates a dynamic capabilities view as business context and 
business strategy act as external stimuli to drive reconfiguration of the IT capability to 
create value. When strategy or context is changed or modified, management makes 
changes which are translated into budget increases or decreases as well as 
reallocation within the existing budget. These changes drive changes in the existing 
service portfolio as well as the workflow of new services being developed and 
ultimately if successful drive increased value to the organization through services that 
are in continuous alignment with the ongoing business context and strategy.
When the IT capability has achieved a state of sustainability, controllability and 
predictability it can react and proact in the face of dynamically changing conditions 
and strategy.
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2.4 Managing and Controlling the IT Capability
In the context of a capability three elements, purpose, effectiveness and efficiency, 
are at the core of managing and controlling that capability (Berry et al, 2005). 
Efficiency is the relationship of outputs to a given set of inputs; effectiveness is a 
measure of the achievement of purpose. The establishment of purpose gives focus 
and direction to the patterns of activity, allocation of resources and use of 
competencies within a capability. It will be of no surprise if IT organizations are not 
perceived as delivering business value, if no specific purpose related to IT value 
generation has been defined and if no specific goals measures of efficiency and 
effectiveness have been defined or are in use.
Using the definition of cybernetic control posited by Tocher (1976) four necessary 
conditions must be in place in order to exercise control of a system or capability
• A defined purpose or objective exists
• An ability to measure process outputs in terms of the purpose or objective 
exists
• An ability to predict the effect of proposed control actions exists
• An ability exists to take action to reduce deviations from the purpose or 
objective.
Thus in attempting to maximize the value contribution of an IT capability, a clear 
purpose or mission needs to be stated. Often this is stated in terms of an IT mission 
statement and complemented by defined principles of how IT should be used as part 
of the IT Governance Process. In order to measure process outputs in the context of 
value, we need to define IT business value and IT posture.
2.4.1 Defining IT posture
In the context of the IT capability, IT posture is defined as a rationalized mental 
attitude towards the use of IT in the organization. This means the leadership and 
management in an organization have thought through their relative position with 
respect to the use of IT in the organizations. Posture can be measured across a 
number of dimensions with a first order dimension being that of how aggressively IT 
is adopted.
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Moore (1991) in his book Crossing the Chasm identified five adoption states: 
Aggressive Innovator, Early Adopter, Early Majority Adopter, Later Majority Adopter 
and Laggard Adopter: in this research, I use these states as a proxy for IT posture. 
Depending on an organization’s experience with IT and other factors such as 
economic climate, an organization may be bullish, neutral or bearish with respect to 
the adoption of IT. In some organizations with well developed governance, 
executives may have explicitly defined their IT posture perhaps aggressively using IT 
in order to attempt to achieve first mover competitive advantage. Other organizations 
may have a less aggressive approach to IT, seeking only to minimize IT spending 
and treating it like a necessary evil.
Tallon and Kraemer (1999) investigated the link between strategic intent for IT and IT 
business value. They found that firms with a higher focus on IT achieve higher 
payoffs. They also found that IT management practices contribute to IT value and 
that a firm’s choice of IT management practices relates to strategic intent for IT.
2.5 Defining Value
The notion of value is an important one to grasp in the context of the IT organization 
with multiple definitions abounding. John Hill, CIO of Siemens Business Services 
says that “Value has to either translate into improved revenue or lower cost, Ultimate 
value has to be described in common-sense business terms” (Allen, 2006; P1). Thus 
IT value is really a contribution to the company’s top and bottom line. We define IT 
Business Value as the contribution that IT makes to a company achieving its 
strategic objectives (Curley, 2004). This definition is also valid in the context of a non­
profit or public sector organization where IT Business Value is the contribution IT 
makes to helping an organization achieve its strategic objectives.
2.5.1 Business Value Linkage
In their paper quantifying the business value of Information technology, Banker and 
Kauffman (1991) developed a conceptual framework and modeling approach which 
linked intermediate outputs to business value and which sought to help quantify the 
business value of IT. The key application of this framework is that it helps structure
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an analysis of an IT investment so that the area's most positively impacted (tangible 
or intangible) are included in cost-benefit analysis.
Business Value linkage is used to represent the processes by which the direct 
outputs from information technology are transformed within a firm and its operating 
environment into enhanced revenues, reduced costs and new strategic opportunities 
to increase market share. The Business Value Linkage framework is in effect the 
classical black box approach to modeling. The inputs, outputs and the black box 
processes involved in the conversion are identified and in so doing the IT investment 
(input) can be linked to strategic or operational benefits for a firm. To provide a 
systematic framework for identifying the potential benefits of IT investment, Banker 
and Kauffman (1991) identified three broad categories of impacts, namely;
1. strategic and operational costs for existing operations
2. direct and potential revenue gains from existing and new products
3. market segment and market share improvements, due to changes in a 
firm's competitiveness or to effects that IT has in changing the basis of 
market competition.
Banker and Kauffman's three broad categories of IT value impact can be extended 
by focusing on two primary value adding mechanisms of IT (Curley, 2004)6
• Enabling and supporting business continuity
• Enabling and supporting business change and growth
2.5.2 Business Continuity and Business Change
Business continuity includes providing services to enable a business to operate and 
generate revenue today, whilst business change includes creating new business 
solutions and opportunities that enable future value. Significant contributions to future 
value are typically achieved through helping grow revenue, reduce costs, improve 
margin through better asset productivity and improving investor expectations of a 
company’s ability to grow. In contrast, ensuring business continuity through lowering
6 This notion s tem s from  the portfo lios observed to  be un de r m a nage m en t by  D eutsche Bank. Th ree  po rtfo lios w ere 
con tinuously  m anaged M andatory, Run the  B ank and G row  the  Bank. M anda to ry  re ferred to  investm ents  w hich 
w ere  d icta ted by lega l or s im ila r requ irem en ts w h ils t the  tw o  o the r portfo lios represented  the  inves tm en t to  keep the 
bank running and grow ing respective ly.
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business risk and automating business processes and the like, enable current value 
generation to continue on a day to day basis.
Thus a broader set of value impacts can be defined as follows:
Business
Value
Revenue (Growth)
Costs (Efficiency)
Assets (Productivity)
Risk (Continuity)
Expectations  
(P/E M ultiple)
Figure 2.5-1 - Primary Contributors to Business Value
Shareholder value is primarily increased through growing revenue, improving 
operating margin (achieved through improved efficiencies), improving asset 
efficiency, managing risk and improving expectations which can be a key driver of 
total shareholder value as manifested by the P/E ratio for publicly quoted companies. 
Total Shareholder return is a function of 3 key factors: profit growth, free cash 
generation, and multiple expansion is a good overall measure of value generated. 
Investments in IT and IT capability should ultimately be targeted to influence at least 
one of the three key measures.
Pope et al (2003) in the Intel white paper Defining the Value of e-Business introduces 
seventeen standard measures (also known as Value dials) to help quantify the value 
of IT systems. This is an example of operationalizing of value within a particular firm 
and value dials become standardized measures of value which ensure consistency 
and validity across differing business cases in an organization. These measures are 
based on the premise that value is created by transforming business process which 
is enabled through improved or new IT systems. In further literature, both Curley 
(2004) and Sward (2006) have described the Intel Value dials approach which allows
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the targeting and measurement of the impact of IT enabled investments on key 
business variables.
2.6 Why a New Framework?
From an IT practitioner viewpoint there is increasing interest in the utilization of more 
formal process methodologies. As IT increases maturity and pressures increase from 
the business for reliable performance and improved efficiency, effectiveness and 
value, CIOs are applying process methodologies to help stabilize IT and operations 
(Cameron, 2005). Cameron notes that the traditional home-grown process 
methodologies of IT organizations are being replaced by more standard approaches 
such as ITIL and Six Sigma (Motorola, 2008). Process improvement approaches are 
popular because of the belief that the quality of a system or organization is highly 
influenced by the quality of processes used within it.
Without any integrating framework and methodology focused on value to help, CIOs 
can quickly find themselves under pressure as they are aware that even if they 
deliver the next CRM or ERP solution exquisitely, it will only keep them or their 
company in the game. Additionally it seems there is a continuing structural problem 
in the IT profession and industry around managing the returns from IT investments. 
Evidence introduced in chapter 1 and subsequent research by the author shows that 
few CIOs can state the returns from their IT investments.
2.6.1 Existing Frameworks
A review of existing IT Management frameworks reveals that there is a plethora of 
frameworks for IT management already in existence. In the context of this research 
three key issues emerge following the review of these:
• comprehensiveness: few if any frameworks cover the full scope of an IT 
organization or capability
• validation: lack of theoretical and empirical validation
• value: lack of value focus
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In order for a framework to help the CIO in an integrated fashion it should cover most 
if not all of the process footprint of the Enterprise IT organization. The notion of being 
value based is critical as this is ultimately what CIOs are increasingly being 
measured on. Finally it is important that frameworks have been validated to give 
confidence to practitioners that investing in adoption of the framework will indeed 
lead to value.
A table showing a brief summary of IT frameworks is shown below. Whilst this 
summary is not an exhaustive list of frameworks it is a good representative sample of 
those in popular use. Each of these frameworks could be discussed in great detail 
and there are many sources of information on each of these. Some of the 
frameworks are widely adopted and used and provide significant value. However 
none of the frameworks fully address the issue of comprehensiveness, validation and 
value focus.
NAME SUMMARY FOCUS AREA
AS 8015 Australian Standard for Corporate 
Governance of IT
IT Governance
CMMI Capability 
Maturity Model 
Integration
Capability Maturity Model® Integration 
(CMMI) is a process improvement 
approach based on statistical process 
control
Quality, Project 
Management, Software 
Development
CoBIT -  Control 
Objectives for 
Information Technology, 
IT Governance Institute
A process model derived from an 
information security and risk management 
approach comprising of 34 processes
Risk Management, 
Information Security, 
Information Technology 
management
eSCM-SP: eSourcing 
Capability Model for 
Service Providers
Best Practice Framework for IT Services 
managing cost and risk
Sourcing
Earl Michael J and 
Feeny, David F. “Is your 
CIO adding Value”
CIO Leadership framework Leadership, Value
Frenzel, Carroll 1996 
“Management of 
Information 
Technology”
Strategic and Implementation 
considerations for IT Management
Management of 
Application Portfolios, 
Controlling 
Information 
Resources
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NAME SUMMARY FOCUS AREA
Information Services 
Procurement Library 
(ISPL)
A systematic approach for tendering and 
supplying IT projects and services
Sourcing, Procurement
ITIL -  IT Infrastructure 
Library, OGC Office of 
Government Commerce 
2006
Framework for Best practice Guidance for 
IT Service Management
IT Service
Management, Delivery 
and Support
Niessink, Frank 2004, IT 
Service CMM -  IT 
Service Capability 
Maturity Model,
Framework for IT Service Management IT Services
ISO 9000 Quality 
Management System
Standard which validates that correct 
processes are executed based on four 
key processes -  management of 
resources, product quality, maintenance 
of quality records and continuous 
improvement
Quality, Resource 
Management, 
Continuous 
Improvement
ISO 270001 Information 
Security Management 
Systems
Model and Guidance for reducing a firms 
exposure to Information Security Risk
Risk Management
ISO 20000 Formal Standard for IT Service 
Management
IT Service Management
Kaplan and Norton -  
Balanced Scorecard
A performance management system 
which focuses on strategically aligned 
improvement
IT-Business Alignment,
Performance
Management
Kerzner, Harold 2004  
“Advanced Project 
Management”
Integrated Best Practices and Project 
Management Maturity Model
Project Management
Luftman, 2004  
“Managing the 
Information Technology 
Resource”
A list of 38 processes stratified by three 
layers strategic, tactical and operational
Resource Management
NASCIO EAMM Enterprise Architecture Maturity Model Enterprise Architecture
Six Sigma A structured, disciplined approach to 
process improvement grounded in 
Statistical Process Control
Process
Im provem ent
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NAME SUMMARY FOCUS AREA
Spice/ISO 15504 Spice is a framework for assessment 
of processes and Spice stands for 
Software Process Improvement and 
Capability Evaluation
IT Service 
Management
Strassman, Paul 1995 
“ The Politics of 
Information 
Management”
Five interacting vectors (Governance, 
Business Plan Alignment, Process 
Improvement, Resource Optimization 
and Operational excellence) deliver 
and sustain information management 
superiority
Information
Management
Superiority
TQM Total Quality 
Management
Generic Improvement approach which 
leverages the Shewart/Deming Plan, 
Do, Check, Act framework to achieve 
competitive advantage
Quality, Continuous 
Improvement
Open Architecture 
Group, TOGAF
Enterprise Architecture Framework Enterprise
Architecture
Peppard J and Ward 
“IS Capability” -  
towards a fourth era of 
IS
Documents critical competencies of IS 
management
IS Management
PMBok, Project 
Management Body of 
Knowledge
Techniques for effective Project 
Management
IT Project 
Management
Prince2 -Projects in
Controlled
Environments
Project Management Methodology Project Management
VALIT Value Model for IT Value
Zachman Enterprise Architecture Reference 
Model
Enterprise
Architecture
Figure 2.6-1 - Summary of Frameworks and Focus Areas
An analysis of the focus areas showed that while a wide range of focus areas were 
covered the most frequent were project management, quality management; resource 
management and IT service management as shown in the table below.
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Focus Area # of Occurrences
Project management 4
IT Service Management 4
Enterprise Architecture 4
Quality 3
Resource Management 3
Sourcing 2
Governance 2
Software 2
Risk Management 2
IT Management 2
Information Security 2
Process Improvement 2
Continuous Improvement 2
Procurement 1
IS Management 1
Value 1
Leadership 1
Alignment 1
Performance Management 1
Information Management 1
Figure 2.6-2 - Summary of Focus Areas
Of these frameworks the IT Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) is 
one of the more widely adopted (OGC, 2007). ITIL is a set of techniques and 
concepts for helping manage IT infrastructure, development and operations. Many of 
the concepts in ITIL originated from early IBM work on systems management 
concepts which were documented by the primary author Edward van Schaik in his 
1985 book A Management System for Information Systems. Van Schaik (1985) drew 
upon one of the earliest systematic treatments of the topic of IT Management which 
was published by Richard Nolan in 1974. Microsoft Operating Framework (MOF) has 
gained significant traction in IT operations organizations and focuses on a subset of 
the ITIL libraries.
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COBIT (ISACA, 2007) is another framework which has attracted significant press and 
has its roots in the information security and auditing domain. An extension of COBIT 
called VALIT (ISACA, 2008) extends the risk management and security focus into the 
domain of value management. CMMI (SEI, 2003) is used often for software 
development and project management practices in IT organizations. The IT Service 
CMM (Niessink, 2005) applies a CMM approach to the IT service Management 
aspect of IT and has gained some traction in the Netherlands and surrounding 
countries. Reviewing the overall list there is no single framework which covers the 
entire footprint which a CIO managing an enterprise IT function has to cope with. 
Additionally there is no framework which comprehensively addresses the economics 
and value focus as well. In the next section I will elaborate further highlighting areas 
of strength and weakness of the more popular good practices and relevant academic 
while also building a theoretical frame of reference for the research question.
2.6.2 Framework and Literature Analysis
An analysis of both academic and practitioner literature indicates that there is a 
plethora of IT frameworks, many of which are quality focussed. Indeed Van Schaik 
(2006) describes the framework landscape as a forest of frameworks. While some of 
these are very detailed, few if any cross the full spectrum of business process activity 
required to support a complex IT operation and few adopt a value lens for process 
and output. Additionally with a continued fast rate of business change and innovation 
the focus for enterprise IT has shifted from minimizing total cost of ownership and 
adding incremental solutions to providing a platform for business agility.
Rozemeijer et al (2007) note with the growing number of frameworks covering 
different domains of IT, the coherence between the domains has been somewhat 
neglected. Rozemeijer et al (2007) note that despite the individual domain expertise 
the overall picture which is needed to deliver end-to-end services across domains 
has received less attention in framework development. They also note that most 
frameworks focus on the relationship between processes within a certain domain, 
with just a few covering most domains and even if they do, they lack integration and 
are too high level to add value. Rozemeijer et al (2007) argue that effective IT service 
management can only be achieved when both the cohesion of processes within a 
domain and the inter-domain dependencies are understood. However even this is not
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enough as IT service management is only a component of an overall IT capability 
required to deliver value to an organization. As an example in Enterprise IT many 
other processes are required beyond IT Service Management such as Innovation 
Management, IT Governance and Enterprise Architecture.
With the significant challenges facing CIOs many are turning to best practice 
frameworks and adoption rates continue to increase (Ward, 2006). In enterprise IT 
organizations there, appears to be a structural change in the organizational logic with 
a shift from organizing around functions and technical capabilities to organizing the IT 
structure around customers and processes (Agarwal and Sambamurthy, 2002; 
Rozemeijer et al, 2007). The Intel IT transformation (Curley, 2006) is an example of 
this where the first step was to organize around the customer, followed by successive 
efforts to identify processes and subsequently improve their maturity.
IT Infrastructure Library (OGC, 2007) is probably the most popular framework serving 
the area of IT service management. ITIL, whose development was driven initially by 
the Office of Government Commerce (OGC) in the UK, originally had a focus on 
infrastructure management and operations and from this domain it derives its name 
IT Infrastructure Library. A significant shift happened in the upgrading from ITIL V2 
(2000) to ITIL V3 (2007) with a shift in focus from operational processes to focus on 
guidance on service management. With version 3 came a new official name, ITIL 
Service Management Practices which reflected an up levelling of scope. ITIL focuses 
on service strategy, service design, service transition, service operations and 
continual service improvement. It has a vibrant user community and is quite widely 
adopted. Despite its wide adoption and longevity of existence, ITIL is not value 
based, does not cover the full spectrum of IT process activity and has had limited 
empirical validation (Spafford, 2007). In ITIL Version 2 there was no significant 
reference to Value, whilst version 3 importantly has begun to integrate a value lens 
into the framework philosophy.
The Capability Maturity Model Integration (Chrissis et al, 2003) is the dominant so 
called best practice model used in the field of Software engineering and is 
increasingly used as a good practice in the field of project management. Maturity 
models are based on the hypothesis that control, effectiveness and predictability of 
an organizations processes improve as an organization moves up the different levels 
of maturity (Ahern et al, 2001). CMMI replaced the original Software CMM model 
(SE-CMM) which expired on 31 December 2007. SE-CMM was one of the first
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maturity models developed and it can be described as a structured collection of 
elements that describe the maturity of software processes in an organization (Paulk 
et al, 2003). Like ITIL, CMMI is quite widely adopted but again its scope and adoption 
is limited to software engineering and project management areas and this again fails 
to meet the requirements of value based, integrated and validation discussed earlier 
in this chapter. From an enterprise IT standpoint a number of IT organizations have 
adopted CMMI as a practice in their solutions delivery and project management 
process areas, however this is again not sufficient as the processes required to run 
and manage enterprise IT capability are much broader than just these two 
processes.
COBIT (ISACA, 2007) developed by ISACA and the IT Governance Institute is 
another good practice framework which is increasingly used in the domain of IT 
governance. COBIT, or Control objectives for information technology has its roots in 
the auditor and information security domains and has recently evolved into the IT 
Governance domain. It is a comprehensive framework and is organized around four 
main processes; plan and organize, acquire and implement, deliver and support and 
monitor and evaluate. The primary goal of implementing COBIT is about achieving 
control objectives for IT, which reflect on its origins in the auditing area of information 
systems. The mission of the COBIT development initiative was to create an 
international set of generally accepted control objectives for use by business 
managers and auditors. The latest version of COBIT 4.1 (COBIT, 2007) included 
improved performance measurement guidance, improved control objectives and 
IT/Business goals and a significant focus on IT Governance. Whilst COBIT is a good 
process model containing 34 processes and 210 control objectives it appears that 
there is mismatch in the level of abstraction of some of the processes, for example 
P01 define a Strategic IT plan and direction seems to be at a higher level of 
abstraction than processes such as DS8 Manage Service Desks and Incidents, DS9 
Manage the Configurations, DS10 Manage problems which a framework like ITIL 
(2008) might integrate into a Service Management Process. Recently the work of 
ISACA has been extended with a separate framework VALIT (ISACA, 2008) which 
addresses the domain of Value of IT which COBIT did not fully adequately address.
The Project Management Maturity (PMMM) model developed by Kertzner (2004) is 
an excellent example of applying a maturity model approach to one important 
discipline of concern to the CIO, that is Project Management. The PMMM identifies 
high level states associated with improving Project management maturity and
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includes a maturity assessment tool. As a standalone tool the PMMM is very useful 
but similar to other frameworks is expert at a process in one domain but does not 
extend into the other processes areas required to run enterprise IT.
ISO 20000 (IS020000, 2008) is yet another standard focussed on IT service 
management. ISO 20000 evolved from BS15000, with the British Standards Institute 
being one of the first organizations to identify the need for a standard in this area. 
ISO 20000 contains a specification for IT service management and a code of practice 
for IT service management. Again this appears to be an example of deep domain 
expertise in the domain of IT service management but does not span into other 
domain areas of IT.
SPICE (2008) or ISO/IEC 15504 is another relevant standard in the field of IT service 
management. It is a framework for assessment of processes and SPICE stands for 
Software Process Improvement and Capability Evaluation. Similar to the S/W CMM, 
ISO 15504 originated in a development context, making it somewhat difficult to apply 
in a service management context. This standard continues to be developed with 
coverage extending to process areas such as engineering and acquisition.
The ISO/IEC 27000 (2005) series comprises a set of related standards for 
information security which is published by the International Organization for 
Standardization and the International Electro Technical Commission. This is a 
significant standard covering aspects of specification, assessment and code of 
conduct. However once again there is little linkage with other domains within 
enterprise IT.
Niessenk’s (2005) IT Service CMM is another noteworthy contribution to the 
knowledge in the field of IT Service Management. The IT Service CMM has two main 
objectives, firstly to enable IT service providers to assess their capabilities for 
delivering IT services and secondly to provide IT service providers with steps and 
guidance for improvement of their service capability. Like other CMM models, the IT 
Service CMM measures the capability of processes on a five level ordinal scale with 
each level prescribing certain key processes that needs to be in place before 
organization can have maturity designated at that level. IT Service CMM categorizes 
the processes across three aspects management, enabling and delivery. Once again 
while this model displays significant depth and adds value in the domain of IT service
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management, there is little coverage and guidance in other domains of IT 
management.
Luftman (2004) and Peppard and Ward (2004) offer descriptions of processes and 
competencies respectively which span well beyond the domain specific definitions of 
many of the good practice frameworks. While both of these provide an inventory of 
processes and competencies and the organizing logic associated with each of these 
offer much potential, they have yet to cross the chasm from text book and journal 
paper respectively into a best practice framework which practically adds value to the 
practitioner. In contrast to the good practice frameworks described above what they 
offer in breadth, they lack in depth of description of the processes and competencies. 
Not withstanding this both have proved very useful sources and calibration inputs in 
my research.
Outside the domain of IT Service Management there are many other frameworks 
which offer guidance and help to working IT executives. In different domains there 
are excellent good practice frameworks and excellent academic work and to illustrate 
the point I will discuss briefly one particular domain, that of enterprise architecture.
2.6.3 Enterprise Architecture Example
In the domain of enterprise architecture (EA) frameworks such as TOGAF (2007), 
Zachman (1987, 1992), NASCIO (2006) and Ross, Robertson, Weill (2006) all add 
significant knowledge and value to the IT practitioner.
The open group architecture framework (TOGAF, 2007) provides a framework for 
enterprise architecture which spans governance, design, planning and 
implementations of enterprise architecture, covering four different aspects of EA 
namely business, data, application and technology architectures. TOGAF (2007) 
defines architecture as the structure of components, their interrelationships and the 
principles and guidelines governing their design and evolution over time. The 
Zachmann (1987, 1992) framework for enterprise architecture aims to establish a 
common vocabulary and a framework for describing complex enterprise systems 
providing a blueprint for an organizations information infrastructure. The Zachman 
framework is also a classification scheme that logically relates different descriptive 
representations and aims to provide an analytic model for understanding how
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different architecture elements fit together. The association of Government CIOs in 
the US NASCIO developed and released an enterprise architecture maturity model 
(NASCIO, 2003) which helps US public sector organizations improve their enterprise 
architecture practices and results. This is a very useful model also incorporating an 
assessment tool. Ross, Weill and Robertson (2006) deal with enterprise architecture 
as strategy and demonstrate the importance of enterprise architecture as a strategic 
tool for an enterprise. They argue that managers should construct a solid foundation 
for business execution through enterprise architecture that supports digitized 
business processes executing on an IT infrastructure which automates the 
company’s core capabilities.
This brief summary of some of the frameworks and texts available supporting the 
domain of enterprise architecture shows a rich source of content but a lack 
comprehensive linkage or coherence to some of the other domains in Information 
Systems Management. For example there is no linkage to important processes such 
as supply/demand management, sourcing, people asset management or risk 
management. With the exception of Ross et al (2006) the existing enterprise 
architecture frameworks have not specifically been developed using a value lens.
2.6.4 Value Frameworks
Few value based frameworks if any are connected to the process or good practice 
models. For example, the report from the Working Council for Chief Financial 
Officers (CEB, 2003) on improving the yield of information technology shares good 
practices in the area of IT Business case discipline, enterprise-wide investment 
coordination and continuous portfolio management but does not extend linkage to the 
IT process landscape beyond this.
An analysis of a list of more than 40 exemplary IS research papers discussed in the 
Handbook of Information Systems Research (Whitman and Woszczynski, 2003) 
failed to yield a single papers which had the words value or IT Business Value in their 
titles, whilst value. A more detailed analysis of this list of papers failed to yield 
information on value as a significant or central theme. This ranked list of exemplary 
papers was created by IS scholars voting for the most influential papers in the IS field 
and these results could indicate both a paucity of quality research in this area and 
potentially also an indication that quality research in this area has not been prioritized
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by researchers. On the other hand it could also mean that the IT Business Value 
area was not an Influential research area at the time of polling. Indeed Bannister and 
Remenyi (1999) argue there is a surfeit of IT evaluation methodologies, but that 
managers too often have to fall back on instinct in IT investment decision making. 
Additionally Veith et al (2007) conclude following a review of IT value based 
management methods conclude there is no existing method suitable for assessing 
the business value created by IT assets.
2.6.5 The Challenge Remains
Despite the existence of all the good practice frameworks and research papers, 
many CIOs struggle with trying to optimize the value delivered from a given IT spend 
in a company. Weill (1992) reports that different organizations will realize different 
levels of value from the same level of spend. An important reason why CIOs and 
organizations can fail to realize sustainable value from their IT investments is that 
there is a lack of an integrative framework and model to help CIO manage the 
complexities and tradeoffs required to continuously evolve the IT capability in an 
organization while delivering ongoing value. Indeed there are few systematic 
guidelines to help firms measure IT value (Mooney et al, 1995). Without an 
overarching framework CIOs have to go it alone and often re-invent the wheel, trying 
to integrate different management frameworks and models in real-time as they 
navigate the very difficult challenges they face. In fact sometimes the existing best 
practice frameworks may be in conflict with each other.
All this supporting material and evidence leads to an argument and logic which says 
that there is no single integrated framework which can meet the multiple demands of 
the CIO struggling to improve IT capability whilst managing different challenges. The 
evidence supports the need to develop a coherent design pattern manifested as an 
integrated value based process framework which CIOs can use to improve their IT 
capabilities in pursuit of value creation.
2.7 Applying a Maturity Framework Lens
Humphrey (1998) introduced a breakthrough approach to software quality 
management and improvement by applying a capability maturity model (CMM)
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approach to software improvement. A CMM can be defined as a formal archetype of 
the levels through which an organization evolves as it executes and improves its 
processes in a particular area of focus (SEI, 2003; Paulk, 1993; Kaner and Kami
2004). Typically the levels outline an evolutionary improvement path from embryonic 
to mature processes and the CMM provides a roadmap to help choose process 
improvement strategies that lead to a targeted maturity state.
Maturity based approaches to process improvement evolved from the field of quality 
management where Crosby (1979) described the behaviour by an organization at 
five levels of maturity. Crosby’s (1979) quality maturity model was grounded in an 
evolutionary approach. His selection of five levels was not grounded in any particular 
theory but from management intuition. Since the introduction of the Software-CMM 
(Paulk et al, 1993) there have been a number of applications of the CMM approach 
to different fields for example the People CMM (Miller et al, 1995) an approach to 
improve the People Capability in an organization and the IT Service CMM (Niessink,
2005).
Amongst others, Ward and Peppard (2002), and Sambamurthy and Zmud (2000) 
have noted the fragmented approach to process improvement in the IT area and 
noted the need for more integration in approaches. Indeed, Ward and Peppard 
(2002) comment that a synthesis of the various efforts would add value and enables 
organization to achieve competitive advantage.
An important addition to the value proposition of a capability maturity framework is to 
introduce an evolutionary path of outcomes in parallel with process maturity (Curley, 
2005). Using a process improvement approach without using a roadmap of desired 
outcomes is analogous to improving the efficiency and performance of car, without 
providing a map and targeted destination. This approach was informed by Nolan’s 
(1973) introduction of an IT stages of growth model. The model described evolution 
from the early cautious use of information technology (initiation), followed by 
contagion where computers were enthusiastically embraced in different areas, 
followed by a reining in phase (control) which was a reaction to unbridled and 
unmanaged expenditure on computers.
This control phase was followed by a phase of integration where attempts were made 
to integrate islands of automation or computerization. A next phase called data 
administration identified a shift to managing an organizations data rather than its
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information technology. Finally the last phase maturity represented the phase where 
IT had matured and was recognized as a peer function of Human Resources, 
Finance and other functions and where data based applications were delivering 
competitive advantage (Nolan and Gibson, 1973; Nolan, 1979). Despite its 
popularity Nolan’s stage model has been criticized for a number of problems 
including the fact that its principal tenets have not been independently validated (King 
and Kraemer, 1984).
The software process maturity framework approach has since evolved to become the 
core of CMMI (Chrissis et al, 2003). CMMI applies the principles of statistical control 
and measurement to drive software process improvement and describes five levels 
of maturity; Initial, Repeatable, Defined, Managed and Optimizing.
Curley (2004) introduces the concept of applying such a capability maturity approach 
to IT management for value. A similar approach was followed by Renken (2004)7. 
Many CIOs struggle with identifying the outcome maturity states that they should 
target their IT capability improvement actions on and this is an equally weighted 
consideration in the development of this research. This dual approach ensures CIOs 
can focus on both doing the right things -  outcome maturity and doing things right -  
process maturity.
The goal of this research is to research and develop a Capability Maturity Framework 
which comprehends both Outcome and Process maturity and builds on and 
synthesizes elements from existing research. This research work presents a 
framework which can act as an executive IT management tool and provide a 
wireframe for the potential development of a full CMM. The framework coupled with a 
linked assessment tool can act both as a map and a set of integrated improvement 
strategies to help improve the value contribution from IT.
7 During the third cyc le  o f the  design sc ience research ite ra tive  approach I becam e aw are o f  the  w ork  o f R enken 
w hich is som ew hat s im ila r bu t less ex tens ive  in term s o f the  research used to create his IT  C apab ility  m a turity  
fram ew ork. His w o rk  a lso does not exp lo re  the  dynam ic  cap ab ilitie s  d im ension  w h ich  Is used in m y fram ew ork.
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3 Chapter 3: Research Approach
3.1 Research Goal
The generalized research question can be posed as follows;
What evolutionary maturity framework can CIOs follow to improve their IT capabilities 
in an integrated fashion in support of increasing value creation?
The primary goal of the research is to develop artifacts and improved theory leading 
to an assessment and management system to help organizations systematically 
improve the value they get through IT by improving IT Management capability. This 
goal of creating a generally reusable solution could make a significant contribution to 
the field of information systems management. These artifacts and theory are 
manifested as a framework called the IT Capability Maturity Framework (IT-CMF) 
which is a formal archetype of the levels and stages through which an organization 
traverses and evolves as it defines, implements, measures, controls and improves its 
IT capability in support of value creation for the organization8. This framework should 
meet the three criteria identified in chapter 2 in terms of comprehensiveness, 
validation and value based. A related secondary goal is to identify a list of critical 
processes which underpin the IT Capability in an organization. By theory is meant a 
systematic body of knowledge that explains and helps predict the nature of capability 
improvement and value improvement through IT.
3.1.1 Research Positioning
Using an Area-Field-Aspect lens the research can be positioned as follows
AREA FIELD ASPECT
Information Systems Business Value of 
Information Technology 
and IT Capability
Artifacts and theory for 
continuously improving the 
value of IT through 
systematically improving the IT 
capability.
Figure 3.1-1 - Research Area-Field-Aspect
0 This de fin ition is adopted from  th a t o f K aner and K am i w ho  deve loped  a C M M  fo r K now ledge B ased D ecis ion 
Making.
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The broad area of research is conducted in the field of information systems research 
with a specific focus on the business value of IT and maturity of IT 
capability/management practices. The problem definition was the lack of a unifying 
framework to help mature IT management capability & practices in support of 
improving IT business value. CIOs who seek to improve their IT capability and 
associated value delivery find a myriad of content available to help but no systematic 
and integrated approach to help drive improvement systematically. The field of 
Information Systems Research has had a long history of drawing on other disciplines 
for theory and approaches (Wade and Hulland, 2004). This dissertation continues 
that tradition leveraging fields such as economics, software engineering, 
management and control theory. The discipline of economics, defined as the study 
of the allocation of scarce resources is an important body of knowledge which can be 
leveraged in the study of how an IT capability can produce improved value. In most 
firms, the IT capability exists in the context of constrained funding (Tiernan and 
Peppard, 2005) with many CFOs using a ratio of IT expenditure to revenue or cost of 
goods sold as a guideline for setting IT expenditure levels. Applying an economic or 
value lens can help ensure that this constrained resource is used to maximum effect.
IT Business Value research has typically been done at five levels (Bakos 1987, 
Melville, Gurbaxani, Kraemer, 2004):
1. the economy as a whole
2. the industry within an economy
3. the firm within an industry
4. a workgroup or division within a firm
5. the individual or information system.
Whilst a significant amount of work has been done in this field, much of the focus has 
been evidence based, supporting or refuting the claim that IT creates business value. 
Much work has been done at the economy level (Jorgenson, 2001; Dedrick et al, 
2002) and good examples exist at industry level (Weill, 1992; Markus and Soh,
1993). From a practitioner standpoint there is sparse useful content available at the 
firm level (Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 2003 reported firm level computing productivity 
evidence). There are however examples of research at workgroup/division (Kohli 
and Deveraj, 2004) and individual systems (Peppard and Ward, 2004) which are 
useful to practitioners. This research is focused at level 3, the firm level where a 
significant gap in useful artifacts and theory exists.
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3.2 Research Approach
The approach followed in this research used is a design science research approach 
(Hevner et al, 2004; Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2007). Design Science Research 
(DSR) “creates and evaluates IT artifacts intended to solve organizational problems” 
(Hevner et al, 2004, P77). This research approach is an iterative step-by-step 
process by which artifacts and theory are generated and verified, with both an 
inductive and a deductive process being used. The research process followed the 
general design cycle (GDC) adapted for design science research (Vaishnavi and 
Kuechler, 2007) and included the following phases:
• Awareness of the problem
• Suggestion
• Development
• Evaluation
• Conclusion.
3.3 Design Science Research
In recent years there have been several philosophical debates on ways to conduct IS 
research (for example interpretivism versus positivism) with the main focus of such 
debates being on the epistemologies of research (for example Klein and Myers,
1999). Two important paradigms which characterize research in Information Systems 
are behavioural science and design science. While behavioural science has 
dominated the 20th century IS research, design science research is becoming more 
mainstream. A fundamental goal of design science in Information Systems Research 
is utility -  that is that the artifact is useful in addressing a real world problem or 
challenge.
The design and specification of an artifact and the assessment of its utility, in 
comparison to other existing or competing artifacts, is an integral component of 
design-science research (Hevner et al, 2004). Furthermore Hevner et al (2004) 
distinguish between the core goals of the behavioural-science paradigm compared to 
a design science paradigm. They argue that the goal of the behavioural science 
paradigm is to find what is true whilst the design-science approach’s goal is to find 
what is effective. Hevner et al (2004) also posit that utility relies on truth but that the
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discovery of truth may actually lag the application of utility. This may particularly be 
true in the field of IS where the speed of change means that often theoretical 
research lags real world practitioners’ needs (Sambamurthy and Zmud, 2002).
Typically the design process of an artifact is a sequence of activities that produces 
the design artifact. The evaluation of the artifact then provides feedback information 
and a better understanding of the problem and the design process to help improve 
the quality of the artifact. This build and evaluate loop is typically iterated a number of 
times before the final design of the artifact is completed (Markus et al, 2002). The 
goal is not only to add to the knowledge base but also to provide an artifact that is 
applicable to a real world challenge (Hevner et al, 2004). It is important also to note 
that the developed artifact should continue to be developed post the research, taking 
into account changes in the ongoing environment and responding to new insights.
3.4 Design Science Research Evolution
Design science research is an emerging way of conducting research that is gaining 
momentum in a number of different fields. Van Aken (1994) is sometimes credited 
with the introduction of this new research paradigm. A core objective of DSR is to 
develop generic knowledge which can be used to design solutions to specific 
problems in particular domains.
The main motivation of DSR is to solve problems and a core driver is the utilization 
problem (Susman & Evered, 1978). The distinguishing feature of the typical output of 
a DSR activity is that it is prescriptive or normative and that it often takes the form of 
a solution concept, which is a general prescription which can be used by a 
practitioner to help develop a solution to a specific problem in a particular domain. 
Walls et al (2002) define information systems design theory as prescriptive theory 
which integrates both descriptive and normative theories into design paths to help 
produce more effective information systems.
Disciplines based on design are more focussed on synthesis than analysis and 
involve the construction of artifacts and subsequent evaluation of the artifact post 
construction (Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2007). An important characteristic of DSR is 
that the research is justified by pragmatic validity (Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2007). 
Validity refers to the best available approximation to the truth or utility of a given 
proposition, model or inference (Trochim, 2006). Worren et al (2002) introduced the 
concept of pragmatic validity and its introduction stems from the idea that some
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social science researchers argue that real-life environments are needed in order to 
produce useful research artifacts, as compared to testing actions in a laboratory 
setting which does not accurately reflect the complexity of a multi-variable real world 
environment (Brown, 1992; Husen 1999). Brown (1992) and Hodkinson (2004) 
assert that artifacts are validated by the adoption rate of practitioners active in the 
relevant field.
3.4.1 General Design Cycle
Increasingly there are common process steps of creativity, problem selection and 
development, literature search, validation and evaluation used in the DSR process. 
(Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2007). Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2007) describe an 
aggregate general design cycle for design science research which consists of five 
phases namely, awareness of a problem, suggestion, development, evaluation and 
conclusion with a closed loop between each phase that is indefinitely iterative. 
Peffers et al (2006) describe a similar research approach consisting of the following 
phases: problem identification and motivation, objectives for a solution, design and 
development, demonstration, evaluation and communication. The following table 
attempts to map chapters in the dissertation to the various design research phases of 
Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2007) , however as is often the case it not possible to 
provide a fully perfect mapping as the boundaries between different phases are often 
grey.
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Design Science Research Phases Chapter
Problem Awareness Chapters 1 and 2 provide the information 
to support that there is a generally 
reoccurring problem for CIOs trying to 
manage enterprise IT for value in the 
face of competing forces. Chapter 2 also 
discusses the paucity of generally 
reusable solutions available in the 
literature or in practice.
Suggestion Elements of the literature review in 
Chapter 2 inform the suggestion phase 
but the primary suggestion which initiated 
the suggestion phase was the output 
from the Chapter 4 case study
Development Chapter 3 describes the iterative 
development process for the IT-CMF. 
Chapter 5 and 6 documents the 
instantiation of the constructs, models 
and methods in the IT-CMF
Evaluation Chapter 3 also describes the evaluation 
process, with chapter 5 attempting to 
explain the artifacts from existing 
literature
Conclusion Chapter 7 summarizes and also 
describes how the IT-CMF has been 
used at Intel to help improve IT capability 
and value contribution. Future research 
directions and research limitations are 
also discussed.
Table 3-1 - Mapping of Chapters to Research Process
Design science research can be considered as a type of Mode 2 knowledge creation 
(Gibbons et al, 1994) where knowledge is co-created in an area which is 
interdisciplinary, problem focussed and context sensitive. This is typically knowledge 
generated by practitioners dealing with real problems in a real context as distinct
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from knowledge which is generated from traditional research (called mode 1) which is 
academic and based within a particular discipline (Gibbons et al, 1994). In 
developments in other social science fields such as management research the 
relevance problem has been highlighted (Van Aken 2005, Galavan et al, 2008). Van 
Aken (2005) proposed increasing the use of mode 2 knowledge production in 
management research to increase the relevance and utility of the research. 
Additionally Van Aken (2005) advocated a focus on output which is field tested and 
grounded. The epistemology of DSR differs from that of the positivist and interpretive 
research perspectives in that iterative circumscription reveals meaning as artifacts 
are developed, evaluated and used (Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2007).
3.4.2 Takeda Design Cycle and Theory Building
The Takeda (1990) design cycle underpins the general design cycle research 
approach. The figure below explains the reasoning in the design cycle as outlined by 
Takeda (1990).
Knowledge
Flows
Operational and 
Goal Knowledge
Process
Steps
Logical
Formalism
Clrcumsc iption
Awareness of Problem ^ 
Suggestion
Development 
Evaluation
Conclusion
> Abduction
> Deduction
Figure 3.4-1 - Reasoning in the Design Cycle (Takeda, 1990)
In the Takeda (1990) design cycle, design begins with awareness of a problem and 
in this context design research is sometimes called improvement research 
emphasizing the solution development nature of the research activity (Vaishnavi et 
al, 2004). The next step is to develop suggestions for the solution through 
abductively drawing from the existing theory and knowledge base (Pierce, 1931). 
These suggestions are then synthesised into a draft of the solution artifact and this is 
categorized as development in the Takeda (1990) design cycle. The next phase is
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the evaluation phase which is deductive. The suggestion, development and 
evaluation phases are cycled through a number of times as depicted by the arrow 
flows marked circumscription until as a satisfactory artifact is produced. This process 
yields both new knowledge and an artifact which is useful to practitioners.
This part of the research process also leveraged an alternating inductive and 
deductive theory building approach, advocated for management theory development 
by Carlile and Christensen (2005). Carlile and Christensen identify that that the 
building of theory occurs in two major phases -  the descriptive phase and the 
normative phase. They also argue that the theory building process iterates through 
these two phases again and again and define theory as a body of understanding that 
researchers build cumulatively as they work through each phase. This alternating 
process is shown in the figure below.
Statem ents of 
Association (models)
Categorization based on 
attributes of phenomena 
(frameworks and typologies)
Observe, describe and measure 
the phenomena (Constructs)
Figure 3.4-2 - Alternating Inductive and Deductive Cycles
This alternating inductive and deductive theory building approach manifested itself as 
a four stage parallel process which was recursively cycled through to learn, test and 
improve the theory quickly. The manifestation of the design science research 
process is shown in the figure below, with a four stage research cycle.
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Figure 3.4-3 - Recursive Research Process
As described in the early stages of this research, a case study approach was 
followed where the exploration and analysis of related observations at Intel IT led to 
the development of an initial theoretical framework9. This framework was enhanced 
with suggestions from literature, best practices frameworks and executive dialog. 
Subsequently, the enhanced framework would be reviewed with executives for 
validation. Based on learnings the cycle would be repeated until a validated 
framework was generated.
The descriptive phase of theory building was an integral part of this phase of the 
research. This phase involved there key stages:
• Observation including careful observation, documentation and measurement 
of phenomena observed
• Classification to classify the phenomena by categories
• Defining Relationships where the association between category defining 
attributes and the outcomes are observed and explored.
An extensive review of the existing academic and practitioner research helped 
continuously improve and help validate the theoretical framework. This parallel 
exploration of both academic literature and best practice frameworks and methods 
produced a rich collection of knowledge to be leveraged to improve the framework. 
The framework was then shared with executives in a workshop format for validation 
and capturing of improvements. Findings and observations at each phase were fed 
back to ensure continuous improvement of the framework.
9 The case based approach w as based on a transfo rm ation  o f Intel IT  fo r w h ich  the  re searcher w as  responsib le  fo r 
d riv ing. Th is transfo rm ation  started in1999 w hen the  Intel IT o rgan iza tion  w as  held in low  se lf-esteem  by its in ternal 
business partners, had few  docum ented  and organ ized  bus iness p rocesses and had no m easures o f va lue in 
place.
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3.5 Design Science Outputs
In DSR the primary output of the research activity are artifacts. In DSR artifacts are 
innovations which define the ideas, technology, practices, products and services 
through which the conception, analysis, design, codification and use of IS can be 
accomplished to deliver value (Hevner, 2004). March and Smith (1995) proposed 
four general outputs for design research, constructs, models, methods and 
instantiations. Rossi and Sein (2003) and Purao (2002) added a fifth output to this list 
which is better theories and these output types are shown in the figure below.
OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
Constructs The conceptual vocabulary of a domain
Models A set of propositions or statements expressing relationships 
between constructs
Methods A set of steps used to perform a task -  how to knowledge
Instantiations The operationalization of constructs, models and methods
Better Theories Artifact construction as analogous to experimental natural 
science
Figure 3.5-1 - Design Research Outputs
Constructs as defined by March and Smith (1995) are the conceptual vocabulary of a 
problem/solution domain and can include a conceptual schema and a universe of 
discourse. A model is a set of propositions or statements expressing relationships 
among constructs (March and Smith, 1995). According to March and Smith (1995) 
models are proposals for how things are and they note that they differ in DSR from 
natural science theories (NST) in that in DSR the focus is on utility, whilst in NST the 
focus is on the truth. In this context theory helps explain the relationships between 
constructs.
Parsing DSR outputs further, methods can be simply defined as sets of steps (for 
example a guideline or more formally an algorithm) used to perform a task (Vaishnavi 
and Kuechler, 2007) or to deliver an outcome. More precisely Vaishnavi and 
Kuechler (2007) define methods as goal or objective directed plans for manipulating 
constructs so that a solution is implemented. A crucial output of DSR is an 
instantiation that operationalizes constructs, models and methods (March and Smith,
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1995). Noting the iterative nature of DSR, an instantiation or several instantiations 
sometimes precede a complete articulation of the conceptual vocabulary and the 
theories that it operationalizes. An instantiation is manifestation of an artifact in a 
particular environment. One of the best examples of the fact that instantiations can 
precede a full development of a conceptual vocabulary and theory is that of flight. 
There were numerous models of airplanes which were built and flew before a holistic 
understanding of the theory of flight was developed. Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2007) 
make the point that it is unlikely that such an understanding would have happened 
without the presence of working artifacts.
The last and possibly most important output of a DSR activity is theory. Theory is an 
explanation for some phenomenon that is based on observation, experimentation 
and reasoning (NASA, 2007). Theory is also a set of propositions which summarize, 
organize, and explain information about a phenomenon and provide a framework for 
the generation of new ideas and tests on the topic or phenomenon (Keppel et al, 
1992). Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2007) argue that DSR contributes to better theory as 
the construction of an artifact can be viewed as an experimental proof of method or 
an experimental exploration of method or both. Additionally they make the point that 
the construction and examination of the artifact can expose relationships between its 
elements.
3.6 Design Patterns
A design pattern is a construct which exists in software engineering (Gamma et al,
1994) and which I have leveraged as a vehicle in my design science research 
approach. A design pattern is a general reusable solution to a commonly occurring 
problem (Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2007) and it is often manifested as a description or 
template for how to solve a problem that can be used in many different situations. 
Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2007) specifically define patterns as a solution to a problem 
in a recurring context and as a general technique for approaching a class of 
problems that are abstractly similar. Appleton (2000; P3) defines a pattern as “a 
named nugget of instructive information that captures the essential structure and 
insight of a successful family of proven solutions to a recurring problem that arises 
within a certain context and system of forces".
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Also Vaishnavi and Kuechler (2007) describe patterns as similar to, but shorter and 
more structured than the case studies using in business school classes which 
communicate similarly complex and subtle information. A more concise definition of a 
pattern is provided by Appleton (2000; P3) as “a pattern is a named nugget of insight 
that conveys the essence of a proven solution to a recurring problem within a certain 
context amidst competing concerns”.
Leveraging how design patterns are used in Software engineering (Appleton, 2000) 
the goal of patterns in Enterprise IT should be to create a body of knowledge to help 
IT executives solve recurring problems or seize recurring opportunities encountered 
in IT management. Design patterns create a shared language and vocabulary for 
communicating insight and experience about recurring problems and their solutions 
(Appleton, 2000). Codifying the linked solutions and capturing their relationships 
enables the capture of a useful and re-applicable body of knowledge (Appleton,
2000).
A core objective of my research is to create, iterate and define a general design 
pattern that CIOs can use to systematically improve IT capability and value in the 
context of their own IT organization and the business objectives/challenges they own 
and face, within the boundaries of their ongoing business context.
Patterns were introduced as a design concept by Alexander (1977) and the Gamma 
et al (2002) book on design patterns as applied to object oriented programming 
began to popularize the use of patterns in Computer Science. Another application of 
design patterns in the field of information systems was the work of Fowler (2002) in 
the domain of enterprise application architecture.
In the context of my research the primary design pattern that I propose to create is an 
IT Capability Maturity Framework (IT-CMF). IT Capability can be defined as the 
capacity of an IT organization to complete specified repeatable actions to deliver 
outcomes in a defined range of complexity, context and purpose (adapted from 
ECSA, 2003). The spanning definition I use for IT capability is simply what IT can do 
for the business (Curley, 2004).
My spanning definition of framework in the context of a design pattern is that a 
framework is an extensible structure for describing a set of concepts, methods, 
technologies and other changes necessary for managing and delivering a value
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driven IT capability, based on an integrated set of enterprise IT processes (adapted 
from CERN (2006)). Frameworks can be thought about as a conceptual model used 
to help understand, tackle and solve difficult issues, often with competing forces. 
Additionally frameworks provide a mechanism that guide users through a proper 
order of steps, applications and data via a common interface (CERN, 2006). In the 
next chapter I will map the specific artifacts developed in my research to the design 
science research outputs taxonomy defined by March and Smith (1995).
3.7 Case Study Research
The behavioral science paradigm seeks to find what is true while the design science 
paradigm seems to find what is effective and useful (Hevner et al, 2004). In my 
research I take a different view to the positivist position which suggests that 
empiricism is the core of the research activity, with an attempt to identify and 
describe natural laws through observation and experimentation. My research 
philosophy is that of post-positivist recognizing that there is no observation which is 
infallible and that all theory is revisable (Trochim, 2006). I believe that the nature of 
knowledge involves multiple realities and indeed I believe theory should be 
continually revised as new knowledge and observations become available. My 
research philosophy was significantly informed by my role as the organizing chair of 
the IFIP 6.2 (Fitzgerald and Wynn, 2004) conference on IT Innovation where I 
observed the academic contributions which were clearly very significant, were of little 
immediate utility to the attending practitioners (with a few exceptions) who were 
struggling with being on the leading edge of a nascent discipline. Teeravarunyou and 
Teixeira (2002) argue that because of their ill-defined structure the nature of design 
problems is in conflict with scientific inquiry. Owen (2002) argues that design as a 
multidisciplinary discipline suffers significantly from philosophical ambiguity. 
Teeravarunyou and Teixeira (2002) argue that development of a philosophy 
underpinning the design discipline is nascent and that “since design is a young 
discipline, the number of philosophers in this field is tiny” (Teeravarunyou and 
Teixeira, 2002; P6).
March (1984) makes the point that from a philosophy standpoint natural science 
relies mostly on deductive inference whilst social science mostly uses inductive 
inference. Teeravarunyou and Teixeira (2002; P1) argue that abduction (or 
production as they call it) is the “only logical operation which introduces any new
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ideas”. Further Teeravarunyou and Teixeira (2002, P1) state “production creates; 
deduction predicts; induction evaluates.”
From a practitioner point of view, I as a researcher am more interested in knowing 
that rather than knowing how and believe that utility is of more value than truth. As a 
researcher (and indeed practitioner) I am for example much more interested in how 
to ride a bicycle rather than understanding how a person is able to achieve a state of 
balance that enables a bicycle to be ridden (Polanyi, 1958). From an epistemology 
standpoint the Intel IT case study provided an opportunity to seek to understand what 
happened in the IT transformation, rather than necessarily understanding how this 
happened.
The literature review provided evidence that there was no integrated design pattern 
or generically reusable solution which could be applied to systematically improving IT 
capability in pursuit of value. Inductive reasoning starts with specific observations 
and measures, from which we can begin to detect patterns, from which we can 
formulate some tentative hypotheses, from which we can explore and ultimately 
develop some theories (Trochim, 2006). Given my role as a central actor in the Intel 
IT transformation (Curley, 2006) and the successful outcome of the Intel IT 
transformation I felt that this would be a significant source of information and 
observation from which I could potentially infer or detect a nascent design pattern. A 
case study of the Intel IT transformation would allow for detailed exploration of a 
design pattern for the complex environment and challenges a CIO has to deal with.
Yin (1994) pointed out that the body of literature on case study research is primitive 
and limited compared to that of experimental research. The requirements and 
rigidness of experimental research make case studies the only viable alternative in 
some cases (Tellis, 1997), although this was not necessarily the case in addressing 
my research question. The paucity of relevant comprehensive value based 
frameworks which I encountered at the beginning of my learning journey coupled with 
my central role in a very successful IT capability and value based transformation 
(Curley, 2006), suggested that a case study based approach could yield a robust 
initial framework or pattern which could then act as an input to a more 
comprehensive design science research approach. Indeed the availability of a rich 
case with a successful outcome, coupled with my ability to access this information 
meant a case study was an attractive starting point for my research process.
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Acknowledging that my role as a central actor would bring some subjective bias to 
the case study, I felt that the access to information and knowledge about many of the 
nuances and political activities in an organization would provide a very rich repository 
of information to which an objective external case study researcher would not 
normally have access to. Case Studies are unparalleled in research methods in their 
“ability to study a research question in an environment of rich contextual 
environments” (Schell, 1992, P2). Yin (1984) advises that the case study approach is 
appropriate when there is a contemporary phenomenon rather than a historical 
phenomenon being studied and where there is little control over behavioural events. 
Additionally a case study produces a lot more information than what might be 
produced through a more traditional statistical analysis (CSU, 2008). Advocates 
argue that case studies are needed to deal with innovation, creativity and context, 
where more traditional research approaches which deal well with homogenous and 
routine behaviour might struggle (CSU, 2008).
Case Study methodology is often criticized in that its dependence on a single case 
makes it difficult to provide a generalized conclusion, however the integration of a 
case study approach with a design science approach which validates or replicates 
through pattern matching can increase robustness and confidence in the theory 
developed. Case Study methods involve an in-depth longitudinal exploration and 
review of a single scenario or event within a particular context. Yin (1994) suggests 
that single case studies are appropriate if:
(a) the case is revelatory
(b) it is a critical case for testing a well developed theory
(c) it is an extreme or unique case.
The general research question as described at the beginning of this chapter is to 
attempt to develop a generally reusable solution in the form of an evolutionary 
maturity framework which CIOs could use to improve their IT capabilities in an 
integrated fashion in support of increasing value creation from IT. Given that the Intel 
IT organization had implemented a fast transformation I decided this extreme case 
coupled with the potential revelatory nature of the case (notwithstanding any 
personal biases I might bring as a central actor in the case) would be a ripe source 
for performing exploratory research to gain insight and makes initial suggestions for 
the design science research cycle that would follow. With respect to the ontology, the 
key objective of the case study phase was to see if I could generate a draft design
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pattern from the Intel IT case which could then be used as the initial solution 
suggestion in the design science research cycle.
Evers and Echo (2008) point out that is possible to generalize from single case 
studies where there is a pattern of inference (also known as abduction) used to draw 
conclusions from a single case study. Thus thereafter I proposed to use a design 
science research approach (including abduction as a sub-process) to better access 
knowledge of working executives and to iteratively improve the design pattern 
through an ongoing synthesis process. Ultimately the goal was to deliver an 
integrated model and theory, manifested as a design pattern which was grounded 
and of considerable use to working practitioners. In this particular scenario the Intel 
IT case is revelatory because of the author's own central role as an actor in the case 
which leads to the possibility of revealing information and facts that even a very 
diligent external researcher would not have access to for different reasons such as 
context awareness or length of time exposed to the case. The case is somewhat 
extreme in that the Intel IT organization was very poorly perceived at the initiation of 
the period in which the case was studied and yet within the space of two years of a 
transformation plan being developed, the Intel IT organization had won the Intel 
Quality Award, the highest level of achievement and recognition in the company.
Front ending of the research process with a case based approach was done because 
of the fragmented and un-integrated landscape of theories applied to Information 
Systems Management for Value which the author encountered and because of its 
value and usefulness in creating an initial suggestion for a design science research 
process. Building theory from a case involves using a particular case to create a 
theoretical construct from case based evidence (Eisenhardt, 1989).
The core idea of using a case approach is to use the case to develop theory 
inductively (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). Such theory is emergent in that it is 
situated in rich observed data and developed by recognizing patterns of relationships 
and underlying logical arguments within a case. The theory building process typically 
follows a recursive cycle through case data, emerging theory and extant literature. An 
important reason why case based research is useful is that it creates a useful bridge 
from rich qualitative evidence to mainstream deductive research (Eisenhardt and 
Graebner, 2007).
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A crucial validation of case based research is that the focus on developing 
constructs, measures and testable theoretical hypotheses makes inductive case 
research consistent with a mainstream deductive research approach. The case study 
described in chapter 4 yielded an early draft of the IT-CMF which was subsequently 
iterated through the design science research process.
3.8 Detailed Research Approach
The recursive research process depicted in the earlier figure above was conducted in 
four iterative phases, key elements of which are documented in the following table.
PHASE ACTION
Phase 0 Case Study: Intel IT Transformation
Phase 1a Develop IT-CMF rev 1 and rev 1 Assessment Instrument
Phase 1b Share, review and update Draft IT-CMF
Phase 2a Develop IT-CMF rev 2 and rev 2 Assessment Instrument
Phase 2b Share, review and update Draft IT-CMF
Phase 3a Develop IT-CMF V1 and V1 Assessment Instrument
Phase 3b Share, review IT-CMF V1 and score Assessment instrument V1
Phase 4 Finalize artifacts
Table 3-2 - Phases of Research
A detailed schedule of the events and workshops mapping to these phases are 
shown in table 1 below. The table documents the event, location, duration, 
attendees, time period and the outcome.
WORKSHOP
/EVENT
PLACE TIME ATTENDEES DATE OUTCOME
AIM IT
Business
Value
Workshop
Leixlip,
Intel
2.5
hours
IT Directors 
(40)
Summer
2004
Validation of problem with IT 
value management and lack 
of an integrating framework
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Intel IT review Various Various Various Intel 
Executives 
and Manager
2004 Review of Draft IT-CMF
Ecosystem 
and CIO 
Workshop
Leixlip,
Intel
4 hours IT executives 
(50)
Nov.
2004
Overview of IT-CMF shares , 
Ecosystem companies 
(Deloitte, Mercury,
Seaquation, Enzo 
Consulting) shared how 
their products mapped to 
different levels of the IT- 
CMF and how their products 
could improve maturity
Focused
Workshop
Leixlip,
Ireland
4 hours IT and
ecosystem
executives
Nov.
2004
Detailed dialog on the IT- 
CMF and maturity states. 
Mapping of attendee best 
practices to framework.
1 on 1 Analyst 
dialog
London 90 minutes 
each
European 
Analysts (4)
July
2004
Detailed dialog and 
confirmation of value and 
sequencing of maturity 
states.
CIO
Roundtable
Atlanta,
Georgia
2 hours 20 Atlanta 
based CIOs 
Including 
UPS CIO, 
Coca-Cola 
CTO
January
2005
Detailed dialog and 
confirmation of value and 
sequencing of maturity 
states.
GSU
Academic
Review
Atlanta,
Georgia
4 hours Prof. Lars 
Mathiassen, 
Prof Eph 
McLean, Prof 
Arun Rai
January
2005
Detailed dialog and 
confirmation of value and 
sequencing of maturity 
states. Validation of 
Proposal to apply control 
loop approach to four macro 
processes linking budget, 
capability and value through 
the control of the Managing 
IT like a Business macro- 
process
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Nokia
Workshop
Dublin 1 day Nokia CIO 
staff subset
Feb.
2005
Review of IT-CMF and 
preliminary assessment
PRC MITBV 
class
Beijing 2 days 15 Chinese 
CIOs
June
2005
Validation of framework and 
draft assessment instrument
Analyst
Workshop
MIT,
Cambridge
1 day 14 IT Industry 
analysts
July
2005
Validation of Framework
Intel IT review Various Various IT executives 
and Manager
Q4
2005
Validate Framework and 
Assessment tool
DNV Leixllp 1 day DNV ICT 
Governance 
Board (8)
Nov.
2005
Validate Assessment 
Instrument -  all questions 
>=4 in importance
MITBV NUIM 1 day (20)
executives 
including BP, 
Nokia 
executives
Nov.
2005
Validation of framework and 
draft assessment
IT-CMF
overview
Edinburgh,
Scotland
2 hour 
presentatio 
n and 
dialog
Scottish IT 
and Business 
Executives
Feb
2007
Further validation and 
improvement
MITBV class Sydney,
Melbourne,
Australia
3 * 1 day 
classes
Australian IT 
& Business 
Executives 
(30)
Sept.
2006
Further validation and 
improvement
MITBV class Sao Paolo, 
Brazil
6 hour 
class
Latin
American IT
Executives
(15)
January
2007
Further validation and 
improvement
Table 3-3 - Research Phases and corresponding workshops and interviews
Additionally I made presentations on the IT-CMF at more than twenty executive 
events and conferences around the globe, using an interactive style to elicit feedback 
and confirmation of the usefulness and applicability of the artifacts.
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3.9 Executive Dialog Process
A standard executive dialog process was used for many of the roundtable and 
executive events. The dialog began with the question of testing whether executives 
perceived there was a problem in industry and the IT profession with respect to 
maturing IT capability in pursuit of improved value. Invariably the following two 
questions were asked
• What is the average return from your IT investments?
• What is the cumulative return from your IT investments?
With one notable exception,10 no executive (across all the events, roundtables and 
training classes) was able to answer both of these questions indicating that a 
pervasive problem existed in the industry with respect to measuring the performance 
of IT investments.
Following this I typically shared a brief history of the SEI SW-CMM and validated 
whether such an approach would be useful in the IT profession and industry and 
probed whether such a model applicable to enterprise IT already existed. 
Consistently the executives affirmed such an approach and also that such an 
approach would be very useful. They also consistently answered that they were not 
aware of any existing comprehensive applicable framework already in existence. 
Many noted, as I posited, that CMMI was a useful framework applicable to elements 
of the IT management domain, such as Project Management and Solutions Delivery, 
but that there was no single integrated framework which addressed the most 
important areas of enterprise IT.
Subsequently in the workshop a high level diagram of the IT-CMF would be shared 
followed by a description of the four macro processes and the evolutionary maturity 
states. In each dialog I would share key characteristics of each state and elucidate 
with examples. Interactive dialog with executives led to refined characteristics which 
defined each level and also new examples of IT organizations11 operating at different
10 M ichael Baum e, fo rm er C IO  at A IB  answ ered th a t the  ave rage return from  IT  investm ents  a t A IB  w as the  banks 
overa ll return on eq u ity  s ince  IT w as in trins ica lly  In tegra ted as pa rt o f the  business and th a t m ost business 
investm ents had e lem ents o f IT investm ents.
11 For exam ple ING w ere  identified as an o rgan iza tion  like ly  opera ting  at Leve l 5 o f MP1 M anag ing  IT  like a business 
due to  the ir cons is ten t and e ffective  use  o f advanced  Investm en t an a lys is  processes.
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levels. Detailed reviews were also held with a number of academic experts in this 
field. In particular a review of the framework with four leading academics at Georgia 
State University in January 2005 was particularly helpful.
3.10Mapping the Levels
The positioning of particular characteristics in terms of processes and outcomes at 
particular levels in each maturity curve was carefully considered. As a particular 
outcome, process or practice was encountered in either field work or academic 
literature, I would attempt to position it in the continuum of existing characteristics 
that I had previously collected, grouped and ordered. Often a case of natural ordering 
occurred where it was obvious that particular characteristics needed to be in place 
before higher level characteristics could be achieved, For example, comprehensive 
cost identification needs to be in place before a proper business case can be 
developed and it was observed in the field that many organizations focused on 
establishing a total cost of ownership process before attempting to build a robust 
business case process. Adopting a five level maturity model approach such as S/W 
CMM (Paulk, 1993) provided an instrument which allowed for sufficient differentiation 
of characteristics to show a logical increase of maturity of characteristics across a 
particular macro-process. Once a maturity curve was complete it was reviewed with 
practitioners to review the logical accumulation of maturity and to test for and fill 
identified gaps. Where it was difficult to logically position a set of or a particular 
characteristic secondary criteria such as the type of outcome (efficiency, 
effectiveness, transformation) or type of process (below industry average, industry 
average, leading or world-class practice or process) were used to position a 
particular characteristic.
In the extended roundtables, workshops and classes, executives were encouraged to 
share best practices and position these practices at a particular level in the model. 
For example AIB proffered a benefits register practice which logged and banked the 
benefits delivered in an online register which tracked the cumulative value of IT 
investments.
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3.11 Maturity Assessment Instrument
Additionally, in an initial workshop, executives were asked whether an assessment 
instrument would be useful to assess their own organization’s maturity against the 
framework. Invariably the response was a strong yes validating the value in creating 
such an instrument.
As a vehicle for collecting and validating key maturity characteristics and with the 
intention of ultimately using the assessment as a component of the artifact, a maturity 
assessment instrument was developed and an iterative process was begun to 
systematically improve the maturity assessment instrument. This was built and 
informed using both literature review, review of vendor products in this area and 
dialog with executives. The first version resulted in an instrument with eight questions 
per macro-process. This instrument was extended and used in a workshop with the 
Nokia CIO team and used as part of an integrated workshop with Chinese executives 
in Beijing in June 2005. Following this, during and following a period as a visiting 
scholar at MIT Sloan School of Business, the survey was substantially updated 
following a detailed literature review and discussion with various researchers as well 
as meetings held with industry analysts. An important step in validating the 
instrument was to add an importance criterion so that executives could rate in their 
opinion whether the assessment criteria were actually important. As the assessment 
criteria were developed a draft list of processes which the criteria were aligned to 
was maintained. Whilst generation of a list of processes associated with the 
framework was not a specific goal of the PhD research, the list of processes with a 
short description is included in an Appendix to serve as raw material for further 
research.
Detailed review and scoring of the assessment instrument and the IT-CMF maturity 
levels were held with Intel IT executives and senior engineers in Q4 05 with a 
number of colleagues completing the assessment to assess Intel IT maturity and 
rank the importance of the assessment criteria. The figure below shows the iterative 
process used to improve and test the assessment instrument. Following the internal 
test of the early assessment instrument at Intel, the assessment instrument was used 
as part of a one day workshop at National University of Ireland, Maynooth (NUIM) in 
November 2005. Executives from companies such as BP and Nokia completed the 
revision 2 assessment. Criteria which were consistently ranked number 1 or 2 in 
importance on a five-point scale were removed from the criteria list or merged with
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others. Following a day long workshop with the ICT Governance board of Das 
Norske Veritas (4 IT executives, 4 Business executives) and their completion of the 
instrument, all assessment criteria were deemed important following completion of an 
assessment and this version of the assessment instrument was stabilized as version 
1 and used for further validation.
Figure 3.11-1 - Linked Framework and Assessment Development
Two separate series of workshops/interviews were held with IT Industry analysts. In 
the first year of the research the formative IT-CMF was discussed 1:1 with key 
European analysts from IDC, Butler Research group, Meta and Gartner in London 
(July 2004). A second one day workshop was held at the MIT faculty club with 
fourteen analysts from the leading US based analyst firms (Gartner, IDC, Forrester, 
Aberdeen, Summit and AMR) in Summer 2005. Detailed overviews were shared on 
the overall framework and one hour descriptions of each macro-process and the 
associated evolutionary maturity curve. The city of Westminster (London) shared a 
case study on how some practices from the framework has helped in their use of 
information technology for increased value whilst the software company Mercury 
shared how their products offerings mapped to the framework and helped drive 
improved outcomes and value.
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Reference by the analysts and vendors to my Business Value framework indicates 
both usefulness and industry applicability of the IT-CMF12 Additionally a number of 
meetings and workshops were held with key vendors selling tools in the domain of 
improving IT management.
3.12 Assessment Instrument
The survey instrument was primarily developed and used as an instrument during the 
inductive phase of the research as a vehicle to help identify and validate outcomes 
and practices associated with different levels of maturity of each macro-process. In 
the design science phase of the research, the main purpose of the survey instrument 
was to assess the importance and relevance of particular outcomes and processes in 
IT. A second purpose was to enable the assessment of the maturity of processes 
and outcomes. A third purpose was to enable the future exploration of the 
relationship between IT capability maturity, IT posture and value. In version 1 of the 
survey sixteen questions assessing the maturity of both outcomes and process were 
asked for each of the four identified macro-processes (described in detail in 
subsequent chapters). These survey questions were mapped to specific critical 
processes in each macro-process but were primarily used in this research and 
dissertation to assess the overall maturity of each critical process. A short excerpt of 
the assessment survey is shown below.
In order to create a baseline for improvement and a desired future state, executives 
were surveyed on IT capability maturity and value performance for two different 
years. The full survey instrument is contained in Appendix A.
12 E xtrac t from B utle r G roup A na lys ts  research  report 2007: "F o r those  o rgan iza tions unsure how to  proceed, 
"M anag ing IT  fo r B usiness V alue C apab ility  M a tu rity  F ram ew ork" p rov ides a va luab le  basis fo r ascerta in ing  curren t 
com petence and fu tu re  d irection. B u tle r G roup recom m ends th a t organ isa tions look to  put in p lace rem edia l action 
to  atta in Leve l three  as an urgent necessity, b ring ing de fin ition  to the  m easuring process. T h e  o rgan isa tion  should  
have plans to  reach Levels fou r and five  ove r the  m ed ium  te rm , evo lv ing  IT to an op tim ised sta te  w here  the  IT 
de partm ent is seen as a va lue  centre, w orks  w ith in  a sus ta inab le  econom ic  m odel, and p rov ides core  com petency” .
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Managing the IT Capability
Importance
1-5
1= Not Imp. 
5=Very Imp.
Scoring Schema:
1 = Ad Hoc, 2 = Basic,
3 = Intermediate, 4 = Advanced 
5 = Optimizing
2002
Maturity
Level
2006
Maturity
Level
IT has the necessary capability 
assessment tools and processes in 
place to give a holistic view of IT 
capability
IT delivers a steady stream of solutions 
which provide competitive advantage to 
the firm.
IT is perceived as a differentiating core 
competency for your firm or 
organization
A flexible modular technical, application 
and data architecture which enables 
business agility is in place
A high level of enterprise data quality 
and integrity exists and IT enables 
Information Superiority over competitors 
(for example better customer data and 
market intelligence)
Industry Best Practice models (e.g. 
CMM-I) are an integrated part of 
developing IT solutions and software 
development capability
Table 3-4 - Sample of Capability Maturity Assessment
The IT Value Performance instrument, outlined in the table below, considered four 
important goals for IT value contribution and surveyed both the importance of the 
outcome of IT usage on these goals (scale from 1 (not important) to 5 (very 
important)) and the influence of the use of IT  in the organization (scale from 1 (not 
successful) to 5 (very successful) on these goals).
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GOAL IMPORTANCE OF THE 
OUTCOME OF IT USAGE 
ON THE GOALS
INFLUENCE OF THE USE OF 
IT IN ACHIEVING THESE 
GOALS
Cost Effective Use of IT
Effective Use of IT for 
Business growth
Effective Use of IT for 
Asset Utilization
Effective Use of IT for 
Business Flexibility
Table 3-5 - IT Value Performance Assessment Instrument
To enable a preliminary assessment of the relative IT posture of an IT organization 
survey respondents were asked to rate their IT posture using the phases of high 
technology adoption as identified by Moore (1991). These phases corresponded to 
Innovator, early adopter, early majority adopter, late majority adopter and finally 
laggard.
3.13 Future Hypotheses
As well as the validation of the IT-CMF artifact that occurred during the design 
science research phase, I was keen to seek to provide some initial hypotheses that 
could be used in the future for potential empirical validation of link between capability 
maturity and value. The following hypotheses are suggested:
1. H1: There is a positive association between mean IT capability maturity and 
IT value performance.
2. H2: There is a positive association between mean maturity of each macro­
process and IT Value Performance.
3. H3: There is a positive association between IT posture and IT value 
performance.
The empirical testing of these hypotheses was beyond the scope of my PhD work but 
is a logical next step for follow-up research.
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4 Chapter 4: Case Study: The IT 
Transformation at Intel
In 1999, I became Director of IT Strategy and Technology for Intel and was given an 
assignment to develop a strategic and business plan to transform the IT organization. 
This model provided a conceptual model to help shape a strategy and plan for IT 
transformation at Intel. Subsequently my analysis of the transition and evolutionary 
journey provided the initial draft IT Capability Maturity Framework presented in this 
dissertation.
4.1 Background: Transforming Intel IT; the IT@lntel Business 
Plan 2000
Enabling business transformation through IT is an increasing priority for CIOs. Often, 
however, the IT function must transform itself first, before it can become a true 
catalyst and enabler of overall business transformation. A constant struggle for most 
CIOs is defining how IT can add value to the business. Most IT organizations are 
trying to build capabilities that cut costs, increase revenues, and support business 
innovation. But, because they are saddled with legacy systems, processes, and 
depreciation, many of them are viewed as business liabilities rather than strategic 
assets. Despite the emergence of IT governance, enterprise architecture, service 
management and a variety of other approaches to enhancing the value of IT, many 
IT organizations have not been able to transform their roles in the organization. Such 
was the situation of IT at Intel in the late nineteen nineties.
In the late nineties an Intel employee communications magazine ran an April fool’s 
Day edition with a lead story whose headline read, Intel IT wins an Intel Achievement 
Award. Such an achievement was so far from the realm of possibility that it was a big 
joke in the company. This event was one of the catalysts for a six-year transformation 
of IT, from a mediocre organization to one considered a strategic business partner by 
80% of Intel’s executive team.
This transformational journey began with a new CIO, Louis Burns. Burns came to the 
job with a passion for operational discipline and customer orientation. His goal was 
to stabilize IT and initiate change, such as organize IT around the customer, rather 
than around IT functions.
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Burns created a vision for Intel IT to enable Intel, and he focused on developing 
leadership skills within IT. By summer 1999, he had accomplished foundational 
improvement work, which included re-organizing Intel IT around the customer and 
centralizing infrastructure spending. He then returned to lead Intel’s chipset business 
and was succeeded as Intel’s CIO by Doug Busch, an Intel IT director with a strong 
technology background.
4.2 Building a Foundation for Success
Doug Busch came to the position with a long standing belief that IT wasn’t delivering 
the competitive value that it could provide. Busch began his tenure as CIO by aiming 
to build on the foundation for success established by Burns. He created a new 
mission and vision for IT that aligned with Intel’s 2000 corporate objectives. His 
transformation vision was that Intel IT would be recognized as a key contributor to 
Intel's success, both inside and outside of Intel. His new IT mission was to fuel Intel's 
success with outstanding strategic leadership and IT services.
To drive the transformation, he launched an initiative in 1999 to build a business plan 
to transform IT. As the incoming Director of IT Strategy and Technology, I was asked 
to lead and assemble a small team of IT managers and employees to build this plan. 
We were given a key boundary condition: take an objective approach to running Intel 
IT like a business by building the business plan at arm’s length from Intel13. At this 
point the IT organization’s scope included: infrastructure, shared services for 
enterprise applications and a number of vertical functions, including office computing, 
manufacturing computing, engineering computing and such.
As leader of the transformation team I set an aggressive agenda for driving the 
transformation. I went looking for an overarching framework to help structure and 
guide the transformation but to my disappointment could not find an overarching 
framework in either the literature or best practices frameworks to directly help.
13 W e de libera te ly  targe ted  running IT "like" a business, ra the r than "as” a business. Th is  w as  to  ensure  th a t w e 
m axim ized the business va lue  to  Intel and not the  p ro fit o f the  IT o rgan iza tion , avo id ing  any agency costs through 
m is-a lignm ent o f ob jectives. I de fine IT business va lue  as the  con tribu tion  th a t IT m akes to an organ iza tion  
ach ieving its s tra teg ic  ob jectives.
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However one paper on developing long term competitiveness through IT assets by 
Ross, Beath and Goodhue (1998) provided a basis for helping develop a mental 
model for thinking about developing a strategic transformation plan.
4.3 The Business Plan
A first step on the transformation journey was to become customer centric and this 
was advanced through organizing around the customer and establishing a customer 
engagement team. In parallel new product lines which more closely matched what 
the customers needed were developed. With some good progress in this area the 
next major step was to develop a business plan which would enable the 
transformation of the IT organization.
This business plan detailed what service and products Intel IT would provide, 
enabling accurate cost and value quantification and the establishment of a new 
operating model to enable Intel IT to run like a business. The goal of the business 
plan was to enable IT to run like a market driven business to maximize the business 
value provided to IT by Intel. This would involve achieving end-to-end accountability 
for customer satisfaction for each of our services and products by reorienting our 
focus from an internal IT perspective to a customer-driven perspective. Additionally 
the aspiration was to also improve responsiveness and reduce time to market.
The new IT Business plan was shared with more than 100 IT senior leaders in 
Folsom, CA in January 2000. The CIO Doug Busch kicked off the business summit 
by sharing new vision, mission and strategic objectives that were aligned with the 
new Intel strategic objectives. The Strategic Objectives were
1) Aggressively influence and execute Intel corporate strategies
2) Deliver outstanding, customer-oriented IT services
3) Radically improve Intel business agility and productivity
4) Build and run a world-class IT capability
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4.3.1 Establishing the Framework for the Business Plan
At the business summit I presented the business plan and strategy to help achieve 
these objectives. The strategy behind the IT plan was focused on a number of key 
themes:
• Focus on the business value of IT rather than total cost of ownership
• Transform IT @ Intel into a market-driven service organization with vertical 
service and product lines that had full end-to-end accountability for customer- 
oriented product/service definition, delivery and pricing.
• Develop a new finance model that would enable costing of each IT 
service/product and the quantification of the business value of the service/product 
delivered. The end goal was to create a sustainable economic model for IT which 
optimized the business value of IT to Intel
• Create a business operating model to enable IT to prioritize the IT Investments 
that needed to be made and the institutionalization of a common repeatable 
process for allocating resources (people, money, etc) against these priorities and 
measuring the value of the investments.
A key milestone of success was that Intel IT would win an Intel Quality award which 
was the most prestigious organizational award at Intel. Just less than two years after 
the introduction of the business plan, Intel IT was announced as a winner of the Intel 
Quality award. This did not mean that the transformation was over but as well as 
being a significant milestone on the journey also created confidence and momentum 
that Intel IT could truly transform itself. The business plan continued to be executed 
and many of the key goals were achieved.
Having been the driver of the business plan and a key player in setting the goals I 
was in a unique position to understand and talk on an ongoing basis with many 
people involved in the transformation. A key insight for me was to apply the concept 
of a maturity model to map the evolutionary journey as Intel IT matured. I present the 
first findings in the following pages.
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4.4 Learnings from the Intel Case: IT-CMF Revision 0
Intel IT’s six-year transformation worked under four strategies, with specific goals for 
each:
• Manage the IT budget, where the goal was to create a sustainable economic 
model through careful cost management
• Manage the IT assets and value chain, where the goal was to develop IT as a 
corporate core competency
• Manage IT for business value, where the goal was to optimize the business 
value of IT
• Manage IT like a business, where the goal was to run IT like a market-driven 
service organization, running IT as efficiently and effectively as possible in 
support of Intel’s goals.
Based on my observations of our transformation, as well as additional research, I 
developed a framework that captures these strategies and the maturity levels in such 
IT transformations.
The initial version of the IT Capability Maturity Framework mapped the IT 
transformation to five levels of maturity for four IT strategies that support long-term 
enterprise competitiveness. In increasing its maturity, the Intel IT organization 
evolved from having unmanaged, reactionary processes to following disciplined, 
high-performing processes and better outcomes. In the sections below I share 
figures which represented early understandings of the capability maturity curves 
associated with each strategy.
4.5 Strategy 1: Managing the IT  Budget
Managing the IT budget is crucial for an IT organization to gain credibility from its 
business partners. Westerman et al (2006) report that IT cost cutting is an ever 
present mandate for CIOs. In managing the budget, IT management aims to meet 
business requirements as well as free up resources for innovation and growth.
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A Gartner report in 2004 stated that 81% of typical IT budgets were used to keep the 
lights on, leaving only 19% available to fund new innovations and business 
transformation14.
Level 5
Optimized
Capex/Opex,
Development/Maintenance
Ratios
Level 4 Expanded Funding options
Level 3 Systematic Cost reduction
Level 2 Managed Costs 
Predictable Financial Performance
Level 1 chaos
Figure 4.5-1 - Early Managing the IT Budget CMF
Taking cost out of the IT budget relies on such practices as automating components 
of IT service and support, adjusting service levels as needed, and renegotiating 
supplier contracts, as needed. It can also rely on nurturing disruptive15 technologies, 
that is, technologies that can deliver new or equivalent services at lower costs. 
Examples of disruptive technologies include virtualization of servers and Voice over
The goal of managing the IT budget is to reach a sustainable economic model. The 
draft maturity curve developed from the case study is shown in the figure above and 
is described in the next section.
14 “IT Spending, How Do You Stack Up?”, Gartner, January 2004
15 For an excellent overview of disruptive technology, see Christensen, Clay, The Innovator's Dilemma: 
When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail, Harvard Business School Press, 1997.
IP.
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4.5.1 CMF Outline: Managing the IT Budget
At Level 1, IT spending is ad hoc, with few budget controls.
At Level 2, the IT budget Is defined and performance-against-budget is monitored 
until it is predictable. At Intel, CIO Doug Busch set the visible goal of IT being within 
+/- 2% of its annual budget.
That announcement alone improved performance because employees knew 
performance against planned budget was being measured.
At Level 3, we introduced systematic cost-reduction techniques with the goal of 
reducing both aggregate and unit IT costs. Intel IT introduced two, among many, 
techniques to cut costs. One example was to introduce Linux as a disruptive 
technology in engineering computing. Another was to redesign the business 
processes of the PC support group.
At Level 4, we expanded our funding options to leverage the existing IT budget and 
introduce budgeting flexibility. We were able to complement IT funding with co­
funding from the business or other sources such as government agencies for 
advanced research.
At Level 5, the IT organization achieves a sustainable economic model, which means 
that IT an meet the ongoing growth demands of its enterprise with a stable or 
declining IT budget. This was an ongoing goal for Intel which required ongoing 
management commitment and attention.
Understanding and managing the IT budget can provide significant leverage, 
enabling costs to be reduced and savings to be reinvested in new IT investments or 
elsewhere to help the company bottom line.
4.6 Strategy 2: Managing the IT Assets and Value Chain
IT assets and the IT value chain, together, comprise IT capability. At Intel we loosely 
defined IT capability as what the IT function can do for the business. (Curley, 2004). 
IT capability includes the knowledge, skills, tools, process abilities, and motivation
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present and available in the IT organization to support or perform enterprise business 
activities.
Level 5 Firm Strategic 
Capability
Level 4 Strategic Partner
Level 3 Expert Supplier/ 
Technology Expert
Level 2 Supplier or Utility Provider
Level 1 Users do IT
Figure 4.6-1 - Early Managing the IT Capability CMF
Managing IT assets and the IT value chain involves systematically managing four 
aspects of IT: (1) IT’s assets, (2) the value chain that creates business value from IT, 
(3) the core competencies that deliver IT business value, and (4) the complete 
workflow through the entire IT value chain.
The premise of managing IT capability is that sustainable competitive advantage 
(Ross, 1996) from IT comes not from delivering individual stove-piped solutions but 
from delivering new strategic applications -  and doing this faster and better than 
competitors. When IT capability matures, it is well understood by enterprise 
executives, it becomes a differentiator for the enterprise, and it is woven into the 
overall enterprise business strategy (Ross, 1996).
The key basis of the maturity states identified here came from an IT customer 
satisfaction survey which itself was adopted from a practice that Intel used with 
external customers. This practice called vendor o f choice was conducted twice 
annually by Intel with external customers to see if Intel was indeed their vendor of 
choice.
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4.6.1 CMF Outline Managing the IT Capability
In a Level 1 company, there is no formal IT presence. Users themselves typically 
purchase and try to maintain computer systems for their own use.
At Level 2, the IT function is viewed similar to an external supplier or utility provider. It 
offers little or no strategic input to the business.
At Level 3, the IT organization has established a track record of providing quality 
services, it has delivered some new solutions, and it has gained the reputation as an 
organization of technology experts. To reach this level, Intel IT began measuring 
customer satisfaction, and taking actions to improve three key assets: IT 
infrastructure, IT people, and IT-business relationships.
At Level 4, the IT organization has earned the reputation as a strategic business 
partner to the enterprise at large. At Intel, CIO Doug Busch earned this reputation, in 
part, by managing key IT assets: for example the desktop PCs. He replaced them 
with notebook computers which actually changed how Intel worked. At Level 4, IT 
leaders are frequently or permanently invited to the business table to discuss and 
help set strategic direction. This has been the case at Intel.
At level 5, IT capability is perceived as one of a select few strategic and 
differentiating capabilities of the company. It can provide both operational and 
information superiority over the competition. This state has not yet been achieved by 
Intel IT.
4.7 Strategy 3: Managing IT  for Business Value
Research shows that CIOs consistently have difficulty measuring and managing the 
value contribution from IT (Alter, 2003). Managing IT for business value focuses 
investment decisions on expected benefits and verifying that these benefits are 
actually delivered. This approach corresponds to the Begin with the end in mind 
mantra of Covey (1989).
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Investment
Analysis Techniques
Portfolio Management, 
Options Management
ROI/Business Cases
TCO
Ad hoc, 
chaos
Figure 4.7-1 - Early Managing IT like a Business CMF
In taking such a benefits realization approach, IT management adopts core business 
practices, including return-on-investment measures, firm-wide coordination of 
investments, business case discipline, and continuous portfolio management and 
reprioritization. Managing IT for business value helps IT move from total cost of 
ownership (TCO) analysis to optimizing the value of IT investments -  the Level 5 
goal of this strategy. This progression is shown in the figure above.
4.7.1 CMF outline: Managing IT for Business Value
At Level 1, there are no defined or repeatable processes for managing IT’s business 
value.
At level 2, IT organizations focus on TCO by identifying, controlling, and managing 
the total direct and indirect costs of provisioning and supporting IT solutions to the 
business. Intel IT made significant progress in reducing its TCO of desktops and 
notebooks and was able to use this data to make the business case to shift its ratio 
of desktops to notebooks from 80:20 to 20:80.
At Level 3, IT organizations focus on the business value that solutions deliver. 
Generating business value is achieved when the focus on cost shifts to a return on 
investment (ROI). At Intel, this shift to Level 3 was spurred by a goal set by CIO 
Doug Busch that IT should deliver $100m in new value without increasing its 
spending. A core practice in achieving this was the establishment of a business
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value program office which helped to create and track the value of business cases 
associated with new IT investments.
Level 4 companies use techniques such as portfolio management to better optimize 
their portfolio of IT investments against agreed-upon criteria. Other advanced 
practices, such as options management and assigning accountability for both 
forecasted benefits and actual benefits realization, are commonplace at Level 4. Intel 
IT shifted from evaluating individual investments to grouping IT investments into like 
categories, so they could be compared and the return of a portfolio actively 
managed.
At Level 5, IT organizations demonstrate optimal return from IT investments through 
their use of sophisticated investment analysis techniques. Intel IT had yet to achieve 
this state at the time of writing.
4.8 Strategy 4: Managing IT  like a Business
Managing IT like a business means taking a business-like approach to running the IT 
organization. This strategy involves applying solid professional business practices to 
the IT function. Some examples are: managing customers professionally using 
account managers, using chargeback and service level agreements to manage 
demand, and institutionalizing governance principles.
Level 5
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
Business/IT Alignment
Customer/Service Focus
Customer/Service orientation
Cost/technology Orientation
Ad hoc
Figure 4.8-1 - Early Managing IT like a Business CMF
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Managing IT like a business also involves implementing a number of critical 
processes to ensure that IT delivers output commensurate with the enterprise’s 
goals. In addition, maturing this strategy can help the IT organization move from 
being perceived as a cost centre to being seen as a value centre, with a high level of 
IT-business alignment. This progression is shown in the figure above.
4.8.1 CMF Outline Managing IT like a Business
At Level 1, the IT organization is completely focused on technology, and has few or 
no asset or cost management systems in place.
At Level 2, the IT organization is seen as a cost centre. It has basic IT asset manage­
ment and cost management practices in place. Intel IT created MOAT (The Mother of 
All Templates) that gave a comprehensive view of all IT product and service costs -  
to help reduce costs and manage current demand.
At Level 3, the IT organization is viewed as a service centre. IT staff think less about 
which information technologies to provide and more about delivering services that 
meet current needs and generate value from current investments and infrastructure. 
Intel moved from a gross chargeback approach to chargeback based on 
consumption, thereby giving division general managers visibility and control over the 
IT services they used.
At Level 4, IT is viewed as an investment centre. It has implemented ERP for IT to 
support efficient and effective IT operations and the IT budget is driven more by 
business strategy than by external benchmarks or targets defined by the CFO. Intel 
IT reorganized itself into service organizations with full accountability for defining, 
pricing, and delivering services to their specific Intel businesses they supported. It 
also formed an innovation organization to look to the future.
At Level 5, the IT function is operating as an entrepreneurial value centre, actually 
leading the business in the creation of new products, services or even business 
models through innovative use of technology. Intel IT publishes an annual report, as 
businesses do, and Intel’s sales and marketing organization draws the IT@lntel 
program and IT Innovation centres to influence prospective Intel customers and help 
catalyze innovative solutions.
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This nascent framework provided the raw material to the next phase of the research 
process which was a recursive inductive theory building process, which was part of 
the overall design science research process.
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5 Chapter 5: Describing the IT-CMF and 
Theory
The next two chapters define and describe the IT-CMF. This chapter begins with an 
overview of the artifacts generated during the research. The chapter then introduces 
the IT capability maturity framework (IT-CMF) and provides the theoretical 
underpinning of the IT-CMF. The first version of the IT-CMF was developed using a 
case based theory building approach followed by a design science research 
approach leveraging academic research, industry best practice frameworks and 
practitioner experience. The theoretical underpinning of the IT-CMF leverages prior 
work such as process theory for IT Business Value, resource based theory and 
dynamic capabilities theory.
5.1 Describing the IT-CMF artifact schema
In the following figure a schema is shown for the IT-CMF set of artifacts generated 
during this research. As mentioned previously the goal of the IT-CMF is to create 
conditions of sustainability, controllability, predictability and continuous value 
improvement through;
• systematic proactive evolution of IT capability
• dynamic reprioritization and reconfiguration of capabilities in response to the 
changing business strategy and context.
The artifacts produced by the design research process have been categorized using 
the nascent design output taxonomy (March and Smith, 1995; Rossi and Sein, 2003; 
and Purao, 2002) described in chapter 3 and are intended to be used as practical 
tools by IT executives in achieving the goals outlined above. The table below is not 
intended as a precise mapping but as a starting point for categorizing the artifacts 
generated during the research activity.
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OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
Constructs AO: The IT Capability Context Diagram
Models A l: The IT-CMF control loop 
A2: The IT-CMF integrated maturity states 
A3: The IT-CMF individual maturity states per macro­
process
A6: The IT-CMF critical process listing 
A7: Individual CP CMF
Methods A5: Macro-process PMOs 
A9: Critical-process PMOs
Instantiations A4: Macro-Process Key Characteristics 
A8: Critical-Process Key Characteristics 
A10: IT-CMF Assessment Instrument
Better Theories IT-CMF theory
Figure 5.1-1 - Mapping of Artifacts to DSR outputs
These artifacts are graphically shown in the next figure whilst the next two chapters 
reference and describe the artifacts in particular giving examples of artifacts A1 to 
A5.
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5.3 Business Value Process Theory
In early business value process theory research Markus and Soh, (1993) proposed a 
model in which IT expenditure was influenced by IT management to create IT assets 
which then were used to improve firm performance. This model consists of two 
connected process models, the first explaining how IT investment becomes IT assets 
and the second how IT assets yield improved organizational performance. This 
model leverages the concept of conversion effectiveness introduced by Weill (1992). 
The Markus and Soh (1993) model as depicted in the literature is shown as an open 
loop model in the figure below.
Figure 5.3-1 - Markus and Soh Process Model (1993)
Markus and Soh (1998) subsequently developed their research through synthesis of 
a number of different process models shown below, which led to a sequenced three 
process theory model. The principal process models they referenced are shown in 
the table below.
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SOURCE KEY MODEL POINT
Lucas (1993) Appropriate use of Information Technology
Grabowski and Lee (1993) Strategic Fit between firm type, cost structure and 
IT application Portfolio
Beath, Goodhue and Ross 
(1998)
Delivering long term competitive advantage for key 
assets
Sambamurthy and Zmud 
(1994)
IT impacts are intermediate outputs from IT 
Management roles and processes which in turn 
enable value
Tallon and Kraemer (1999) 
Marshall (2004)
IT Strategic Alignment: IT Management practices 
as determinants, IT Business Value as 
consequences
Table 5-1 - Process Theory Key Points 
The three processes they identified were
• The IT Conversion Process
• The IT Use Process
• The Competitive Process
The logic of the sequence of processes is as follows. Organizations consume IT 
budgets to create or acquire IT assets. Good IT assets if combined with appropriate 
use, yields positive IT impacts. IT impacts lead to improved organizational 
performance. Marshall et al (2005) proposed a preceding process to those defined by 
Markus and Soh which was a strategic alignment process. This is comprehended in 
the overall model in the context diagram where a bi-directional relationship exists 
between Business Strategy and IT Strategy. This also leverages Tallon and 
Kraemer’s (1999) process-oriented assessment of the alignment of information 
systems and business strategy,
In the context of this research the context diagram of the IT capability corresponds to 
the third competitive process where Business Operations and IT capability, directed 
by a business strategy in a particular business context leads to value creation.
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In the new model the conversion and use process are extended to introduce a 
feedback loop, indeed multiple feedback loops which connect the output of this 
model, performance (or value) back to the input, so that the input can be 
continuously modulated to achieved the desired output (value/performance). The act 
of management frequently uses feedback loops so that inputs are modified with a 
component from the output to ensure the desired output is achieved. Marshall et al 
(2005) suggested the concept of closing the loop between organizational 
performance and business strategic thinking. By modifying investment spend levels 
or shifting funds to a better performing IT investment portfolio, more value can be 
created.
5.4 Theory for Continuous Improvement of IT  enabled Value 
in a firm
Leveraging the Markus and Soh (1993) and related work an improved theory of how 
the IT capability in a firm can be managed to help improve the value delivered 
through IT is introduced. The theory posits that in an operational organization there 
are four important and interconnected macro processes and associated improvement 
strategies which are important for the creation of value. Peppard and Ward (2004) 
identify that a critical part of IT capability is to have the right business and 
management processes to be able to supply, deliver and exploit IT systems and 
solutions and three processes envelop the IT capability process to deliver this critical 
function. The four processes are shown in the figure below, whilst key references are 
listed in the following Table.
Figure 5.4-1 - Four Macro Processes of the IT-CMF
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In this dissertation this diagram is artifact A1 of the IT-CMF and shows a closed loop 
management system for the IT capability. The four macro-processes identified map 
to the three processes identified by Markus and Soh in their IT Value Process Theory 
Synthesis (Markus and Soh, 1998), namely the IT conversion process, the IT use 
process and the competitive process and the alignment process identified by 
Marshall et al (2005).
In the integrated IT-CMF we synthesize two well tested concepts, a production 
process16 model and a Deming/Shewart cycle17 (Walton, 1990), to create an 
integrating framework. In this integrated approach we view the IT capability in a firm 
as a production process, with four interconnected macro-processes. The IT Budget is 
the input to the production process, the IT assets and value chain are the production 
engine and IT value is the output. Managing IT like a business is the management, 
control and feedback mechanism for ongoing adjustments to the input and the IT 
capability to optimize the output value (providing the ability to take action to reduce 
deviations from purpose/objective).
5.4.1 Four Macro Processes
This theory posits there is firstly a managing IT like a business process which serves 
to set strategy and enable concurrent control of the IT capability and modify the IT 
spend or the portfolio allocation of this spend to help ensure IT helps the firm to 
deliver to it’s objectives on an ongoing basis. This macro-process focuses on critical 
processes such as IT Governance (Weill, 2004), Supply/Demand Management (Earl 
and Sampler, 1999) and builds on Ventrakaman’s seminal work (1998). 
Ventrakaman introduced a new approach juxtaposing risk propensity (Minimize risk 
vs. Maximize Opportunity) versus purpose (IT efficiency or Business Capability) of 
the IT organization and defined four different types of business models for IT, cost 
centre, service centre, investment centre and profit centre.
In reality elements of all four business models may exist in an IT organization or just 
one. A core premise of the approach advocated in this dissertation is to operate IT 
like a business rather than as a business with the term value centre substituted 
instead of profit centre. This is because significant agency costs (Gurbaxani, 1990)
16 In m icroeconom ics, p roduction  is s im p ly  the convers ion  o f inpu ts  into ou tpu ts. A  g iven production p rocess is 
e ffic ien t if a pa rticu la r quan tity  of goods canno t be p roduced w ith  any less inputs.
17 Dem ing in the  1950 's  recom m ended tha t business p rocesses op era te  in a con tinuous fee dba ck  loop. Th is  process 
becam e com m only  know n as the  P D C A  cycle (P =P lan, D =D o, C =C heck. A =Act).
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can be incurred and a sub-optimization can occur where IT seeks to maximize its 
own profit rather that the overall value contribution of IT to the firm.
Secondly there is a process for Managing the IT budget which is a critical input to the 
IT value creation process. The IT budget process controls both the absolute level of 
budget applied to the IT capability and the allocation to particular portfolios. Budget 
management is a well recognized component of a management control system.
The IT capability is the production engine of the framework and essentially reflects 
what IT can do for the firm (Curley, 2004). Capability (Peppard, 2004) refers to the 
strategic application of competencies leveraging underpinning resources such as 
technical assets and people. IT capability has been substituted instead of IT assets in 
the Markus and Soh model to reflect Ross, Beath and Goodhue (1998) theory that 
while IT assets are important they also need to be complimented with an associated 
value chain to enable sustainable competitive advantage. Agarwal and Sambamurthy 
(2002) identify three primary processes of the IT value chain as Innovation, Solutions 
Delivery and Services Provisioning. The IT Capability consisting of the IT assets and 
the associated value chain is energized and made productive by applying a budget to 
it.
MACRO
PROCESS
MACRO
PROCESS
DESCRIPTION REFERENCES
MP1 Managing IT 
like a business
The process of Managing the Budget, 
Capability, Value process to help 
optimize value
Weill (2004), 
Ventrakaman (1997), 
Earl (1998), Gurbaxani 
(1990)
MP2 Managing the 
IT Budget
The process of managing the IT 
spend and budget
Markus and Soh (1993) 
Curley (2004)
MP3 Managing the 
IT Capability
The process of managing the IT 
assets and associated value chain
Ross, Beath, Goodhue 
(1996), Weill (1992), 
Agarwal and 
Sambamurthy (2002) 
Peppard (2004)
MP4 Managing IT 
for Business 
Value
The process of designing and 
measuring to help ensure that value 
is designed in and released through 
outstanding usage of IT enabled 
investments.
Curley (2004), Kohli and 
Deveraj (2004), Sward 
(2006)
Table 5-2 - Key References per Macro-Process
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The Ross et al model of IT capability (1996) is extended with two important 
extensions. A fourth asset class, Intellectual Capital is added to their existing three 
asset classes (technical infrastructure, people and relationship assets). The 
Intellectual Capital assets comprises of the application/solution suite and the data, 
information and contained in the firms databases, processes and workflows (Curley, 
2004).
In addition Eckert (2002) posits that software solutions can only fulfil their promise 
through the expertise of people who use them; arguing that latent ROI is wasted ROI 
and that raising the proficiency of users nearly always results in a higher return on 
investment. Complimentary research from Donald Marchand (2004) posits that IT 
value does not come from excellent service delivery alone but from the combination 
of excellent service delivery and outstanding usage. Additionally Lucas (1993) 
proposed that two conditions are necessary for improved performance from IT, firstly 
the fact that IT is designed so that it fits the firm’s task effectively. Secondly he 
proposes that appropriate use of an effectively designed technology is also a 
necessary condition for improved organizational performance.
Thus a fourth value chain process has been added to the Ross model, reflecting the 
IT use process highlighted by Markus and Soh (1998) in their Process Theory 
Synthesis paper. Approaches such as user centred design (Sward, 2006) can help 
design in value which can be released through easy and outstanding usage.
The Managing IT for Business Value process is the instantiation of the third 
competitive process identified by Markus and Soh (1998) where value is created 
through using IT impacts to create competitive differentiation. This is where value is 
assessed and realized. As discussed in chapter 2 in terms of firm performance IT 
creates value through two fundamental mechanisms -  business continuity and 
business change. Business continuity ensures that the firm can continue to obtain 
value from its products and services through such actions as process automation, 
product or service development, services provisioning etc. Business change delivers 
value when some change in the business model, process or product/services is 
enabled or driven through IT. Business Change reflects on value created through the 
IT impacts defined by Sambamurthy and Zmud (1994). These include new/improved 
products and services, transformed business processes, enriched organizational 
intelligence and dynamic organizational structures.
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An expanded version of the integrated model is depicted in the figure below.
S u p p lie rs
with permission from J.Ross, M IT CISR
M anaging IT 
like a Business
i
M anaging the IT  Capability
M anaging 
the IT
Budget
Realizing
and
Assessing
Value
Figure 5.4-2 - Integrated Model for continuously improving IT Value
In this expanded diagram the assets and value chain which make up the IT capability 
are depicted and as described above these consist of four assets and four value 
chain processes which are extended from Ross et al (1996).
5.5 Improving IT Capability Output and Productivity
In general most organizations want to increase output and indeed this is true of a 
firms IT capability. In the face of increasing competitive pressure firms will want to 
achieve more output from their IT capability. Dedrick et al (2003) define two 
mechanisms for increasing the productivity of the IT organization -  capital deepening 
and improving multi-factor productivity. Extending and disaggregating suggests the 
following approaches for improving IT capability productivity and output;
• Using a different portfolio mix of inputs, weighting investment toward higher 
performing kinds of IT investments
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• Aligning and sequencing investments better so that they better support the 
goals of the organization
• Improving the quality of the inputs to the IT capability (for example buying 
computer hardware from a different vendor resulting in potentially improved 
performance with lower acquisition and total cost of ownership costs)
• Capital deepening: the productivity of IT employees and organization may 
increase when more capital is provided. Capital could include hardware, 
software, data centres or other related assets acquired through increased 
investment.
• Multifactor productivity (MFP): advances in improving the conversion 
effectiveness of the IT capability through improving the maturity of composite 
business processes can increase the level of output without an additional 
increase in input
Jurison (1996) identified that IT benefits primary depend not on the size of the 
investment but on management effectiveness in converting the investment into 
business results. He also states that organizations differ vastly in their conversion 
effectiveness. Improving the IT capability to allow improved conversion effectiveness 
is a key theme of this dissertation.
A key theme then is to improve the maturity of the IT capability by improving process 
maturity and outcomes to improve conversion efficiency and then modulating and 
changing the portfolio allocations for different kinds of investments based strategic 
business alignment and on historical returns to optimize the overall value delivered 
from the IT capability.
5.6 Dynamic Capabilities and Continuous Improvement of 
Value delivery from the IT  capability
In this section I discuss the macro-process sequencing for continuous improvement 
of IT value delivery using a dynamic capabilities lens. An example of an unmanaged, 
unaligned situation is shown in the following figure. Here effectively the IT capability 
operates in open loop with no connection between output and input. There is also no
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alignment amongst investments or even a concept of portfolio management. Some 
investments may not only be not complementary but also competing.
Strategy
In terms of the continuous improvement of value delivery the sequence of primary 
events is as follows.
1. In MP1 the IT leadership/governance and IT strategy processes set the 
direction for the overall IT capability. This direction setting should be highly 
aligned to the business strategy and influenced by prevailing business 
conditions.
2. In MP2 the strategic direction is translated into an IT budget which will create 
two kinds of value, value from maintaining existing systems and future value 
from new solutions.
3. The IT Capability (MP3) is the production and manufacturing engine of the IT 
capability and two primary activities are performed here (a) existing products 
and services are maintained and provisioned and (b) new solutions are 
envisioned, developed and existing services are supported, based on the 
budget applied.
4. In MP4 value realization and assessment happens with IT delivery translating 
into value. Here the ongoing performance of IT investments should be 
regularly tracked.
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5. The perform ance o f these  IT investm ents should then  be fed back into MP1 
perhaps resulting in a change in s tra teg ic  d irection  based on in fo rm ation  on 
financia l return in form ation o f investm ents. IT s tra tegy reassessm ent w ill a lso 
be considered in the light o f chang ing business s tra tegy and business 
conditions.
6. S ubsequently  the  cycle  starts again w ith  a new  budge t being de term ined in 
M P2 based on the ou tpu t o f M P 1 .
This continuous operation o f the  contro l loop at an appropria te  frequency  is 
in tended to lead to continuous a lignm ent and im provem ent o f the  va lue  
contribu tion  o f the IT capab ility  g iven a constra ined  budget. The app lica tion  o f a 
dynam ic capab ilities approach w here  the  loop is closed regu la rly  a im s to  m ove IT 
Value creation from  a re la tive ly unm anaged and una ligned sta te  to  a scenario  
depicted in the fo llow ing figure  w here  all IT  investm ents are a ligned w ith  stra tegy 
and va lue is continuous ly  im proved th rough  active  portfo lio  m anagem ent, 
w e ighting  investm ent m ore heavily tow ards  the  better perform ing investm ents.
Manage IT like a 
Business
Budget Value
Dynamic
Portfolio
1------1 Approach
Figure 5.6-2 - Aligned and Managed IT Investment
Superior re turns from  IT com pared to o the r c lasses o f assets o r responses to new  
business opportun ities or cha llenges m ay lead to an increase o f the  IT budget. 
A lte rna tive ly  im proving productiv ity  o r e ffic iency o f IT m ay lead to  a reduction  in the 
overall IT budget as m ore can be done w ith  less. The IT posture o f the  firm  m ay be a 
m odula tor in th is  kind o f decis ion m aking. A  proform a vers ion o f the  results which 
m ight be expected is shown in the  figu re  below .
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Proforma IT Capability Value 
Creation
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Figure 5.6-3 - Proforma IT Capability Value Creation
In year one there is a baseline value ascribed  o r m easured. N ew  investm ents w ill 
yield fu tu re  value w h ils t the process o f m easuring  returns from  IT investm en ts m ay 
actually uncover va lue tha t is hidden.
In year 2 then the new  susta ined va lue base line  becom es the com posite  o f year 1 
susta ined va lue plus new  va lue  rea lized18 and any h idden va lue  identified, less any 
value erosion tha t m ight have occurred due to  app lica tion  degrada tion  or perhaps a 
s ign ificant outage. In year 2 because o f increasing convers ion e ffic iency due to 
im provem ent in process and outcom e m aturity, com bined w ith  be tte r portfo lio  
m anagem ent and a llocations a ligned to business stra tegy, it is expected  tha t the 
value contribu tion  w ill increase. S im ila rly  each fu rthe r year w ith  continued 
im provem ent in conversion e ffic iency due  to  im proved process m aturity  and 
outcom es, as well as m ore a ligned and be tte r value contribu tions, it is expected  tha t 
the value contribu tion  from  IT w ill continue to increase. W e can w rite  th is  value 
equation as follows:
Value_S(n) = Value_S(n-1) + Value_N(n) + Value_H(n) + Value_E(n)
•  V a lue_S (n ) is Susta ined V a lue  in ye a r n
•  Va lue_N (n) is new  Value created in Y ear n
•  V a lue_H (n) is h idden va lue d iscovered  in Y ea r n
•  V alue_E (n) is Va lue Eroded in Y e a r n
18 Doug Busch, Intel C IO  firs t suggested th is  w ay o f looking a t new  va lue  com bined w ith  ex is ting  va lue  to  crea te  a 
new va lue baseline.
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Value erosion m ay occu r due to  a num ber o f fac to rs  inc lud ing com petitive  dynam ics 
and increasing Total Cost o f O w nersh ip  (TCO). V a lue  fo r all e lem ents o f a portfo lio  
should be tracked on an ongo ing basis to  dete rm ine  to  enhance, m odify o r end-o f-life  
an investm ent/so lu tion  if va lue  goes negative or less than  the  required return.
In parallel a s im ila r equation can be w ritten  fo r the  IT budge t19:
Budget(n) = B u d g e t(n -I)  + B udget_U (n) -  B udge t_C S (n-1 ) + B udget_N I (n-1) + 
B udget_N I (n)
•  W here Budget(n) is the  new  overall budge t in yea r n
•  B u d g e tJJ (n ) is uncontro llab le  budget increases such as w age  inflation, 
m erger and acqu is ition  activ ity o r investm ent driven by perhaps com pliance  
legislation
•  Budget_C S(n-1) is the  cost savings ach ieved in the last yea r w h ich  w ill 
reduce th is  years baseline budget
•  Budget_N I(n-1) is the  im pact on th is  years budge t o f new  investm ents  m ade 
last year
•  Budget_N I(n) are the new  investm ents proposed fo r th is year
The overall goal is to  de live r increasing IT va lue  w ith  a susta inab le  econom ic  m odel 
fo r IT. This could be potentia lly  rea lized by driv ing  s ign ifican t cost savings and 
institu ting a w in-w in investm en t m indse t w here  on ly new  investm ents are se lected 
which lead to increased business va lue and  im proved IT e ffic iency as m easured by 
reduced IT unit costs and /or reduced IT aggrega te  costs. A  proform a scenario  fo r th is 
is shown in the figure  below  w ith  increasing cost savings enabling m ore investm ent 
which enables fu rthe r cost savings.
19 Th is  equation is created and adopted leverag ing  an IT bu dgeting  p rac tice  at H arrah ’s called D ynam ic B ase line  IT 
Budget. Th is  in form ation w as shared in a brie fing by C orpora te  E xecu tive  Board to its m em bers.
IT Budget Makeup
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Figure 5.6-4 -  Proforma IT Budget Breakdown
Equally active m anagem ent o f portfo lio  a lloca tions based on va lue  con tribu tions can 
lead to h igher returns from  IT. In the fo llow ing  d iagram  a pro form a portfo lio  a llocation  
is illustra ted w hich would re flect the  potentia l changing in portfo lio  a lloca tions w hich 
m ight occur as IT convers ion e ffic iency im proves and va lue  perfo rm ance  from  the 
previous years portfo lio a llocations is fed  back into next years a llocation  process. The 
portfo lios identified in the exam ple  chart be low  correspond to  the  core  entity  and 
processes identified in the  IT capab ility  m odel, nam ely research and innovation, 
so lu tions delivery, serv ices provis ion ing , IT usage, IT assets w ith  an added additional 
ca tegory fo r  IT im provem ent investm ent spending.
IT Portfolio Allocations
“/(Allocation
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Figure 5.6-5 - Example Portfolio Allocation Changes
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In th is exam ple  the h igher re turn ing portfo lios receive a h igher budge t a llocation  in a 
subsequent year, w h ils t low er perform ing portfo lios rece ive  a low er a llocation  in a 
subsequent year.
Typ ica lly  budget a llocations fo r any portfo lio  w ill no t tend  to  ze ro  as likely a m inim um  
budget a llocation needs to  app lied  to  each portfo lio, irrespective  o f the  return o f the 
indiv idua l portfolio.
W e can a lso w rite  the IT budget equation  as the sum  o f the  po rtfo lio  a llocations
Budget(n) = B J & R  + B _S D  + B _S P  + B _ IU  + B_A + B _ ll
W here
•  B J & R  is the portfo lio  a lloca ted  to Innovation and Research
• B_SD is the portfo lio  a lloca tion  to So lu tions Delivery
•  B_SP is the portfo lio  a lloca tion  to Services P rovis ion ing
•  B J U  is the portfo lio  a lloca tion  to IT Usage and T ra in ing
• B_A is the  portfo lio  a lloca tion  to  IT assets
• B J I  is the  portfo lio  a lloca tion  to  IT Im provem ent e ffo rts
U ltim ate ly the goal is to  reach a ba lanced portfo lio  w h ich op tim izes the  return to  the 
business w ith in  the constra in ts  o f IT fund ing  (T iernan and Peppard , 2005). On a 
cyclica l basis the portfo lio  a lloca tions  can be changed to  increase budget a llocation 
to h igher perform ing portfo lios and decrease  budget a llocation  to  low er perform ing 
portfolios. A lso  as m aturity around budget and va lue m anagem ent increase, one m ay 
be in the position to con trast and com pare  the re tu rns from  IT investm ents to o the r 
types o f investm ents in the  firm  w h ich  m ay lead to  a subsequen t increase in IT 
budget.
5.7 Applying a Capability Maturity Lens
Applying a capab ility  m aturity  m odel lens (H um phrey, 1989; Curley, 2004) provides a 
very useful fram ew ork  to  help provide roadm aps and d irection  fo r IT capability  
im provem ent efforts. The firs t capab ility  m aturity  m odel w as crea ted  by the softw are
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eng ineering institu te  at C arneg ie  M ellon U n ivers ity  to  he lp  im prove  softw are 
eng ineering capability  (Paulk, 1993).
Thus a five  stage m aturity  m odel w as used as an o rgan iz ing  and structuring 
fram ew ork  fo r m apping the IT im provem ent e fforts across the  fo u r identified m acro 
processes. H ow ever it becam e c lea r tha t focuss ing  on process m aturity w as not 
enough and tha t it w as necessary to docum ent and m anage to m aturity  ou tcom es  in 
paralle l. Defin ing a roadm ap o f m aturity  outcom es crea tes a runw ay fo r im provem ent 
e ffo rts  and in stre tch ing to  ach ieve new  m aturity  ou tcom es, p rocesses began to 
em erge to ensure  system atic , p red ictab le  ach ievem ent o f these  outcom es. In the 
rem ainder o f th is chap te r the  key m aturity  s ta tes are identified  fo r each level o f the 
fou r m acro-processes. These  m aturity  sta tes w ere  identified  using an inductive 
theory build ing process w here  processes and outcom es w ere  observed, ca tegorized 
subsequently  associa tions fo rm ed  betw een them .
5.8 Introducing an IT Capability Maturity Framework (IT CMF)
Build ing on the process m odel in troduced earlier, a m aturity  path fo r each process is 
in troduced which is described as an IT C apab ility  M aturity  fram ew ork  (IT  CMF). 
Using this approach CIOs can m anage fou r in ter-re la ted m acro-processes and adopt 
fou r associa ted im provem ent stra teg ies and m aturity  curves correspond ing  to the 
fou r m acro-processes to help de live r m ore va lue  from  IT. T he  capab ility  m aturity 
fram ew ork is illustra ted in the  figu re  below  and cons is ts  o f defined m aturity  sta tes fo r 
the  five  levels o f each o f the  fo u r m acro-processes
1. MP1 M anaging IT like a Business
2. MP2 M anaging the IT Budget
3. M P3 M anaging the  IT C apab ility
4. MP4 M anaging IT fo r Business Va lue
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Figure 5.8-1 - The IT Capability Maturity Framework
This d iagram  referred to as the  in tegra ted IT -C M F d iagram , is artifac t A 2  generated 
during the  research. Each o f the  nam es o f each o f the  un ique m aturity  sta tes have 
been carefu lly chosen to re flect the  dom inan t characte ris tic  p resen t at each level, fo r 
each m acro process. Note tha t at level 1 the  in itia l level, the  dom inan t characte ris tic  
across each level is tha t it is beginn ing.
5.8.1 Applying the IT-CMF
Using the IT -C M F as a guide, C IO s can help the ir IT o rgan iza tions m ove from  being 
perceived like a utility  or techno logy supp lie r to  becom e a core  com petency o f the 
firm . They can help the organ ization  m ove from  a scenario  w here  the IT budget is 
apparen tly out o f contro l to  w here  the re  is a susta inab le  econom ic  m odel fo r the IT 
budget w here  increasing dem and fo r IT is met, w h ile  avo id ing a runaw ay budget. 
They can help the organ iza tion  m ove from  being barely able to com pute  the tota l cost 
o f ow nersh ip  (TCO) o f the ir in frastructu re  to  being able to de live r and dem onstra te  
optim ized va lue  from  the ir IT investm ents. The fram ew ork  can help the IT 
organization m ove from  being perce ived as a cost centre  to  tha t o f a va lue  centre 
w ith a high level o f IT and business a lignm ent. U ltim ate ly the  goal o f m anagem ent 
(Salm an et at, 2005) is to create cond itions o f susta inab ility , contro llab ility  and 
p red ictab ility  o f the  IT capab ility  in support o f continuous va lue crea tion  and use o f 
the fram ew ork  can support th is  goal.
Maturity
Levels
Major Strategies
Managing 
the IT  
Budget
Managing 
the IT  
Capability
Managing IT  
for Business 
Value
Managing 
IT  like a 
Business
O ptim izing
Sustainable
Economic
Model
Corporate
Core
Competency
Optimized
Value
Value
Centre
Advanced
Expanded
Funding
Options
Strategic
Business
Partner
Options and 
Portfolio 
Management
Investm ent
Centre
In te rm e d ia te
Basic
In it ia l
Systemic
Cost
Reduction
Technology
Expert
ROI & 
Business 
Case
Service
Centre
Predictable
Performance
Technology
Supplier
TCO
Cost Centre
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Source: Martin Curley, Intel /  National University of Ireland
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5.9 Describing the Capability Maturity Framework
In chapter 6 each o f the  fo u r m acro-processes outlined above are described  in deta il 
beginn ing w ith the outline m aturity  curve assoc ia ted  w ith  each m acro-process. A 
staged representa tion  o f a capab ility  m aturity  m odel is used to  provide an execu tive  
perspective  but it dev ia tes from  the trad itiona l CM M  m odels in tha t each s tep  in the 
IT CM F represents an increased level o f soph is tica tion  o f the processes/p ractices 
used and the ou tpu t de livered, ra ther than ju s t the  degree  o f contro l and 
institu tiona liza tion  across a particu la r key process area. It is assum ed in the IT-C M F 
that each critica l p rocess is in contro l and ins titu tiona lized  before  an o rgan ization  can 
be view ed as having reached m aturity  at a pa rticu la r level. In the  m aturity  curves fo r 
each m acro-process it is assum ed tha t there  are a num ber o f critica l p rocesses (CPs 
-s e e  A ppend ix  C) w hich underp in  each m acro-process and as these  critica l 
processes are co llec tive ly  m atured tha t the  im pact and va lue  de livered  through each 
m acro-process is im proved. Typ ica lly  it is advised  tha t C IO s m ake im provem ents in 
paralle l across each o f the fou r m acro-processes.
5.9.1 Five Maturity Levels
Each m aturity  curve has five  m aturity  leve ls (unm anaged, basic, in term ediate , 
advanced, and optim ized). These  are defined brie fly in the  fo llow ing  table.
LEVEL BRIEF D E S C R IPTIO N
Optim ized A t level 5 the  critica l p rocess is optim ized both w ith in  the process 
area and in the  con text o f o the r re la ted critica l p rocesses and 
de live rs  optim al output.
Advanced A t level 4 the re  is an advanced level o f process soph is tica tion  and 
functiona lity  to  de live r an advanced level o f functiona lity  and process 
output
Interm ediate A t level 3 the re  is an in te rm ed ia te  level o f p rocess soph is tica tion  to 
de live r an in term edia te  level o f functiona lity  (
Basic A t level 2 the re  is basic process func tiona lity  to  de live r a basic 
serv ice  o r function
Unm anaged A t level 1 there  is no fo rm a l process and critica l p rocesses are 
executed in an ad-hoc m anner
Figure 5.9-1 - Level Definitions
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Here fo llow s a descrip tion  o f criteria  used to he lp de te rm ine  the appropria te  
positioning o f a process, practice or outcom e at a pa rticu la r level, w ith  the  levels 
being described in m ore deta il below.
5.9.2 Structuring of Levels
As referred to in chapter 3, in the  IT-CM F the re  is a natural o rdering and a cum ula tive  
approach w here m ore m ature  sta tes build on low er m aturity  s ta tes. To help position 
a practice, m etric or outcom e at a particu la r level the  fo llow ing  tab le  is presented 
w hich includes five  d im ens ions o f m aturity  re flecting the  outcom e im pact, the  
outcom e com petitive position ing, process m aturity  (based on CMMI m aturity  
m easure) and practice evo lu tion  status.
Practice
Evolution
Status
Process
Maturity
Outcome
Competitive
Positioning
Outcome
Impact
Level of 
Digitization
State of the Art - 
Breakthrough
Practice Optimizing World-Leading Optimization
Approaching full 
Digitization
Emerging
Practice Managed Differentiating T ransformation
Significant levels of 
Digitization
Industry Average Defined Competitive
Improved
effectiveness
Digitization Strategy exists
Behind Industry 
Average Repeatable Basic
Improved
efficiency
Elements digitized
State of the Ark Beginning Ad-Hoc Little impact Ad-hoc
Figure 5.9-2 - Reference table of criteria
A ny given IT practice, outcom e or m etric  can be eva luated aga ins t these crite ria  to 
help determ ine its level position in the fram ew ork. P ractice evo lu tion  sta tus ind icates 
w he the r th is is a w ell known and used practice  o r w he the r it is ju s t em erg ing w ith 
som e early adopte rs or w h e th e r it is sta te  o f the art like ly enab ling  som e outcom e 
breakthrough. The process m aturity  assessm ent uses the s tandard  CM M  levels o f 
m aturity (Hum phrey, 1988) w ith the fo llow ing defin itions:
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•  Beginning -  If the  process is not s tab le  o r under contro l , no structured 
progress
• R epeatable -  The  organ ization  has ach ieved a s tab le  process w ith  e lem ents 
o f s ta tis tica l p rocess contro l used to  ach ieve repeatab ility  o f outcom es
•  Defined -  The o rgan iza tion  has defined the  process to  ensure  cons is ten t 
im plem entation and to provide a basis fo r a be tte r understand ing o f the 
process.
•  M anaged -  The  organization has in itia ted com prehensive  process 
m easurem ents, leading to possib ilities o f s ign ifican t qua lity  im provem ents
•  O ptim ized - Here the  organization has a strong p la tform  fo r ind iv idua l and 
co llective  process im provem ent.
The type o f outcom e im pact fu rthe r helps w ith  position ing o f con ten t in the  
fram ew ork. For exam ple  an outcom e o r process w h ich  leads to  im proved IT 
effic iency w ould  be at level 2, w h ils t an ou tcom e o r processes w h ich  lead to 
im proved IT effectiveness w ould  be at level 3. The level o f d ig itiza tion  o f a process is 
also used as a criterion fo r levelling. A ggrega ting  the  d iffe ren t leve ls tha t a particu la r 
process o r outcom e ranks at and then find ing  the average, w ill y ie ld  an estim ate  as 
to  the positioning o f a particu la r process or outcom e in the  fram ew ork.
5.9.3 Level Definitions
At level 1 processes are like ly non ex is ten t and if they are in p lace are 
undocum ented. O utcom es a t level 1 are like ly in fe rio r to  outcom es from  peer 
organizations and fa r from  predictab le , like ly requ iring  s ign ifican t hum an g lue and 
e ffort to  de live r and susta in. Regard ing ou tcom e m aturity, a level 1 outcom e typ ica lly  
is ad-hoc and unpredictab le. A  basic outcom e or level o f func tiona lity  m eans ju s t that, 
an outcom e w hich  m eets the bare m in im um  o f requ irem ents.
A t level 2 som e e lem entary  processes are in p lace and docum ented and m ay even 
produce repeatab le  results. A t level 2 there  is like ly to  be risk associa ted w ith  desired 
outcom es w ith  possib le  over-runs on new  IT investm ents, unm anaged costs on 
susta in ing serv ices and unexpected  outages in services.
A t level 3 a s tandard  se t o f o rgan iza tions p rocesses are in use and well defined 
leading to pred ictab le  ou tcom es and costs. A t level 3 ou tcom es p lace the
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organization in a com petitive  position w ith  respect to  peer o rgan izations. A  
com petitive  outcom e o r level o f functiona lity  m eans the ou tcom e is a m ainstream  
outcom e w hich provides a com petitive  advantage o r at least m ain ta ins parity  w ith  
peers. A t level 3 cons is tency becom es a core  a ttribu te  o f the  organ iza tion  and 
dig itization o f process is occurring.
A t level 4 m ore soph istica ted outcom es are ach ieved often p lacing the  o rgan ization  
in a d iffe rentia ted position w ith  respect to  the  ou tcom es it delivers. D iffe rentia tion  
m eans de livering outcom es w hich are c learly  d iffe ren tia ting  com pared  to  ou tcom es in 
peer organizations. A  high degree o f rigour ex is ts  around process m anagem ent and 
execution and processes are often quantita tive ly  con tro lled  w here  appropria te . A t 
level 4 a high level o f p rocess d ig itiza tion  exists.
A t level 5 outcom es are reaching optim um  states, putting the  organ iza tion  in a c lear 
leadersh ip position. Q uantita tive  process im provem ent goals are dynam ica lly  
ad justed to take into accoun t changing business s tra tegy and context. A lso  at level 5 
processes are approach ing a com ple te  level o f d ig itiza tion  and the leading outcom es 
achieved are jus t ach ieved by a handful o f w o rld -c lass  organizations.
5.10 Classification schema for the IT-CMF
In order to specify the  IT -C M F a c lass ifica tion  schem a has been proposed in 
appendix C. R ecurs ive  logic has been used to  help ensure  extens ib ility  and 
consistency in the  fram ew ork  c lassifica tion  schem a
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6 Chapter 6: Defining and Describing the IT- 
CMF
A s defined the IT-C M F is an arche type  o f the  leve ls and s tages th rough  w hich  an 
organization traverses and evolves as it defines, im plem ents, m easures, contro ls and 
im proves its IT capab ility  in support o f va lue creation  fo r the  organ iza tion . Having 
reviewed the theore tica l deriva tion  and dynam ic  capab ilities  aspect o f the  IT-C M F, in 
th is chapter w e will de fine  the  levels and key charac te ris tics  associa ted  w ith  the fou r 
m acro processes identified in the IT-CM F. The prim ary focus o f each m acro process 
is show  in the fo llow ing table.
M AC R O -PR O C ESS P R IM A R Y  FO C US
MP1: M anaging IT like a Business Leadersh ip , G overnance, A lignm en t and 
M anagem ent P rocesses
MP2: M anaging the IT Budget B udget M anagem ent and P erform ance, 
susta in ing  and m aking new  investm ents 
fo r the  IT C apability
MP3: M anaging the  IT C apability T rad itiona l IT fac to ry  functions includ ing 
so lu tions delivery, serv ices p rovis ion ing
MP4: M anaging IT fo r Business Value V a lue  and bene fits  de live ry
Table 6-1 - Macro-Processes and Focus Areas
6.1 MP1 Managing IT like a Business
Firstly M anag ing  IT  like  a business  advoca tes  tak ing a business-like  approach to 
m anaging IT business value. This invo lves using solid p ro fessiona l business 
practices and apply ing them  to the  IT function ; fo r exam ple, m anaging custom ers 
professiona lly using account m anagers, using chargeback m ethods to  m anage IT 
resource dem and and institu tiona liz ing  governance  princ ip les s im ila r to  those  used 
by firm s. Th is approach invo lves a num ber o f critica l p rocesses to  he lp ensure  that 
the  IT capability  de livers an a ligned va lue  ou tpu t com m ensura te  w ith  the level o f IT 
budget used as input, in the  context o f w h a t the  firm  o r o rgan ization  is try ing to 
achieve through IT. Im portantly MP1 is w he re  s tra teg ic  direction, leadersh ip  and 
G overnance fo r IT are defined. A dd itiona lly , Earl and Sam pler (1998) argue tha t the 
m anagem ent o f IT is about tw o core issues, the  supp ly  s ide w hich covers research,
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so lutions delivery, serv ices provis ion ing and the  dem and  side w hich is the  
identification o f opportun ities  to  exp lo it em erg ing techno log ies  and prio ritiza tion  o f 
business and so lution requ irem ents. M anaging IT to  crea te  ongoing supp ly /dem and 
equilibrium  is thus a lso a key ob jective  o f th is  m acro-process. The  five  m aturity  
sta tes identified w ith MP1 are show n in the  fo llow ing  figure , w h ich is an exam ple  o f 
a rtifact A 3  generated during the  research.
Figure 6.1-1 - MP1 Maturity States
As m entioned previously it no t advocated runn ing the  IT organ iza tion  as a business 
as th is can lead to sub-op tim iza tion  w here  the goa l o f IT m aking  profit inappropria te ly  
supersedes the goal o f the  overa ll firm  to  m ake profit. The basis o f th is  log ic is 
agency theory applied to  IT m anagem ent (G urbaxan i, 1990) w here  the goals o f the 
firm  and the IT organ ization  m ay have d issonance. A ttem pting  to  run IT as a 
business can also crea te  s ign ifican t d ifficu lties w here  IT  m anagem ent lacks the 
business acum en and system s to  opera te  IT successfu lly  as a bus iness.20 Th is is not 
to  say tha t IT can not be successfu lly  run as a business but the  vas t m ajority o f IT 
organ izations review ed in the  research w ere  not try ing  to  opera te  as a business21.
20 A  pub lic  presentation by a S hell IT m anage r in 2003 iden tified  th a t S hell had had a ve ry  troub lesom e experience  In 
attem pting to  run Its IT as a bus iness e x te rna lly  to Shell. In a sub se q u e n t in te rv iew  w ith  the  new  S hell C IO  M ike 
Rose, he iden tified tha t he and S hell w ere successfu lly  ab le  to bring S he ll IT  ba ck  into the  S hell g roup and operate  
m uch m ore successfu lly
21 In the  course  o f th is  research a nu m ber o f IT o rgan iza tions w e re  iden tified  as su cce ss fu lly  opera ting  as a tru e  p ro fit 
centre. A xa-Tech the  IT  p rov ide r to A X A  group is a separa te  lega l e n tity  w h ich  con duc ts  bus iness as a P&L 
successfu lly  serv ic ing  A X A  g roup ’s ongoing needs. A dd ition a lly  Delta T e chno lo gy , the  IT p rov ider to  Delta A irlines
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Key characte ris tics  fo r p rocess and outcom e m aturity  fo r the  M anag ing  IT like a 
business m acro-process are listed in the  tab le  be low  fo r each m aturity  level. This 
tab le  o f key characteris tics is an exam p le  o f artifac t type A 4  genera ted  during the 
research.
MATURITY
LEVEL
KEY
CHARACTERISTICS
Leve l-5
Value
Centre
•  IT perce ived as a V a lue  centre  w ith a tra ck  record o f susta ined 
va lue  de livery
• IT & Business h ighly a ligned and S upp ly /D em and equilibrium  
exists
•  IT perfo rm ance continuously im proved th rough  balanced 
scorecard  techn iques
• IT dem onstra tes strong entrepreneuria l behav io r and is a 
business d rive r
•  The firm  leverages IT skills and resources exte rna lly  in support o f 
its s tra teg ic  ob jectives.
Leve 1-4
Investm ent
C entre
•  IT is s tra teg ic  and focused on creating  fu tu re  va lue  and new  
business capab ilities
•  Em phasis is on m axim iz ing opportun ities  from  IT resources
•  IT has im p lem ented  ERP fo r IT to  enab le  e ffic ien t and e ffective 
opera tions
•  Both IT Serv ice  exce llence  and usage exce llence  are routinely 
dem onstra ted
• F lexib le fund ing  m echan ism s and D ynam ic  R esource A llocation  
exist
and Gedas, the  IT  p rov ider to V o lksw agen , opera te  as a p ro fit centre, se lling  IT se rv ice s  to  o the r organ iza tions as 
w e ll as V olksw agen.
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L E V E L S
Service
Centre
• IT focuses on re leasing and rea liz ing  va lue  from  curren t 
investm ents
•  IT focuses on serv ices w h ich  drive  cu rren t business stra teg ies 
and on autom ating and redesign ing cu rren t business processes
• S trengthen ing C ustom er and Serv ice  O rien ta tion  w ith  Service 
D elivery and M anagem ent practices ac tive ly  im plem ented
• C ost A ccounting  and C hargeback M echan ism s in p lace
• IT processes active ly m anaged w ith  som e autom ation in place
Leve l-2  
Cost Centre
•  Key focus is s tab iliz ing  costs and Im proving  IT e ffic iency
•  Basic A sse t and C ost M anagem ent system s in place
• Focus is to  de live r IT serv ices and p roducts  at low est cost levels 
re la tive  to  exte rna l benchm ark
• T echno logy/P roduct focus
• Basic IT p rocesses docum ented
Le ve l-1 
U nm anaged
•  Ad hoc
• No defined IT processes
Table 6-2 - MP1 Key Characteristics
In the  M anaging IT like a business m acro-process five  m aturity  s ta tes are called out 
m apping to levels 2 to 5. Level 1 is by defin ition  ad-hoc. Level 2 is a cost centre 
w here there is an opera tiona l focus tha t d rives opera tiona l e ffic iency w h ils t also 
m in im izing risk (Venkatram an, 1997). H istorica lly  m any firm s have operated IT as a 
cost centre  and typ ica lly  here business stra tegy is seen as independen t o f IT, w ith  IT 
ju s t provid ing a base in frastructure. Level 3 is a serv ice  cen tre  w here the aim  is to 
create  an IT-enabled capab ility  w h ich supports  curren t o rgan iza tiona l s tra teg ies, w ith 
a continued focus on risk m in im iza tion  (Venkatram an, 1997). T rans ition ing  from  level 
2 to  level 3 typ ica lly  en ta ils  sh ifting  focus from  de livering  capab ility  at low est possib le 
cost to  delivering capab ility  to  de live r com petitive  advantage w ith in  the con text o f the 
current business strategy. Typ ica lly  the re  m ay be a lag betw een w hen a particu lar 
requ irem ent fo r  a new  IT enab led business capab ility  is identified  and w hen IT is able
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to de liver th is capability. A t Level 4, IT is characte rized  as an investm ent centre  
w hich has a m ore s tra teg ic  focus and w here  the  aim  is to  crea te  new  IT-based 
business capab ilities (Venkatram an, 1997). Level 5 is a va lue  centre  w here  IT 
d isp lays entrepreneuria l leadersh ip  creating new  business opportun ities  and grow th 
through advanced use o f IT. Th is can also include a p ro fit centre  focus w here  IT 
de livers IT serv ices to  the externa l m arke tp lace  fo r increm enta l revenue 
(Venkatram an, 1997) or w here  the IT organ ization  func tions  as a separa te  legal 
entity  provid ing serv ices back to a host organ ization . It shou ld  be noted tha t any 
particu la r IT capab ility  m ay have e lem ents o f the capab ility  w h ich  span the sta tes 
described in level 2 to  5. Fo r exam ple  at Intel, som e parts o f IT act as a cost centre 
w h ile  the IT Innovation g roup acts as a va lue centre.
In the next sections w e will look at each level in m ore deta il.
6.1.1 MP1-Level 1
A t level 1, the IT organ ization  is com ple te ly  focused  on techno logy, and has few  or 
no asse t o r cost m anagem ent system s in place. S ystem s are provis ioned on an ad- 
hoc basis, or perhaps even at high velocity, but the re  is no asse t m anagem ent or 
cost contro l o r tracking and it fee ls  like the provis ion ing process is out o f control.
6.1.2 MP1 -  Level 2
A t level 2, the IT organ ization  is ve ry  m uch perce ived as a cost centre  w ith  the  IT 
o rganization adopting basic IT asse t m anagem ent and cost m anagem ent practices. 
However, at level 2 the IT organ iza tion  is still ve ry  m uch focused  on the techno logy 
and is often in a techno logy push mode.
6.1.3 MP1 -  Level 3
A s the IT organ ization  m atures to  level 3, it begins to  becom e custom er and serv ice  
oriented. In o the r words, the  organ ization  is th ink ing  less about w hat in form ation 
techno logy can be provided and m ore about provid ing w ha t the  cus tom er actually 
needs. It is also starting to adopt an o rien ta tion  tow ard  service, recogn iz ing tha t IT is 
prim arily provid ing services, not ju s t products. Th is is an im portan t sh ift in the  m ental 
model used fo r the  IT capability , requiring d iffe ren t costing  approaches to  be 
com prehended, instead o f using conventiona l p roduct costing m etrics. A t th is  stage, 
the  organization is beginn ing to  im p lem ent serv ice  de live ry  and m anagem ent 
processes, surveying custom ers to  get feedback on IT 's perform ance and va lue 
proposition and a lso query ing fo r curren t and fu tu re  needs o f the  business. An 
im portant d iffe ren tia to r o f level 3 from  level 2 is the  change o f key perform ance
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m easures used to a llocate  resources and m easure success. A t level 2 genera l unit 
cost indices and benchm arks m ay drive resource a lloca tion  w h ile  a serv ice  centre  
m enta lity  w ill use business ob jectives to a llocate  resources and m easure  success 
(Venkatram an, 1997).
6.1.4 MP1 -  Level 4
A s an organ ization  m akes the  trans ition  from  level 3 to  4, concep ts  o f IT chargeback 
and flex ib le  funding m echan ism s are tak ing root. Th is m eans tha t the  business has 
m ore control over the IT budget, and tha t the  budge t is being driven m ore by 
business stra tegy than by exte rna l benchm arks o r ta rge ts  defined a rb itra rily  by the  
CIO. C hargeback is being used to  m anage supp ly  and dem and, appropria te ly  
a llocate and use IT resources and be tte r com m un ica te  the  cost and va lue 
contribu tion  o f IT (Ross, V ita le  and Beath, 1997). A t level 4, the  IT organ ization  has 
created an internal m arket econom y in w h ich IT prices/costs  are consisten tly  used to 
a llocate scarce resources (Ross, V ita le  and Beath, 1997). A t level 4, IT organ izations 
can learn from  and apply trans fe r pricing approaches (Eccles, 1987) w h ich ex is t fo r 
firm  products/serv ices to  IT chargeback. Level 4 IT o rgan iza tions have a m easurab le  
custom er and service  focus. They have im p lem ented  proactive  custom er re la tionsh ip  
m anagem ent system s, possib ly includ ing cus tom er segm enta tion . A t th is  level, the  IT 
organization a lso has key serv ice  support and de live ry  p rocesses in place. A t level 4 
IT is m arkedly m ore stra teg ic, like ly possessing an IT R&D focus  to  p roactive ly  help 
identify techno log ies w hich  m ight enab le  new  business opportun ities  o r p roactive ly 
help so lve em erging o r fu tu re  business cha llenges. A  key focus  is to m axim ize 
business opportun ities from  IT resources help ing de live r the  fu ll va lue  o f IT22. A  key 
sh ift in the  posture from  level 3 to  level 4 is to  m ore from  focus  o f rectifica tion  o f past 
w eakness in opera tiona l e ffic iency to creation  o f new  business capab ilities 
(Venkatram an, 1997).
6.1.5 MP1 -  Level 5
A t level 5, the  IT organization is perce ived as a va lue cen tre  publish ing regu la r va lue 
sta tem ents show ing the p ipe line  o f fu tu re  va lue  p rom ised and the actual va lue 
de livered in the appropria te  ca lenda r period. The  IT o rgan iza tion  has a track  record 
o f susta ined va lue de livery and IT and the B usiness are h igh ly a ligned w ith  coupled 
stra teg ic p lanning and opera tiona l processes. A lso  an excurs ion  m anagem ent 
process exists to  m anage sudden changes in the  business env ironm ent and
22 Having retrenched significantly in 2006 and 2007 to align with a business efficiency goal, Intel IT CIO set a goal of 
delivering the full value of IT.
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business strategy. A t level 5 IT can dem onstra te  strong en trepreneuria l behaviou r 
and m oves from  fo llow ing  the  business to lead ing the  business. A t level 5 
consistently  apply leading business practices to  the  m anagem ent o f the  IT capability . 
A t Level 5, system atic  p rocesses are in p lace to he lp  ensure  ongo ing ach ievem en t o f 
supp ly/dem and equ ilib rium . A lthough equilibrium  m ay be pertu rbed by env ironm enta l 
changes or business s tra tegy changes, equ ilib rium  o r near equ ilib rium  is ach ieved 
through processes w h ich sense  and respond to  th is  o r th rough  recom m endations 
from  a capacity  fo recasting  process. A t level 5, the re  is active perfo rm ance 
m anagem ent o f IT using advanced techn iques such as balanced scorecard  
approaches (Kaplan and Norton, 1996). A  cu ltu re  o f en trep reneursh ip  and innovation 
exists w ith  increasing ly p red ic tab le  and successfu l results. A t level 5, the  firm  is also 
using its IT resources and sk ills  exte rna lly  and in non-trad itiona l w ays in support o f its 
s tra teg ic ob jectives23. A t level 5, the  IT o rgan iza tion  has a tta ined  a business 
orientation and has a ligned business ob jectives to com p lem en t its com prehensive  
service  and custom er-focused practices w ith  lead ing business practices such as 
publishing annual perfo rm ance  reports24. A t th is  level o f m aturity, con tinuous 
innovation o f business p rocesses is the norm . As m entioned at level 5, the  IT 
organization is perce ived as a va lue centre  and w h ils t th is  can em body using e ithe r 
cost centre o r profit centre fo r  various segm ents  o f its o ffe rings, it w ill usually enta il 
having a soph istica ted cost m anagem ent system . A t level 5, the  IT organ ization  can 
com pete  w ith the best-in -c lass outsourc ing vendo rs  across  a broad se t o f 
perform ance m easures and the  business m ay te s t th is  by asking the  interna l IT 
capab ility  to tende r fo r the  organ iza tions IT business in com petition  w ith  external 
vendors. A t level 5, the  IT organ ization  has crea ted  an in terna l m arket econom y in 
w hich both pred icted va lue and IT prices/costs are cons is ten tly  used to  a llocate  the 
scarce resources.
6.1.6 MP1 - Example Metrics
The fo llow ing tab le  shares som e suggested m etrics w h ich could be used to  m easure 
perform ance at each level o f the  m acro process M anaging IT like a Business. Th is is 
not an exhaustive  list but is p rovided as an illustra tion  o f types o f appropria te  m etrics. 
Listed below  are exam ple  m etrics fo r each level o f MP1.
23 A s an exam ple a t Intel, the  IT  Innovation  o rgan iza tion  d rove  the  es tab lishm en t and deve lopm ent o f 
w w w .skooo l.com , an advanced e lea rn lng  con ten t system  to  s tim u la te  dem and crea tion  fo r PCs and to  m ake a 
ph ilan th rop ic  con tribution to  na tiona l education  system s,
24 Intel IT publishes an annual pe rfo rm ance  report, s im ila r to  the  w ay  com pan ies  publish annua l reports. Th is  report 
describes pe rform ance in the  p rio r year, the  stra tegy, ob jec tives  and risks looking fo rw ard . Th is  p ractice has a lso 
been used by IT o rgan iza tions such BP  and N orthrup G rum m an.
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MATURITY LEVEL MANAGING IT LIKE A BUSINESS -  EXAMPLE METRICS
Value Centre • Annual Value Contribution trend
• Percentage of IT projects with Senior executive sponsor
• Resource and Asset Utilization
• Multi-layer Balanced Scorecard Index
• Ratio of IT initiated investments versus business initiated 
investments
• Ratio of IT resources/investments committed externally to 
internally committed
Investment Centre • Percentage annual growth in IT budget
• Ratio of New IT investment to sustaining and maintenance i 
investments
• Percentage of IT processes automated
■ Service and Usability Service Levels Agreements and Indices
• Percentage of flexible to fixed and contract to permanent 
employee measures
• Reallocation frequency of resources
Service Centre • Percentage of Resources and Investments aligned to current 
business priorities
• Vendor of Choice Survey
• Annual Customer satisfaction measures
• Standard accounting metrics
• Percentage of IT processes automated
Cost Centre • Unit Costs and trends
• Asset Utilization
• Percent of Assets Tracked
• Key Service and IT unit costs versus Industry benchmark
• Percentage of IT processes documented
Ad-hoc No metrics
Table 6-3 - Example Metrics MP1
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6.2 MP2 Managing the IT Budget
M anaging the IT  B udge t is crucia l as tu rbu len t econom ic  tim es  pers is t and pressures 
on IT budgets continue. In fac t the  curren t se t o f business cond itions m ay be the  
fo rc ing function  w h ich d rives a step func tion  increase in adoption o f be tte r IT 
Business va lue  practices industry-w ide. In increas ing ly  tu rbu len t business 
environm ents, m any IT o rgan izations are only able to fuel new  innova tion  and 
so lu tions through aggressive  cost reduction  o f ex is ting  opera tions and serv ices. The 
M anaging IT Budget m aturity  curve describes  a sys tem atic  approach and se t o f 
practices and too ls  w h ich  can be used to  m anage  the  IT budget and associa ted 
costs. These practices inc lude cost reduction  approaches such as serv ice  level 
adjustm ent, supp lie r negotia tion  as w ell as nurtu ring  so called d isrup tive  techno log ies  
w hich can de live r new  o r equ iva len t serv ices  often a t m uch low er cost th a t ex is ting  
products o r services.
Sustainable Economic Model 
Expanding Funding Options/ 
Amplified Budget 
Systematic Cost Reduction 
Managed Costs 
Predictable Financial Performance 
Chaos
Figure 6.2-1 - MP2 Maturity States
How do you decide how  m uch budget to  a lloca te  to  IT, w ha t is optim um  level o f 
investm ent? How shou ld  the  budget be a lloca ted  aga inst all the  com peting  areas o f 
investm ents -  these  are som e o f the  key questions posed by executives regularly. 
The fo llow ing tab le  lists som e of the key cha racte ris tics  associa ted w ith  each m aturity  
level fo r the M acro-process o f M anaging the  IT  budget.
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Maturity Level Key Characteristics
Susta inab le Econom ic 
Model
•  G row th dem ands o f com pany supported  using a 
stab le  IT budget
•  Balanced budget a llocation  across appropria te  
portfo lios based on va lue  perform ance
•  IT in tensity  active ly m anaged and com pared aga inst 
o the r key corpora te  spend ing ca tegories
•  Budget driven by long term  o rgan iza tion /bus iness 
roadm aps and va lue  perfo rm ance
• Budget s ize appropria te  fo r O rgan ization  IT posture 
and track  record o f va lue  de livery
•  Portfo lio  a lloca tions a ligned to  s tra teg ic  decis ions
Expanded Funding 
O ptions
•  M ultip le  sources o f fund ing  attracted
•  A b ility  to  sh ift cost sav ings to  s tra teg ic  investm ents 
and /o r to  bottom  line
• B udget e ffic ienc ies im proved th rough better 
in tegra tion  o f shadow  IT spend ing
•  IT budge t appropria te  to  G overnance and P rincip les 
o f IT usage in the  firm
•  IT budget a ligned w ith  longer te rm  business value
•  Portfo lio  a lloca tions in fluenced by Industry 
benchm arks and V a lue  Perform ance
S ystem atic  Cost 
Reduction
•  S ystem atic  Cost R eduction  process in place
•  IT unit costs trended  and reduced annually
•  M ore soph is tica ted  budgeting  techn iques in place
•  V is ib ility  o f S hadow  IT Spending
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Predictab le F inancial 
Perform ance
•  A  defined IT budget exists
• A  defined budgeting p rocess exists
• Perfo rm ance aga inst period ic  financ ia l and 
spend ing p lans tracked
•  V ariance  betw een actual and planned spend is 
w ith in  a specified  contro l lim it
•  A w areness o f S hadow  IT spend ing
Unm anaged •  e rra tic  financia l perfo rm ance
•  no c lea r ow ner fo r the  budget
•  IT spend inv is ib le /fragm ented
•  IT fund ing  not a ligned w ith  long term  business va lue
Table 6-4 - MP2 Managing the IT Budget: Key Characteristics
6.2.1 MP2 -  Level 1
A t level 1, the  generic  a d  hoc  level, the re  is typ ica lly  chaos around the  IT budget and 
often erra tic  financia l perfo rm ance in te rm s o f actua l spend ve rsus p lanned spend. A t 
level 1, there  is no c lea r ow ner fo r  the  budge t and it is o ften d ifficu lt to  exactly  
determ ine w ha t is being tracked  as part o f the  IT spend. Even if a budget and plan 
exist, perform ance to  the budget is often spectacu la rly  e rra tic  and IT fund ing  is not 
a ligned w ith long term  business va lue
6.2.2 MP2 -  Level 2
A t level 2, IT organ izations have a defined budget and perfo rm ance aga inst the  
budget is m onitored until it is so lid ly  pred ictab le . A ch ievem en t o f p red ictab le  
perform ance against budget is particu larly  im portan t fo r firm s w ith  p roportiona lly  large 
IT budgets, variance in w h ich could m ateria lly  im pact the  quarterly  o r annual 
perform ance o f a firm . P red ictab le  financ ia l perfo rm ance  by the  IT organ ization  is one 
o f the  key accom plishm ents in w inn ing  the  respect o f the  C FO  and earn ing the  right 
to  fu ture  new  investm ents. Pub lish ing quarte rly  financ ia l and spending p lans and 
regu la r perform ance aga inst schedu le  rev iew s are a critica l p ractice in ach ieving this.
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A t level 2, there  is aw areness o f shadow  IT spending. S hadow  IT spend ing is defined 
as IT spending tha t happens in the  business units, w h ich is not under the  contro l o f 
the IT organization.
6.2.3 MP2 -  Level 3
A t Level 3, IT organ izations have in troduced sys tem atic  cost reduction techn iques 
tha t focus on reducing the  aggrega te  and unit cost o f IT products and services. This 
is a key stra tegy fo r C IO s w ho have had to  take cost out o f ex is ting  opera tions to 
y ie ld savings w hich can be re invested in new  IT investm ents. D iscip lined reduction  o f 
unit costs using a va rie ty  o f m ethodo log ies and approaches is key to an IT 
organization and som etim es even to  the  firm  s tay ing in business in an e ve r m oving 
p laying field. Exam ples o f p ractices w hich can he lp reduce cost are business process 
redesign, d isruptive  techno logy in troduction , serv ice  level agreem en t ad justm ents, 
outsourcing, o ff shoring, etc.
[C ase exam ple : In te l’s  use o f  L inux  runn ing  on In te l A rch itec tu re  serve rs  as a 
disruptive  rep lacem en t techno lo gy  fo r a R IS C /U n ix  p la tfo rm  fo r  the design o f  its  
m icroprocessors is  an exam p le  o f  a spec tacu la r success w ith sys tem atic  cos t 
reductions w ith m ore than one b illion  do lla rs  saved  th rough the end  o f  2005. In th is  
case In te l IT  used  a L inux  so lu tion  to so lve  a s ign ifican t ca p ita l p rob lem  fo r  fund ing  
e ve r increas ing  com puting  dem and  to des ign  In te l m icroprocessors. A s  In te l 
continues to de live r fa s te r m icroprocessors  to m e e t the cha llenge o f  M oo re ’s  Law, 
the com puting dem and  fo r  the design  o f  these p rocesso rs  w as grow ing  a t m ore  than  
100% annua lly  -  faced  w ith an inc reas ing ly  unsusta inab le  IT  cap ita l budge t the C IO  
au thorized  use o f  a d isrup tive  techno logy  to he lp  so lve  th is  p rob lem  -  the resu lt was 
a $1b saving b y  end  2005 .]
A t level 3 there is fu ll v is ib ility  o f S hadow  IT Spending.
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6.2.4 MP2 -  Level 4
A t Level 4, IT organ iza tions ach ieve  fund ing  and resource am plifica tion . A t level 4, IT 
organ iza tions have expanded the ir fund ing options beyond s im p ly  CFO  funding and 
are obta in ing funding from  a num ber o f d iffe ren t sources, perhaps even interna l and 
externa l to the firm . Funding op tions m ay include pay-per-v iew  usage fees, business 
unit funding, and externa l fund ing  from  supp ly chain partners  o r grants from  
G overnm ents. A  characte ris tic  at th is level is budget flex ib ility . A t level 4, IT 
organ izations are using sav ings captured from  sys tem atic  cost reduction  e ithe r fo r 
new IT investm ents or re turn ing m onies d irectly to the  firm 's  bottom  line. A t level 4, 
there  are m ultip le sources o f fund ing  a ttracted and thus fund ing  am plifica tion  is 
achieved. Budget e ffic iencies are im proved th rough be tte r in tegra tion  o f shadow  IT 
spending and the IT budget is appropria te  to  G overnance and P rinc ip les o f IT usage 
in the firm . IT unit costs a re  trended  and reduced annually. F ina lly  the  IT budget is 
aligned w ith  longer term  business va lue  and portfo lio  a lloca tions are in fluenced by 
Industry benchm arks and V a lue  P erfo rm ance and are d irectly  tied  to  strategy.
6.2.5 MP2 -  Level 5
A t level 5, IT organ izations have ach ieved susta inab le  econom ic  m odels fo r the ir 
budgets w ith  optim ized cap ita l expend itu res  and opera tiona l expend itures. A t th is 
level, the  IT organization has de live red  sca leab le  serv ices to  m eet the firm ’s grow th 
w hile  m ainta in ing a stab le  IT budge t over tim e. The ba lance o f budget a llocation 
between innovation, so lu tion  deve lopm en t and m a in tenance /support costs has been 
optim ized as well. The G row th dem ands o f com pany are supported  using a stab le IT 
budget, w ith balanced budge t a llocation  across appropria te  portfo lios based on prior 
and ongoing value perform ance. A t level 5 IT in tensity  is active ly  m anaged and 
com pared aga inst o ther key corpora te  spend ing categories, w h ils t the  budget is 
driven by long term  organ iza tion /bus iness roadm aps and va lue  perform ance. A lso  
the budget s ize is appropria te  fo r the  o rgan iza tion ’s IT posture and track  record o f 
value delivery
A t level 5, the  firm  has an IT financ ia l m odel w h ich  is quan tita tive ly  m anaged in w h ich 
the budget is active ly m anaged and ba lanced to m eet ongoing dem and and fund new 
strategic in itiatives, w ith  a varie ty  o f best practices in p lace to ensure the  IT 
organization can m eet ongo ing dem and, good cost m anagem ent techn iques are in
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place and the budget is m odu la ted  in a contro lled  fash ion  be ing m oved/dow n based 
on the stra teg ic posture, con tex t and ongoing perfo rm ance on IT investm ents. F inally 
at level 5, ongoing IT budge t is appropria te  fo r the  firm  based on the princ ip les o f 
how the firm  uses IT fo r u tility  o r com petitive  advantage
6.2.6 MP2 -  Example Metrics
Listed below  are exam ple  m etrics fo r each level o f MP2.
Maturity Level Metrics
Sustainab le 
Econom ic Model
•  Serv ice  Scope and Scale R atios defined and 
norm alized by base line  spend25
•  B udget V ariance  w ith  B udget A ctua l vs. Budget 
P lanned T rend w ith in  defined SPC  lim its
•  A lloca tion  V ariance  as m easured by Perform ance 
A ctua l Budget A lloca tion  vs. P lanned A lloca tion
•  IT in tensity  trend  ve rsus o the r m a jo r ca tegory Spend 
(fo r exam ple  Sales and M arketing, R&D) in tensity 
trends
•  IT in tens ity26 ve rsus Industry A ve rage  and as a function  
o f posture
•  A nnua l G ross B udget corre la tion  w ith  Annua l Va lue 
Perfo rm ance
•  % IT Investm ents w ith  BVI > M in im um  A lignm ent 
th resho ld
25 A  serv ice  scope or sca le  m easurem en t is a ca lcu la tion  o f the  g row th  o r dec line  o f a vo lum e or varie ty  o f a  se t o f 
serv ices  d iv ided by the  correspond ing  budge t in each year. T h e  goal o f th is  m easure  is to  com m unica te  re la tive 
im provem ent o r decrease in p roductiv ity  o f a capability .
26 IT  Intensity is m easured as the  IT B udge t d iv ided  by C om pany R evenue or C om pany O perating expenses
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Expanded Funding 
O ptions
•  Ratio o f C orpora te  IT fund ing  vs. o the r sources
•  % C o-funding o f IT Investm ents
•  % C ost R ecovery
•  % o f budget sav ings ach ieved
•  G ross Budget saving
•  Savings R e investm en t %
•  O rgan ization  IT in tens ity  vs. Industry A verage
System atic  Cost 
Reduction
•  Cost A vo idance  pe rfo rm ance versus targets
•  Cost Savings perfo rm ance ve rsus  Target
•  C ost A vo idance  /  O vera ll Budget
•  Cost savings /O vera ll budget
•  G ross and Ind iv idua l IT unit cost trend
•  #S ystem ic  C ost reduction  options em ployed
•  Ratio o f C orpora te  IT spend ing  to S hadow  IT 
spending
Predictab le  F inancial 
Perform ance
•  Perform ance aga inst budget
•  Budget Perfo rm ance V ariance  (Variance o f actual 
versus P lanned budget w ith in  defined C ontro l lim it)
Unm anaged •  No m etrics
Table 6-5 - MP2 Example metrics
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6.3 MP3 Managing the IT Capability
M anag ing  the IT  C apab ility  on an ongoing basis is cruc ia l to  de livering  susta inab le  
com petitive  advantage from  in form ation techno logy. Th is  invo lves a system atic  
approach in m anaging IT ’s assets, the  va lue  chain tha t crea tes  business va lue  from  
IT, the core  com petencies th a t the IT organ ization  requ ires to  de live r IT business 
va lue and the ongoing and com ple te  w o rk flow  through the  en tire  IT va lue chain. The 
prem ise o f m anaging the  IT capab ility  is tha t susta inab le  com petitive  advantage from  
IT com es not from  ind iv idua l stove piped so lu tions but from  an IT capab ility  w h ich is 
especia lly  e ffective  at de livering  new  stra teg ic  app lica tions and w hich can do th is 
fas te r and better than the IT capab ility  at com peting com panies.
J Corporate Strategic Competency
Business Strategic Partner
Technology Expert & Provider 
Technology Supplier
& Uti li tv Provider
Figure 6.3-1 - MP3 Maturity States
The table be low  show s som e o f the  key characte ris tics  o f each level fo r MP3.
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MATURITY
LEVEL
KEY
CHARACTERISTICS
L e v e l - 5
Strategic
Core
Competency
• The organization has information Superiority and/or Execution 
Superiority over competition
• IT delivers a steady stream of solutions delivered which provide 
competitive advantage and IT is recognized as a differentiating core 
competency
•  Optimal management of the IT strategic assets and value chain, with 
modular enterprise architecture an enabler of agility
• Customer and Supplier relationship management excels
• IT leaders jointly lead business teams or business/IT leadership 
responsibilities fused
L e v e l - 4
Strategic
Business
Partner
• IT leaders are an integrated part of business leadership teams
• IT has delivered solutions which add value in specific business areas 
and IT is recognized as a key competitive capability in specific 
targeted areas
• IT understand the business and proactively proposes solutions to 
key opportunities and problems, with frequent reuse of artifacts and 
code
• Strategic and Integrated Management of the IT assets and value 
chain
• Systematic Capability assessments have led to year on year 
improvement in IT capability
L e v e l - 3
Technical
Expert
• IT has a track record of delivering quality reliable services
• Components of IT Strategic Assets and value chain are well 
managed with effective shared services in place
• Systematic Capability Assessments in place
• IT sought out as a source of technical expertise
• IT provides a reliable utility like service benchmarked on 
performance and cost
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Level-2
Utility or
Technology
Supplier
• Limited respect for IT
• IT viewed purely as a cost centre
• IT is a cost to be continuously reduced
• IT exhibits characteristics of a utility provider
Level-1
Unmanaged
• Users purchasing and maintaining systems
• No formal IT presence
• IT completely un-integrated
Table 6-6 - MP3 Key Characteristics
The IT C apability  can be defined as w ha t the IT function  can do fo r the  business and 
in the m odel the IT C apab ility  is v iew ed as the production  engine.
6.3.1 M P 3-Level 1
In a level 1 com pany, there  is no form al IT p resence w ith  users them se lves typ ica lly  
purchasing and try ing to m ain ta in  com pu te r system s fo r th e ir  own use. In various 
departm ents there  m ay be business users w ith  com pu te r aptitude, but 
in terconnectiv ity  is lim ited and genera lly  is lands o f com puting  so lu tions exist. In a 
level 1 capab ility  com pany, IT is not perce ived as a utility  p rov ider.
6.3.2 MP3-Level 2
In a level 2 com pany, IT is v iew ed  as an externa l supp lie r o r  u tility  provider. External 
suppliers provide products and serv ices to  the  enterprise , but have little o r no 
stra teg ic input to the  business. U tility p roviders, such as pow er o r te lecom m unica tion  
suppliers, provide s tandard serv ices to  the business. In a level 2 com pany, the  IT 
organization and its em p loyees m ay be treated w ith little respect and the organization 
is cast as a pure cost centre. In firm s w here  IT is ab le to  p rov ide  utility  serv ices w ith  
high ava ilab ility  in support o f the  core business, then  m ore respect is a fforded the 
organization.
6.3.3 MP3-Level 3
W hen the IT organization m atures to Level 3, it has deve loped a track  record o f 
providing quality services, has de livered som e new  so lu tions, and has gained the
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reputation as an organ ization  o f techno logy experts. Business m anagers w ould  
ra ther seek out an IT expert than a ttem pt an ad hoc solution. Level 3 IT 
organizations are perce ived as re liab le  IT supp lie rs  w ho  have serv ice  level 
agreem ents in place. System s are highly ava ilab le  and perfo rm ance levels are 
su ffic ien t to m eet user needs. A t level 3 com ponen ts  o f IT S tra teg ic  A sse ts  and the IT 
va lue chain are well m anaged w ith effective  shared serv ices in place. The re  are 
system atic  capab ility  assessm ents in p lace w h ich  d rive  cons is ten t and In tegrated 
capability  im provem ent actions. A t level 3, IT is sough t out as a source o f techn ica l 
expertise  and IT provides a re liable utility like serv ice  benchm arked on perfo rm ance 
and cost.
6.3.4 MP3 - Level 4
A t Level 4, the IT organ ization  has earned the reputa tion  as a s tra teg ic  business 
partner to the en te rp rise  at large. IT leaders are frequen tly  o r perm anen tly  invited to 
the business tab le  to  d iscuss and help set s tra teg ic  d irection. Level 4 IT 
organizations have often deve loped so lu tions tha t g ive  the firm  com petitive  
advantage in som e key area. A t Level 4, IT leaders understand and antic ipate  
business needs and proactive ly  w ork to provide so lu tions to  these  needs. A t Level 4, 
key IT personnel m ay be invited to  lead cross-functiona l team s deve lop ing new  
stra teg ies or tackling  stubborn issues. A t level 4, IT has de live red  so lu tions w hich  
add value in spec ific  business areas and IT is recogn ized  as a key com petitive  
capability  in specific  ta rge ted  areas. A t level 4, IT is perce ived to understand the 
business and proactive ly  p roposes so lu tions to key opportun ities  and problem s, w ith 
frequent reuse o f artifacts and code. A t level 4, the re  is s tra teg ic and in tegra ted 
m anagem ent o f the  IT assets and va lue chain and sys tem a tic  capab ility  assessm ents 
have led to year on year im provem ent in IT capab ility
6.3.5 MP3-Level 5
A t level 5, IT capab ility  is perce ived as one o f a se lect few  stra teg ic  capab ilities o f the 
com pany. IT capab ility  is a d iffe ren tia to r fo r the  com pany, a critica l function  tha t 
enables the com pany ’s core business, and a capab ility  necessary fo r the  com pany to 
be com petitive. IT at Fedex, fo r exam ple, is centra l to  the  core package de livery 
business. The use o f IT sys tem s fo r routing, schedu ling  and tracking packages is a 
good exam ple o f IT as a s tra teg ic  capab ility  fo r a com pany. A t level 5, the
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organization has ach ieved in form ation Superiority  and /o r Execution Superio rity  over 
com petition. IT also de livers a s teady stream  o f so lu tions de livered  w hich p rovide 
com petitive  advantage and IT is recognized as a d iffe ren tia ting  core  com petency. A t 
level 5, there is optim al m anagem ent o f the  IT s tra teg ic  assets and va lue  chain, w ith  
m odu la r en te rp rise  a rch itectu re  an enab le r o f agility . A t level 5, cus tom er and 
supp lie r re la tionsh ip  m anagem ent excels, w h ils t IT leaders jo in tly  lead business 
team s or business/IT  leadersh ip  responsib ilities are fused.
6.3.6 MP3 Sample Metrics
Listed below  are exam ple  m etrics fo r each level o f MP3.
M aturity
Level
Sam ple M etrics
Strateg ic
Core
Com petency
•  IT enab led Business P erfo rm ance m etrics versus industry 
average (fo r exam ple  O rde r to  Cash, D ays o f Inventory 
perfo rm ance enab led by be tte r in tegra ted supp ly chain 
so lu tions)
•  IT S tra teg ic  P artner Rating by Business
•  Innovation Level = N um ber o f N ew  S o lu tions /N um ber o f 
ex isting so lu tions
•  Innovation Index = (C om posite  m easure of 
to ta l Innovation)
•  A ve rage  T im e to  solution
•  A rtifac t reuse > Industry average
•  N um ber o f So lu tions w h ich  m eet > 80%  o f com bined 
Functiona lity , quality, Cost, Speed and Benefits goals versus 
ta rge t
•  Key S upp lie r and C ustom er sco recards exceed ing targeted 
m easures
•  N um ber o f Major, s tra teg ic  in itia tives jo in tly  led by IT and 
B usiness executives
•  Tota l num ber o f IT enab led S tra teg ic  In itia tives versus non IT- 
enab led In itia tives
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Strateg ic
Business
P artner
•  Net V a lue  contribu tion
•  V o lum e o f IT s tra teg ic idea con tribu tion  to  business
• IT in tegra ted  capab ility  score  versus ta rge t
•  Y e a r on Y ea r C apab ility  im provem ent vs. ta rge t
Technica l
Expert
•  IT u tility  SLA  perform ance
•  N um ber o f Business R equests fo r
•  IT s tra teg ic  advice
•  IT benchm ark perform ance (pe rfo rm ance/qua lity ) versus peer 
group
Utility or
Techno logy
Supplie r
•  IT budget year on yea r reduction
U nm anaged •  No m etrics
Table 6-7 - MP3 Example Metrics
6.4 MP4 Managing IT for Business Value
The fourth  m acro-process is ca lled M anaging IT fo r Business V a lue  and describes 
the evo lu tionary levels and key characte ris tics  as an organ iza tion  im proves the 
processes and outcom es fo r genera ting  and m easuring  va lue  from  its IT capability.
The integrated IT-CM F approach advocates tak ing a Managing for IT Business 
Value or benefits rea lization approach, w here  IT investm ents and pro jects are 
m anaged not as techno logy pro jects but are m anaged based on the  benefits 
expected to  be delivered. Th is approach corresponds to  the begin w ith  the  end in 
m ind m antra that C ovey (1998) advocates. Th is benefits  rea liza tion  approach 
includes adoption o f core business practices including bas ic  re tu rn -on-investm ent 
m easures supported by firm -w ide  investm ent coord ination , business case d iscip line  
and continuous portfo lio  m anagem ent and reprioritization.
Depending on the type o f IT im pact tha t de live rs  value, d iffe ren t practices m ay be 
used to help m ore pred ictab ly de live r the  va lue  prom ised. For exam ple  the  process o f 
realiz ing va lue from  an IT enabled business process transfo rm ation  m ay be
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enhanced through the cons is ten t m anagem ent o f a t least s ix  para lle l vec to rs  (Curley, 
2006) nam ely V is ion (O pportun ity /P rob lem ), T echno logy Solution, Business Case, 
Business Process Change, O rgan iza tiona l Change, C ustom er/S ocie ta l A doption .
Thus the process o f va lue  rea liza tion  is m ore than ju s t de livering  the  IT so lu tion  but 
results from  active m anagem ent ensuring the  so lu tion  is used and tha t the  benefits 
prom ised actua lly get de live red  in a pa rticu la r scenario . The  com p lem enta ry  
in teraction o f business and IT  investm ents is a p rerequ is ite  fo r  va lue  de livery.
In the  fo llow ing figure  the  m aturity  sta tes fo r M P4 are show n below .
Figure 6.4-1 - MP4 Maturity States
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T he key ch a rac te ris tic s  for e a c h  level of M P4 a re  ou tlined  in th e  tab le  below .
M ATU R ITY
LEVEL
KEY
C H AR A C TE R IS T IC S
Level-5
O ptim ized
Investm ent
Return
• S oph istica ted Investm ent and Portfo lio  ana lys is  perform ed
•  R eturns from  IT enab led investm ents equal to  o r be tte r than 
returns from  other investm ent types  in the  com pany
•  P red ictive  value o f fu tu re  investm en ts  possib le  w ith  high 
con fidence based on h istorica l data
•  A u tom a tic  in tegra tion  o f benefits  and costs  associa ted w ith  IT 
investm ents into fu tu re  years business and IT budgets
•  W in-W in Investm ent th ink ing  drive  v irtuous circ le  o f IT 
Innovation
•  P roactive  paralle l m anagem ent o f all e lem ents o f business 
case to  p red ictab ly de live r p rom ised benefits
Level-4
Portfo lio
M anagem ent
•  P roactive  Portfo lio  M anagem ent used to  m axim ize the  returns 
from  groups o f s im ila r investm ents and from  overa ll spend
•  O ptions M anagem ent A pproaches used to m anage early 
s tage specu la tive  IT investm ents
•  R isk and V a lue  at R isk are key com ponen ts  o f Business 
cases
•  M ultip le  criteria used to  se lect and eva lua te  best IT 
investm ents
•  A ccoun tab ility  fo r both fo recas t and actual benefits rea lization
•  M u lti-m etric  ana lysis o f business cases to  determ ine best 
qua lity  investm ents
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Level-3
S im ple ROI 
and
Business
Case
D iscipline
• Key focus sh ift to  V a lue  and Investm ent G overnance or 
B usiness V a lue  Program  O ffice in P lace
• D iscip lined usage and review  o f B usiness C ases
•  Key Business V a lue  drivers identified  w ith  associa ted 
m onetary va lues and investm ents rou tine ly  ta rge ted  to im pact 
these
•  Full spectrum  business case inc lud ing both business and IT 
costs and benefits
•  S ystem atic  & ob jective  va luation  and eva lua tion  o f business 
cases
Level-2
Tota l C ost o f 
O w nersh ip
•  Key focus is on V a lue  fo r M oney w ith  Tota l Cost o f 
O w nersh ip  com puted fo r m a jo r assets
•  Key IT cost drive rs  identified
•  TC O  tracked on a regu la r period to  ensure  con tinuous cost 
reduction
•  Full L ifecycle  TC O  com puted
Level-1
U nm anaged
• D ecis ions m ade on cost not va lue
• No com prehension  or m easure o f va lue  and Escalating TC O  
ram pant
Table 6-8 - MP4 Key Characteristics
6.4.1 M P 4 -Level 1
A t Level 1 there are no p rocesses o r outcom es associa ted w ith  MP4. Here V a lue and 
C ost are not part o f the  vocabu la ry  o f the  IT organization.
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6.4.2 MP4 - Level 2
A t level 2 the key focus on ach ieving va lue fo r  m oney w ith  to ta l cost o f ow nersh ip  
(TCO) a m ain ph ilosophy fo r p rocesses and outcom es. O ften the  m ain goal at level 2 
is to achieve the low est to ta l cost o f ow nersh ip  across the IT p la tform s. A t level m uch 
o f the  focus on the capab ility  (M P3) is provid ing in fras truc tu re  to  support the  business 
and accord ing ly m uch o f the  focus o f level 2 in M P4 is m easuring  and con tinuously  
low ering the overall TCO . TC O  takes a ho listic look at the  costs invo lved in de livering  
and supporting  IT products and services, w ith  a lens typ ica lly  invo lv ing people, 
process and technology. A lso  at level 2, key IT cost d rive r are identified  w ith  a robust 
process fo r tracking IT unit costs. A t level 2, TC O  is tracked  regu la rly  and trended  to 
show  progress in continuous cost reduction. A dd itiona lly , TC O  is tracked over the  full 
cycle  o f a product or service, inc luded any pro jected o r con tingen t m odifications.
6.4.3 MP4-level 3
A  sign ifican t sh ift is m ade from  m easuring cost to  m easuring  and m anaging fo r va lue. 
A t level 3, th is  sh ift is often m anifested w ith  a s ign ifican t im provem ent in Investm ent 
G overnance and/or the es tab lishm en t o f a business va lue  program  office  (Curley, 
2004; Sward, 2006). The investm en t governance process o r business va lue  program  
office ensures there  is d isc ip lined  usage and rev iew  o f business cases. A t level 3, 
there  is a com prehensive business case tem p la te  w h ich  enab les a fu ll spectrum  
business case to be deve loped w hich inc ludes both IT and Business benefits and 
costs. T iernan and Peppard (2005) identify fou r key com ponen ts  o f fu ll business 
cases
•  BB -  Business Benefits
•  SRC -  Service R unning C osts
•  BCI -  Business C hange Investm ents
•  SCI -  Service C reation  Investm ents
R eturn on investm ent can be ca lcu la ted as:
ROI = BB -  SRC
BCI +SCI
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w here ROI is the d iffe rence betw een Business benefits  and the  Serv ice  running 
costs, d iv ided by the sum  o f the  business change investm ent and the serv ice  
creation investm ent.
This fo rm u la  can be m odified to  genera te  severa l d iffe ren t rep resen ta tions o f ROI but 
these fou r com ponen ts form  the  basis o f the business case com ponents. Tw o o the r 
com ponents o f critical im portance are the  va luation  and jus tifica tion  o f the  benefits 
and costs (Curley, 2004). V a lua tion  is a m eans o f eva lua ting  an investm ent 
opportun ity  in m onetary term s, usua lly  based on the tim e  sequencing  o f benefits and 
costs. Justifica tion  is the process o f docum enting o f assum ptions and supporting  
data tha t lead to a value proposition .
Va lua tion  is typ ica lly  a d ifficu lt p rocess but the  Intel va lue  d ia ls (Curley, 2004; Sward, 
2006) has been identified as a good w ork ing  process fo r  th is. A  business va lue dial is 
In te l’s term  fo r a standard ized ind ica to r o f business va lue  and is o ften described as 
the m onetary va lue o f an increm enta l im provem ent o f a pa rticu la r business variable, 
fo r exam ple  the $ value o f a one day reduction in days o f inventory. Having a 
standard set o f va lue d ials ava ilab le  fo r a pa rticu la r organ iza tion  m eans all business 
cases use the  sam e va luations ensuring  be tte r com parisons o f overa ll benefits and 
ROI can be achieved.
Having va lue  d ia ls in p lace a lso enab les investm ents to be routine ly ta rgeted to 
im pact these. Coupled w ith  an investm en t governance process, th is  also enables 
system atic  and ob jective va lua tion  o f business cases.
6.4.4 MP4 -  level 4
A t level 4, be tte r returns are m ade ava ilab le  by m atch ing the  type o f IT investm ents 
w ith  the  organ izations ob jectives (W eill and Aral, 2005). Here proactive portfo lio  
m anagem ent is used to  m axim ize the  re turns from  g roups o f s im ila r investm ents and 
from overall spend. A t level 4, firm s have identified a spec ific  portfo lio  lens to use fo r 
portfo lio  m anagem ent o f its IT investm ents. A ligned w ith  th is  appropria te  governance 
and program  m anagem ent s tructu res and processes are in p lace to ensure 
system atic  execution  o f the  process.
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Also, Level 4  firm s perform  structured risk eva luation  across all portfo lios 
m anagem ent. There  is system atic  risk assessm ent across all p ro jects  and all 
investm ents are analyzed fo r risk m itigating approaches. (Lattim ore e t al, 2004). A t 
level 4, re turns are ad justed based on risk level and a ba lanced portfo lio  o f 
investm ents across a spectrum  from  low to  high risk  is m ain ta ined appropria te  to  the 
IT posture and risk profile  o f the organization. ING Insurance g roup is an o rgan ization  
tha t excels at this. (R innoy Yan, 2004).
A t level 4, firm s begin to  use advanced investm en t constructs  such as V a lue  at R isk 
(VaR) to help determ ine optim um  dec is ions  betw een TC O  reduction  and R isk 
(Tallon, 2002; Curley, 2004). A t level 4, firm s reserve  con tingencies in the ir budgets 
fo r investm ents tha t run over (Lattim ore  et al, 2004) and there is accountab ility  fo r 
both fo recast and actual benefits rea lization.
A t level 4, m ulti-m etric  analysis o f business cases is perform ed to  de te rm ine  and pick 
the best qua lity  investm ents. An innovation suggested  here is the  g raph ing  o f spec ific  
m etrics such as NPV, IRR and Payback period to  help w ith  investm en t decis ion 
making. An exam ple  o f th is is suggested in the tab le  below. A s  organ iza tions 
transition  from  level 3 to  level 4, they m ove from  a sing le  m etric  decis ion  m aking 
(such as a ranked o rder o f investm ents  by descend ing  NPV) to  rea lly  focus ing  on the 
h ighest overa ll qua lity  investm ents. Som e organ iza tions m ay inc lude pro fitab ility  
index (B realey and Myers, 1999) as a spec ific  m easure.
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Figure 6.4-2 - Example Visualization of Multi-dimensional Metrics
A t level 4, w in-w in investm ent th ink ing has take root. Th is is w here  a m ental m odel 
has been adopted w hich seeks to find new  investm ents  w hich w ill no t only add 
business value but w ill a lso im prove IT effic iency. C ontinuous adoption o f such a 
m odel and stra tegy can lead to a v irtuous circ le  o f rea liz ing va lue  and creating  space 
fo r fund ing new  investm ents, as the sav ings rea lized by reductions in e ithe r 
aggregate IT costs o r unit costs, can be used to  fund  new  innova tions (Ba ldw in  and 
Curley, 2007).
A t level 4, option m anagem ent approaches and m ethods to  opera tiona lize  these  are 
in p lace and in system atic  use. The Business V a lue  Index (Curley, 2004) is an 
exam ple o f such an approach  and m ethod w here  p rospective  investm ents are 
analyzed along th ree  vectors, business va lue, it e ffic iency and financia l 
a ttractiveness. In th is th ree  d im ensiona l assessm ent index, p roposers o f new  
investm ents respond to questions rating how  c lose ly  the proposed investm ent w ill 
a lign w ith  or ach ieve particu la r goals such as increase in revenue o r decrease  in risk. 
The results o f BVI assessm ents fo r a series o f investm ents  can be plotted on a chart 
as shown in the fo llow ing  figure w ith investm ents fa lling  in the top  right hand corner 
o f the chart being g iven pre ferentia l choice fo r investm ent as these  w ill like ly be 
investm ents w hich w ill realize a w in-w in  resu lt w ith  both the business and IT 
benefiting.
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S iz e  of B ubble
IT
Efficiency
represents
Business Value
Figure 6.4-3 - Example Business Value Index Chart
The BVI is an exam ple  o f a m ethod w here m m ultip le  crite ria  are used to  eva luate  and 
se lect the  best IT investm ents.
6.4.5 MP4-Level 5
A t level 5, Soph istica ted Investm ent and Portfo lio  ana lys is  is perform ed on a 
balanced portfo lio  o f IT investm ents27. A t th is  level the  data  ex ists  to dem onstra te  
tha t the re turns from  IT enab led investm ents are equal to or are be tte r than re turns 
from  other investm ent types in the  com pany. Th is m eans tha t if there  is a m arg ina l 
do lla r or Euro availab le  to  invest, the  CFO is like ly to  cons ide r investing in IT because 
the h istorical return from  IT is better than the  firm s return on capita l and be tte r than 
o ther ca tegories o f investm ent in the firm . A t level 5, IT investm ent practices 
approach achieving the e ffic ien t fron tie r in IT investm ent m anagem ent (Lattim ore et 
al, 2004). A dd itiona lly , strong practices fo r a lignm ent, accountab ility , program  and 
project m anagem ent and va lue  rea lization a re  in place.
27 During the research ING, the  Dutch Insurance and B anking  group w e re  iden tified as an o rgan iza tion  w ith  s trong 
practices in th is  area. ING use the sam e financia l ana lys is  tech n ique s  th a t the y  use to  m anage the  g roups financia l 
asse ts to  m anage the ir IT assets. (R innoy Yan, 2004)
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A t level 5, very good re turns are ava ilab le  by m atch ing  the  type  o f IT investm ents 
m ade AN D  by m atch ing IT m anagem ent practices and com petenc ies w ith  the  m ix in 
the IT portfo lio  (W eill and Aral, 2005). A t level 5, the  P red ictive  va lue  o f fu tu re  
investm ents can be dete rm ined w ith  high con fidence based on h istorica l data. A t 
level 5, approaches such as the Business V a lue  Index (Curley, 2004) which, 
em bedded in a c losed loop portfo lio  m anagem ent approach , have been corre la ted 
w ith actual va lue de livered  to  con tinuous ly  im prove  the  con fidence  o f p icking the 
appropria te  m ix o f the h ighest return and h ighest con fidence  investm ents. 
Add itiona lly  h istorica l perfo rm ance o f the  investm en ts o f each asse t c lass in the 
overall portfo lio  are tracked and review ed to enab le  ongo ing ad justm ent o f re turns to 
the best outcom e.
A t level 5, the re  is au tom atic  in tegra tion  o f the  benefits  and costs associa ted  w ith  IT 
investm ents into fu tu re  ye a r’s business and IT budgets. FedEx, a h igh ly respected 
com pany w ith  a h ighly respected IT organ iza tion  have sys tem atica lly  adopted  th is 
practice. Add itiona lly , at level 5, the re  is proactive  m anagem ent o f all vecto rs 
associated w ith  de livering the  pred icted benefits  from  a particu la r IT investm ent. This 
invo lves m anaging the opportun ity , the  techno logy  solution, the  business case, 
business process change, o rgan izationa l change and custom er adoption  in paralle l 
to  m axim ize the probab ility  tha t the  expected  benefits  are de livered  and to  ensure  
early recognition and appropria te  reso lution o f issues (Baldw in and Curley, 2007).
6.4.6 MP4 -  Example Metrics
In the  tab les be low  exam ple  m etrics fo r M P4 M anaging IT fo r Business V a lue  are 
captured below.
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Maturity Level Example Metrics
Optimized
Investment
Return
• Rolling Average IT yield
• Average Return vs. Industry return
• Portfolio Allocation mix driven by value metric
• Average Benefits delivered/Benefits Promised, Number of failing 
investments stopped earlier
• Risk Adjusted Return on Capital usage
• Portfolio grading by risk category (AAA etc)
• Metric: Accuracy Predicted versus Actual Value
• M: Cumulative and Average Value, Performance against Predicted 
Value + other related metrics
Portfolio
Management
• IT Yield (Future = £  Investment NPVs/IT budget
• Conversion Effectiveness (Actual Return/Expected-Predicted Return)
• Average Portfolio return and cumulative NPV versus non-portfolio 
baseline
•  Average Return of options managed project vs. non-options managed 
projects
• VAR computation, Risk Assessment per project, hurdle rate per risk 
level
• IRR, NPV, Payback period, Profitability
• Index
•  Metric: Value DeliveredA/alue Promised
• Metrics: IRR, NPV, Payback Period, Profitability Index
• Metric: Option Value - An option value can be computed through using 
a Black Scholes (or similar) computation which takes into account 
multiple factors such as expected variability, managerial flexibility 
provided.
•  BVI score
• Metric: Risk Adjusted NPV, Risk adjusted hurdle rate
• Metric: Cumulative Benefits measured by cumulative NPV
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Sim ple ROI 
and Business 
Case 
D iscipline
•  S ing le  ROI tem pla te , #p ro jec ts /investm en ts  approved w ith 
business case
• C ontribu tion  o f spec ific  business d ia ls to  V a lue
• M: Percentage o f business cases w ith  com prehens ive  business 
and IT costs /bene fits , Ratio o f IT to B usiness Costs and 
Benefits
•  M etric: ROI, % o f Business cases using s tandard  tem pla te
• Metric: A verage  and C um ula tive  Net B usiness V a lue  de livered
•  O verall o rgan iza tion  perform ance, Perfo rm ance aga inst 
business va lue  goal
•  M etrics: #  va lue  d ia ls  positive ly im pacted by IT investm ent, 
va lue dial con tribu tion  to  business case benefits
Total C ost o f 
O w nership
•  TCO  (investm ent, scaling, operating)
•  Ranked L ist o f P roducts /S erv ices by
•  ascending cost
•  M: Full cyc le  cost ($)
•  M: N um ber o f Investm ents inventoried
•  M: TC O  decrease  rate: Annua l decrease  in TC O  due to 
im provem ent actions
Unm anaged
Table 6-9 - Example Metrics MP4
6.5 MP4 Practices, Metrics and Outcomes
This section  describes an exam ple  o f a rtifac t 5, the  m acro process PM O s (practice 
m etrics and outcom es). For each o f the  fou r identified m acro -processes (as well as 
the underp inn ing critical processes), deta iled  m aturity  curves can be created as well 
as an inventory o f trip lets (P ractice, M etric  and O utcom e) w h ich  p rovide gu idance on 
im portant practices and assoc ia ted  m etrics and outcom es w hich can help act as a
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how-to guide fo r executives in help ing ach ieve be tte r process m aturity  and better 
va lue outcom es.
The use o f a trip le t construct is very usefu l as it gu ides an execu tive  in th ree  areas 
w ha t to  do (practices), how  to  m easure it (m etric) and w hy  do it, i.e. the va lue  or 
im pact o f a particu lar P ractice (O utcom e). A lthough th is  ex tends beyond the scope o f 
the  d isserta tion  sam ple practices co llected and ana lyzed fo r each level o f the  m acro 
process M anaging IT fo r Business V a lue  are captured below . Th is serves as an 
exam ple  o f how  research and use o f the  IT-CM F can be taken  to  the next level, 
w here the  IT-CM F can act as a gu ide  fo r im provem ent s tra teg ies  and actions to 
achieve a particu lar level o f com petency o r capability . An exam p la r o f a su ite  of 
trip le ts captured and docum ented  fo r M P4 M anaging IT fo r  business V a lue  are 
docum ented below.
6.5.1 Macro Process: MP4 Managing IT for Business Value
M P4 M anaging IT fo r Business V a lue  is focussed on m easuring  and m anaging fo r IT 
business value. It is here tha t the  focus is on reaping the  re turn from  IT investm ents 
and be low  are described a non-exhaustive  sam ple  se t o f PM O s w hich cum ula tive ly 
build and contribute to  increased capab ility  and value.
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6.5.1.1 MP4 Level 2 PMOs
MATURITY
LEVEL
NAME
PRACTICE METRIC OUTCOME DESCRIPTION ASSESSMENT 
QUESTIONS / 
CRITERIA '
TCO Business
Case
Costing
Full cycle 
cost ($)
Full cycle 
and full 
spectrum of 
costs 
identified 
associated 
with IT 
investments
TCO is 
computed for 
deployment, 
scaling / 
modification 
and ongoing 
operation of an 
entire solution 
stack
TCO is , 
computed for , 
the full lifecycle 
of solutions 
and
infrastructure
Investment
Inventory
Number of
Investments
inventoried
One version 
of truth for 
Investment 
inventory, 
help
identifies
redundant
or
competing
investments
A  single list of 
investments 
describing the 
investments 
and amount of 
investments
A single 
inventory of IT 
investments 
exists which is 
regularly 
updated
TCO
trending
TCO 
decrease 
rate: Annual 
decrease in 
TCO due to 
improvement 
actions
Continuous 
predictable 
reduction of 
TCO
achieved for 
core
solutions 
and services
TCO is 
computed, 
tracked and 
trended for key 
solutions and 
services on a 
regular basis.
TCO is 
computed, 
tracked and 
trended for key 
solutions and 
services on a 
regular basis.
Table 6-10 - MP4 Level 2 PMOs
A t level 2 a num ber o f key PM O s are focussed  on accura te  costing fo r business 
cases, investm ent inventory track ing  and trend ing  o f To ta l cost o f ownership. The  
tab le  above is an exam ple o f artifac t type  A 5 genera ted  during  the  research.
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6.5.1.2 MP4 Level 3 PMOs
MATURITY 
LEVEL 3 
NAME
PRACTICE METRIC OUTCOME DESCRIPTION ASSESSMENT 
QUESTIONS / 
CRITERIA
ROI and
Business
Case
Full Spectrum 
Business Cases
Percentage of 
business cases 
with
comprehensive 
business and IT 
costs/benefits, 
Ratio of IT to 
Business Costs 
and Benefits
All business costs 
and benefits are 
captured in the 
business case 
ensuring higher 
integrity business 
cases
The business 
case includes 
cost, benefits, 
valuation and 
justification for all 
components. The 
business case at 
least includes 
Business 
Benefits (BB). 
Service Running 
Costs (SRC), 
Service Creation 
Investment (SCI) 
and Business 
Change
Investment (BCI)
Our business 
cases routinely 
comprehend both 
business and IT 
benefits and 
costs
Standard ROI 
template
Metric: ROI, % of 
Business cases 
using standard 
template
Outcome: Better 
focus on value and 
better consistency 
of business cases
A common 
Business case 
template exists to 
capture benefits 
and costs in a 
common format
A common 
Business case 
template exists to 
capture benefits 
and costs in a 
common format
Practice: 
Business Value 
Program Office
Metric: Average 
and Cumulative 
Net Business 
Value delivered
Outcome:
quantified business 
value from IT 
documented and 
track
An office and 
process which 
provides 
templates and 
support the 
documentation of 
value delivered 
from IT
A business value 
program office 
exists to enable 
and support a 
business value 
documentation 
process
Employee 
compensation 
linkage to value 
goals
Overall 
organization 
performance, 
Performance 
against business 
value goal
IT employees more 
aligned and 
committed to 
deliver value goals 
by tying part of 
their compensation 
to achieving an 
overall IT value 
goal
IT employees 
more aligned and 
committed to 
deliver value 
goals by tying 
part of their 
compensation to 
achieving an 
overall IT value 
goals
Assessment: 
employee 
compensation is 
tied to achieving 
of overall value 
goals and 
organization 
performance
Value Dials # value dials 
positively impacted 
by IT investment, 
value dial 
contribution to 
business case 
benefits
Barrier to 
development of 
good quality 
business cases 
reduced, consistent 
valuation of 
benefits across 
organization, full 
spectrum of key 
business variables 
identified for 
improvement
A value dial is a 
standardized 
value indicator 
and associated 
valuation which 
represents a 
business variable 
which can be 
positively 
impacted by IT.
A standardized 
set of value 
indicators tied to 
key business 
variables is 
maintained to 
enable consistent 
business case 
and business 
impacts to be 
determined
Table 6-11 - MP4 Level 3 PMOs
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A t level 3, key PM O s are focussed firm ly  on value, ensuring fu ll spectrum  business 
cases are com pleted encom passing  lifecycle  benefits and costs  as w e ll as accura te  
and cons is ten t va luations and benefits. A t level 3 a key PM O  inc ludes a s tructure  
and organ ization  focussed on provid ing  tem pla tes and opera tions in support o f 
m easuring and m anaging business value.
6.5.1.3 MP4 Maturity Level 4 PMOs
MATURITY 
LEVEL 4 
NAME
PRACTICE METRIC OUTCOME DESCRIPTION ASSESSMENT 
QUESTIONS / 
CRITERIA
Options and
Portfolio
Management
Value based 
Post
Implementati 
on Reviews
Metric: Value 
DeliveredA/alu 
e Promised
Outcome: Higher 
Probability that 
value will be 
delivered (you 
get what you 
inspect, not what 
you expect)
Post implementation 
reviews are an 
instantiation of the 
adage - "you get what 
you measure". Post 
implementations 
review help focus the 
mind of IT and 
business managers 
who are responsible 
for delivering an IT 
enabled project. 
Instead of just 
focussing on 
delivering a project 
on-time and on 
budget with the right 
level of quality, 
project managers are 
also asked to report 
out on the value 
delivered. When an 
expectation is set that 
project managers 
must report out on the 
value delivered and 
show how actual 
benefits mapped to 
projected benefits this 
significantly increased 
the possibility of value 
ACTUALLY being 
delivered.
The organization 
regularly uses 
post
implementation 
reviews to 
ensure benefits 
delivered match 
to benefits 
forecasted
Multidimensio 
nal Value 
Assessments
Metrics: IRR, 
NPV, Payback 
Period, 
Profitability 
Index
Higher 
probability of 
picking the best 
quality 
investments
Multi-dimensional 
value assessment 
(MDVA) involves 
making investment 
decisions and 
analysing investment 
performance based 
on multiple criteria 
rather than just a 
single dimensional 
investment such as 
Net present value. AN 
MDVA will typically 
analyze metrics such 
as NPV, Internal Rate 
of Return, Payback 
Period, and
The organization 
uses
multidimensional 
valuation criteria 
to help select the 
best quality 
investments
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Profitability Index. 
Plotting competing 
investments on a 3-D 
chart will help show 
which IT investments 
are the best quality or 
are or likely to 
outperform other 
investments.
Options
Management
Metric: Option 
Value - An 
option value 
can be 
computed 
through using 
a Black 
Scholes (or 
similar) 
computation 
which takes 
into account 
multiple 
factors such 
as expected 
variability, 
managerial 
flexibility 
provided.
Outcome: Better 
Managerial 
flexibility around 
IT investment 
decision making 
and better 
valuation of a 
proposed 
investment
This is a practice of 
viewing speculative IT 
investments like 
options - an option 
gives you the right but 
not obligation to strike 
an option if value is 
delivered from an 
option investment. 
Different kind of 
options exist such as 
scale up and scale 
down options which 
provide managerial 
flexibility in IT 
investment decision 
making.
Real option 
thinking is used 
to help improve 
management 
flexibility around 
IT investment 
thinking?
Business 
Value Index
BVI score When combined 
with a portfolio 
management 
approach, the 
BVI enables 
organizations to 
make more 
effective 
investment 
decisions and 
helps proactively 
maintain a 
project portfolio 
that aligns tightly 
with organization 
strategy. It uses 
a common 
vocabulary and 
methodology, 
which allows 
disparate 
investments to 
be compared so 
that the best 
investment 
choices are 
made. Besides 
evaluating IT 
investments 
along the vectors 
of business 
value, IT 
efficiency, and 
the financial 
attractiveness, 
the BVI also 
weights factors 
impacting the
The Business Value 
Index (BVI) is an 
investment decision 
support tool, which 
effectively produces a 
weighted score for an 
IT investment which 
corresponds to a 
proxy value for the 
option value of an IT 
investment. The BVI 
considers a variety of 
both hard and soft 
factors which 
combine to give a 
relative value 
assessment for an IT 
investment.
A data driven 
methodology 
exists to value 
diverse attributes 
of a speculative 
IT investment to 
ensure closet 
alignment of 
investments to 
overall 
organization 
goals
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likely value and 
success of an IT 
investment 
based on the 
ongoing 
business 
strategy and 
business 
environment.
Risk-
adjusted
NPVs
Metric: Risk 
Adjusted NPV, 
Risk adjusted 
hurdle rate
Outcome: Higher 
Probability that 
the correct 
hurdle rate will 
be set for a given 
investment 
based on an 
assessed risk 
level and thus 
that the right 
investments will 
be picked.
Risk Adjusting the 
business case or 
NPV of a project is a 
way of calculating a 
more correct hurdle 
rate for an IT 
investment. Higher 
risk IT investments 
should have a higher 
hurdle rate for project 
approval that for 
projects which have 
lower hurdle rates.
The hurdle rate 
for IT enabled 
investments is 
adjusted 
appropriately 
based on a 
computed risk 
assessment- 
higher risk 
projects are 
required to 
exceed higher 
levels of returns
Benefits
Register
Metric:
Cumulative
Benefits
measured by
cumulative
NPV
Outcome:
Ensure benefits 
are delivered 
through Ranked 
list of cumulative 
benefits
delivered from IT 
enabled 
business 
investments
This practices 
maintains an ongoing 
register of benefits 
which IT enabled 
investments deliver
The organization 
maintains a live 
list of benefits 
delivered by IT
Value at Risk M: VAR 
expressed in $
0 : Better 
tradeoffs made 
between TCO 
reduction efforts 
and Increased 
risk
Value at Risk is 
computed and used 
as a key construct for 
modulating cost 
reduction efforts
The organization 
computes value 
at risk for key 
solutions and 
infrastructure to 
enable better 
TCO decision 
making
Table 6-12 - MP4 Level 4 PMOs
A t level 4 PM O s are focussed  on m ore soph is tica ted  and com prehensive  aspects o f 
benefits m anagem ent.
6.5.1.4 MP4 Level 5 PMOs
A t level 5, key PM O s are focussed on op tim iz ing  va lue  and soph istica ted  financ ia l 
analysis to drive  increased fu tu re  value. A t level 5 h istorica l data enables be tte r 
selection o f fu tu re  investm ents th rough an ab ility  to  better pred ic t fu tu re  value.
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MATURITY 
LEVEL 5 
NAME
PRACTICE METRIC OUTCOME DESCRIPTION ASSESSMENT 
QUESTIONS / 
CRITERIA
Optimized
Value
Creation
Predictive
Value
Creation
Metric: 
Accuracy 
Predicted 
versus Actual 
Value
Outcome: Based 
on Historical 
data and 
characteristics of 
new investment 
the ability to 
reliably predict 
the value 
delivered is 
significantly 
enhanced
Based on prior 
history and a 
database of 
cases, it is 
possible to 
reliably predict 
the value a 
particular 
investment 
might deliver 
(within a given 
error range) 
using a 
predictor 
methodology 
(for example 
BVI correlated 
against 
previous value 
delivery)
The
organization is 
able to predict 
with some 
confidence the 
likely value to 
be delivered by 
a IT investment 
based on 
analysis of 
historical 
returns of IT 
investments
Value
Dashboard
M: Cumulative 
and Average 
Value,
Performance 
against 
Predicted 
Value + other 
related metrics
0: Visible real­
time and historic 
data in 
dashboard 
format allowing 
portfolio 
adjustment and 
performance 
management
A value 
dashboard is a 
real-time 
dashboard 
showing all IT 
investments 
showing 
current, past 
and predicted 
future value 
performance. It 
provides a 
decision 
support tool for 
management to 
modify portfolio 
allocations 
based on value 
performance 
and other 
factors.
The
organization 
has a live value 
dashboard 
which displays 
multi­
dimensional 
value
assessments 
as well cost, 
utilization, 
portfolio and 
other views
Investment
Analysis
Efficient
Frontier
Ability to achieve 
as close as 
possible to the 
ideal investment 
portfolio 
allocation
The investment 
portfolio is 
analyzed using 
an efficient 
frontier 
approach to 
determine the 
optimal 
portfolio 
allocation
The
organization 
continuously 
achieves the 
optimal 
portfolio 
allocation to 
maximize value
Table 6-13- MP4 Level 5 PMOs
Having review ed the IT-C M F in deta il in the  next chap te r I w ill sum m arize  and expla in  
how the IT-CM F has been used at Intel to  im prove IT capability.
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7 Chapter 7: Recommendations for 
Practitioners and Further Research
7.1 Summarizing the IT-CMF
This final chapter pulls toge the r the research and dem onstra tes how  the IT -C M F can 
be used as an assessm ent and m anagem ent system  fo r IT capab ility  and value 
im provem ent. As a recap, le t’s rev iew  w ha t the IT -C M F is:
• The IT-CM F is a fo rm a l a rche type  w h ich  deta ils  the  sta tes and levels an IT
capability  goes through as it defines, deve lops, im plem ents, m easures and
im proves it’s capab ility  in support o f g rea te r va lue creation
• The IT-C M F is a m anagem ent and assessm ent system  to  system atica lly  
im prove IT capab ility
• The IT -C M F is a fram ew ork  w h ich  supports  dynam ic capab ilities th ink ing  to 
continuously reconfigure  IT capab ilities  in support o f a com petitive  
environm ent.
A  key in tent o f th is  research is to  provide a genera lly  reusab le  so lu tion  fo r C IO s who 
can use it as a w ire fram e and se t o f artifacts fo r system atica lly  im proving IT capab ility  
fo r value in the face o f dem anding and chang ing challenges. The goal o f the  IT-CM F 
is to help create cond itions o f susta inab ility , contro llab ility , p red ic tab ility  o f the  IT 
capability  to lead to increased va lue creation. It does th is  th rough  guid ing system atic  
proactive evo lu tion  o f IT capab ility  and enab ling  dynam ic reprio ritiza tion  o f
capabilities in response to changing business stra tegy and context.
This final chapter focuses on the  practica l use o f the  IT-C M F as a m anagem ent and 
assessm ent system  fo r IT capab ility  im provem ent using Intel IT as a case reference. 
Charts from  Intel have been m odified to p ro tect confiden tia lity  and scenarios used in 
the text are hypothe tica l to  illustra te  exam ples.
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7.2 The IT-CMF as an Assessment and Management System 
for IT  Capability Improvement
The IT-CM F can be used an assessm ent and m anagem ent system  to  system atica lly  
im prove IT capab ility  and va lue  contribution . There  are th ree  high leve ls o f gu idance 
provided by the  IT-C M F to  executives. F irst the  IT -C M F provides gu idance on a 
stra tegy fo r im proving the IT capab ility  ove r tim e in pursu it o f increased value. 
Secondly the IT -C M F w ill provide gu idance on practices, ou tcom es and m etrics tha t 
an organ ization  can use in increasing m aturity  to  im prove u ltim ate  va lue realization. 
These firs t tw o levels o f gu idance are essentia lly  a high level m ap and a deta iled 
map; how ever w ithou t know ing w here  you are m aps are useless. Th is is w here  the 
assessm ent too l adds va lue  as it provides gu idance  to  executives to  the re la tive 
m aturity o f the ir o rganization and then enab les the high level and de ta iled  gu idance 
o f the IT -C M F to  be used fo r im provem ent efforts.
Thus the IT -C M F provides an evo lu tionary im provem ent roadm ap from  ad-hoc 
outcom es, p rocesses and practices to w orld -lead ing , repeatab le  and continuously  
im proving outcom es and process in pursu it o f im proving va lue  genera tion  from  IT. In 
sum m ary the IT -C M F helps business and IT execu tives
•  characte rize  the  m aturity  o f th e ir IT outcom es, p rocesses and practices
•  identify  the ir re la tive position on the  evo lu tionary  im provem ent roadm ap
•  set p rio rities fo r  key im provem ent actions
•  continuously  im prove th e ir capab ility  m aturity  and va lue  ou tcom es through a
repeated cycle o f assessm ent and Im provem ent actions
In the IT-C M F the re  are fou r m acro-processes and th irty  s ix critica l p rocesses 
underp inn ing these  m acro-processes. A ppend ix  D con ta ins an exam p le  o f a 
sum m ary IT -C M F assessm ent report from  an actual com pany (som e o f the  scores 
and observations have been m odified  to  pro tect confiden tia lly). T he  vers ion  1 
specification o f the IT-CM F is docum ented  in A ppend ix  C. The IT -C M F survey 
instrum ent a llow s both the  assessm ent o f both the im portance  and re la tive  m aturity  
o f each m acro process and d iffe ren t underp inn ing  critica l processes. By averag ing 
the responses o f d iffe ren t IT and business executives the co llec tive  ins igh t o f a group 
o f executives can be leveraged. A lso  by asking fo r a desired fu tu re  sta te  in te rm s o f 
m aturity, an aggrega te  fu tu re  sta te  can be developed. By care fu lly  cons idering  the 
assessm ent results in the  con text o f the  firm ’s business stra tegy, con text and
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operating model, a m acro -investm en t s tra tegy can be deve loped to  focus in 
im proving the IT capab ility  in a lignm ent w ith  the firm ’s needs and stra tegy.
The figu re  be low  show s a suggested  process flow  fo r us ing the  IT-CM F as an 
assessm ent and m anagem ent tool.
Figure 7.2-1 - IT-CMF Assessment process flow
Key firs t steps are the  iden tifica tion  and docum enta tion  o f the  firm ’s business 
stra tegy, the  business con tex t in w hich the  firm  opera tes in and the  firm s operating 
m odel. In paralle l the  IT C apab ility  m aturity  assessm ent shou ld  be perform ed ideally 
by a com posite  se t o f IT and Business executives. T he  IT capab ility  m aturity  
assessm ent typ ica lly  consists o f th ree  e lem ents:
•  V a lue Assessm ent
•  C apab ility  A ssessm ent
•  IT Posture A ssessm ent.
An IT-CM F report enab les the ana lys is o f the  state o f m aturity  o f the  IT capab ility  as 
well as the goal congruence am ongst d iffe ren t execu tives. A  key part o f the  
assessm ent process is also de te rm in ing  w ha t the firm ’s postu re  is w ith respect to IT.
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Using various graphica l ou tpu ts  such as a heat m ap w h ich  m aps ind iv idua l critica l 
p rocesses by level o f im portance and level on m aturity  on an X -Y  grid can help 
qu ick ly  p inpoin t potentia l a reas fo r im provem ent.
It is im portant tha t the  outputs conta ined in the m aturity  report shou ld  be rev iew ed in 
the  context o f the  firm 's  business stra tegy, con text and opera ting  m odel to determ ine 
w hich im provem ent investm ents shou ld  be selected.
It is a lso im portant to note tha t the re  will like ly be a tim e  lag betw een investm ent in 
im proved IT capability  and a com m ensura te  im provem ent in va lue  contribution . 
Charts from  an IT-CM F assessm ent at Intel are used to  help illus tra te  and describe 
the assessm ent process (Note: to  protect con fiden tia lity  o f Intel data, m aturity  and 
value scores have been changed in these  charts).
Follow ing identification o f key gaps and opportun ities, a shortlis t o f recom m ended 
im provem ent item s is deve loped  and the appropria te  investm ent required to 
im plem ent these  determ ined. These im provem ent investm en ts should then be 
entered into the im provem ent portfo lio  o f budget p lann ing and a llocation  process fo r 
m anagem ent like o the r IT investm ents.
7.2.1 Capability Maturity Heat Map
A  useful approach to  de term in ing the  h ighest prio rity  critica l p rocesses fo r ta rgeted 
im provem ent actions is to m ap the im portance o f each critica l p rocess versus its level 
o f m aturity on an X -Y  axis as show n in tab le  1 be low 28. H ere the  Y  axis represents 
the im portance o f a process w h ils t the  X  axis represents  the m aturity  o f the process.
26 Th is approach w as  suggested  by J im  K ennea lly  and D avid F lem ing and I w ou ld  like to  thank  them  fo r th e ir in te rest 
and ideas on how the IT -C M F survey ins trum en t cou ld  be im proved. Both D avid and Jim  w orked  on Excel 
program s to genera te  au tom ated reports  from  survey assessm ents.
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Figure 7.2-2 - IT Critical Process Heat map
The notion o f th is approach is tha t the  im portance and m aturity  o f a critica l p rocess 
should be appropria te ly  m atched. Not all critica l p rocesses m ay need to  be at a very 
high level o f m aturity  and indeed th is  m igh t not even be a ffordab le . The notion is tha t 
very im portan t critica l p rocesses should be o f high m atu rity  w h ils t m edium  
im portance critical processes m ay ju s t require  a m edium  level o f m aturity. L ikew ise 
low  im portance m ay ju s t require  som e m in im um  level o f m aturity. It is suggested  tha t 
fu rthe r research is perform ed to  de te rm ine  the va lid ity  o f th is  approach.
In driv ing fu tu re  im provem ent it is im portan t to perform  a base line  assessm ent w ith 
respect to  capab ility  and value, w h ils t a lso  inqu iring  about the  desired fu tu re  sta te  o f 
capab ility  m aturity  and va lue  contribu tion . A  key paralle l task  in estab lish ing a 
baseline is to identify the  firm  business stra tegy and business opera ting  model (Ross 
and W eill, 2006) and then using this know ledge in con junction  w ith the business 
con text setting goals fo r im proving particu la r critica l processes.
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7.3 Value and Goal Congruence
R esearchers have identified that s tra teg ic  a lignm ent is im portan t fo r IT V a lue  creation 
(Tallon, 2002). L ikew ise W eill (2004) identified  tha t firm s tha t had above average IT 
G overnance fo llow ing a particu la r s tra tegy (fo r exam ple  cus tom er in tim acy) ach ieved 
20% better return on assets than firm s w ill less m ature governance. In the value 
contribution assessm ent, a key ins ight is the  level o f congruence w ith in  the 
leadersh ip cohort o f a com pany w ith  respect to  the  key th ings tha t are considered 
im portant. R eflecting back to  chapter 2 it is crucia l tha t a com m on goal is identified in 
order to help ach ieve outcom es. The va lue assessm ent ins trum ent (R oss and W eill, 
2004) eva luates the im portance o f fou r particu la r goals and IT ’s in fluence on the 
fo llow ing key variables:
•  cost e ffective  use of IT
• revenue G row th
•  asset U tilization
•  business F lexib ility
7.3.1 Value and Goal Congruence Assessment
Importance vs Influence
tj 5.0 
S. 4.5
E 4.0
1  3.5
□  Importance 
■  Influence o f IT
o
*  0.0
T  Business Asset Business 
efficiency Growth Utilization Flexibility
Category of IT Impact
Figure 7.3-1 - Value Assessment Congruence at Intel IT
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The figure above shows an exam ple  from  Intel IT in 2007 show ing  th a t cost e ffective  
use o f IT w as the m ost im portan t vec to r based on IT execu tive  rankings. There w as 
rem arkab le  consistency in the responses from  Intel IT executives show ing  tha t the  
m ission o f IT w as clear and w ell understood. A na lys is  a lso  show s tha t Intel IT 
executives assessed tha t the re  w as a lso a gap in de live ry  aga ins t the  re la tive 
im portance o f the  goals.
How important ARE the following outcom es of IT usage -  2007
11
Q1: Cost effective Use of Q2: Effective Use of IT for Q3: Effective Use of IT for Q4: Effective Use of IT for 
IT business growth Asset utilization Biz Flexibility
Very important Q5 B 4  D 3  D 2 ■  1 Not important
Figure 7.3-2 - Distribution of Prioritization o f Value vectors at Intel IT
In the assessm ent one w ou ld  hope to  see a strong level o f a lignm ent and consensus 
which vecto r o r  vectors are m ost im portant. If there is cons ide rab le  d ispers ion  around 
the responses then this is a ve ry  good p lace to s ta rt fo r im provem ent and it points to 
issues w ith IT governance and bus iness-IT  s tra teg ic  a lignm ent. In the  above figure  
7.3, a lso from  Intel, cost e ffective  use o f IT is identified as the  m ost im portan t goal 
w h ils t the re  is a lso good congruence and a lignm ent betw een execu tives  on the 
re lative im portance  o f IT ’s im pact on business grow th, asse t u tiliza tion  and business 
flexibility.
7.4 Overall IT-CMF Maturity
By com piling the average m aturity  scores o f each o f the  assessm en t questions a 
high level assessm ent of the  overa ll m aturity  o f an IT o rgan ization  can be obta ined 
m apped to the  IT-CMF. In figu re  7.4 be low  the assessm ent scoring fo r Intel IT (with 
adjusted results to protect confiden tia lity ) is shown.
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Figure 7.4-1 - IT-CMF assessment Intel IT
A t a g lance  executives can see the cu rren t average m aturity  and desired fu ture  
states o f m aturity. In th is exam ple  the assessm en t reported  tha t Inte l IT  w as on 
average at level 3 m aturity. Using the survey instrum ent execu tives  set a desired 
m aturity s ta te  o f level 4 by 2009.
7.4.1 Benchmarking Performance
An im portan t insight tha t m any execu tives  va lue is a benchm ark  report, show ing the 
perform ance o r m aturity  of a pa rticu la r o rgan ization  versus an industry  average.
The co llection  o f survey instrum ents from  m ultip le  o rgan iza tions  creates an 
opportun ity  to  do this. The figu re  be low  show s a com parison  o f an anonym ous firm  
abstracted from  the survey assessm ent versus the average level o f m aturity.
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Figure 7.4-2 - IT-CMF benchmark
In th is exam ple  Firm X  is show n to  be behind the industry  average. A s m entioned 
previously g iven tha t Industry type  is s ign ifican t it is im portan t tha t a benchm ark chart 
versus organ izations in the sam e industry type  is rev iew ed also.
7.4.2 Determining an IT Capability Improvement Plan
O nce an assessm ent is com ple te  the next step is to trans la te  particu la r insights into 
key im provem ent actions and activ ities. The  m ost im portan t part o f an e ffective IT 
capability  im provem ent plan is to  a lign the IT capab ility  im provem ent item s w ith  the 
business stra tegy, context and the business opera ting  m odel. C hanges in business 
strategy, con text and business opera ting  m odel design m ay have s ign ifican t im pact 
on the IT capability.
It is recom m ended tha t im provem ent actions are identified in the  con text o f the 
critical p rocess defin itions. Fo llow ing th is  key im provem ent actions should be 
evaluated, decided upon and then  the  investm ents requ ired to  fund the 
im provem ents should be exp lic itly  inc luded in the IT im provem ent portfolio. In 
A ppend ix  D an exam ple  m odified IT -C M F assessm ent from  Intel IT is included fo r 
review.
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7.5 Further Research
The IT -C M F as currently de ta iled  provides a rich p la tfo rm  fo r fu rth e r research into the 
system atic  im provem ent o f IT capability , m anagem ent p ractices and techno log ies in 
pursu it o f fu rthe r value.
7.5.1 Researching and Publishing Maturity Curves for the 36 
critical processes
The IT-CM F as currently de fined  can act as the basis o f a deta iled  research plan to 
research, Identify and deta il an in tegra ted set o f p ractices, ou tcom es and m etrics 
w hich can be useful fo r IT execu tives in sys tem atica lly  im prov ing  the  IT capab ility  
and through th is  im prove the  va lue  contribu tion  o f IT. The  IT -C M F deta ils  36 critica l 
p rocesses (Appendix C) and the  taxonom y deta iled  In A ppend ix  B could be used as 
a m echanism  fo r collecting, o rgan iz ing and re lating practices, ou tcom es and m etrics 
associa ted w ith  each critica l process. Such a deta iling  o f the  IT -C M F w ould likely 
prove ve ry  va luable to  IT and business execu tives in he lp ing de te rm ine  key 
im provem ent paths fo r the  IT C apability . A fte r perfo rm ing  an overall IT -C M F 
assessm ent the results can be used as described above to  de term ine  w hich critica l 
p rocesses should be identified  and ta rge ted  fo r im provem ent. O nce these critica l 
p rocesses are identified then  a m ore deta iled  assessm en t o f those  high prio rity  fo r 
im provem ent critica l p rocesses can be perform ed using the  sam e approach as used 
fo r the  overa ll IT assessm ent. The  m aturity  curves fo r these  critica l processes can 
then be referenced fo r suggested practices, ou tcom es and m etrics.
7.5.2 Field Testing the IT-CMF assessment process and results
It is recom m ended tha t the  IT -C M F assessm ent process is fie ld  tested across a 
broad set o f organizations. A t the  po in t o f w riting  th is  d isse rta tion  the IT-C M F survey 
ins trum ent is in fo rm al use a t Intel and severa l o the r organ iza tions. These 
organ iza tions have taken the  assessm ent and are using it fo r prioritiz ing 
im provem ent actions. F u rthe r use and testing  o f the  IT-C M F w ill identify 
w eaknesses, issues and areas fo r im provem ent.
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A lthough the prim ary focus o f my PhD w ork  w as to  create  an IT capab ility  fram ew ork  
and an accom panying assessm ent instrum ent fo r use as a m anagem ent system  to 
im prove the capab ility  o f IT, a secondary goal w as to enab le  fu tu re  em pirica l analysis 
a fte r com pletion o f m y PhD w hich w ould  enab le  a p re lim ina ry  exp lo ra tion  and 
va lida tion  o f the re la tionsh ip  betw een im proving capab ility  m aturity  and va lue 
perform ance. A  cons is ten t com p la in t w ith  respect to the so ftw a re  m aturity  m odels 
has been the lack o f em pirica l va lida tion  and I w as keen to  a ttem pt to p rovide a 
pla tform  which could enable som e fu tu re  em pirica l va lida tion  o f the  IT-C M F artifact.
It w as beyond the scope o f the  PhD w ork  to tes t and potentia lly  estab lish  a 
re la tionsh ip  between im proving capab ility  m aturity  and va lue  o r actua l financia ls . A lso  
since the in tent o f the  fram ew ork  w as tha t it w ou ld  a lso app ly  to  pub lic  sec to r and 
not-fo r-p ro fit firm s th is w ou ld  not be a particu larly  usefu l approach . During the 
lite ra ture  review, an IT G overnance perform ance ins trum ent (W eill and Ross, 2004)29 
w as review ed and s ince it w as show n to be corre la ted  to  com pany financia l 
perform ance th is ins trum ent w as chosen as a proxy fo r  va lue  perfo rm ance by 
ad justing the assessm ent questions to  focus on va lue  perfo rm ance and not 
governance perform ance. Th is va lue com ponen t o f the  assessm ent ins trum ent was 
useful but would need m ore deta iled exam ina tion  if it is to  be used fo r em pirica l 
va lida tion  o f the link betw een capab ility  m aturity  and value.
7.5.3.1 Future Empirical Testing
To enab le  future deductive  research the  assessm ent ins trum ent w as designed to be 
used fo r m ultip le purposes. Th is w as in the con text o f a fu tu re  experim enta l 
research design w hich w ou ld  have va lue as the dependen t variab le , IT capab ility  
m aturity  as the independent variab le  and IT posture  as a potentia l m oderating 
variab le  as shown in the fo llow ing  figure.
7.5.3 Future Empirical Analysis and Validation
29 The au tho r acknow ledges the  d iscuss ion  w ith  P ro fe sso r P e te r W e ill a round the  use o f th is  instrum ent.
Moderating
Variable
Figure 7.5-1 - Variable Relationships
A  key goal o f a fu tu re  research design (beyond the  scope o f th is  d isserta tion) w ou ld  
be to  te s t the  hypothesis o f w he the r im proving both the  process and outcom e 
m aturity o f IT capab ility  m a tu rity  and its fou r constituen t m acro-processes leads to 
im proved va lue  delivery. The  tab le  be low  describes the  va riab les tha t could be 
associa ted w ith  a fu tu re  em pirica l analysis.
VAR IABLE TYPE M ETR IC
Value D ependent V ariab le IT V a lue Perform ance 
A ssessm en t Instrum ent
M ean IT Capability  
M aturity
C om posite  independen t 
V ariab le
M ean M aturity  o f fo u r IT 
M acro-processes
MP1 -  M anaging IT like a 
Business M ean M aturity
Independent variab le M ean m aturity  of MP1
MP2 -  M anaging the  IT 
Budget
Independent variab le M ean m aturity  of MP2
MP3 -  M anaging the IT 
Capability
Independent variab le M ean m aturity  of MP3
M P4 -  M anaging IT fo r 
Business Value
Independent variab le M ean m aturity  of M P4
IT Posture M odera ting  V ariab le Posture  assessm ent 
based on adoption profile
Table 7-1 - Study Variables
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This is an im portant activ ity  as it w ould close the loop from  a behavioura l sc ience 
perspective  back to the design sc ience  perspective.
7.5.4 Value Impacts of the IT-CMF per level of maturity
A s fu rthe r experience grow s w ith  the  use o f the  IT -C M F and a cross-industry  da tase t 
is developed, it is suggested tha t a research study is des igned  and estab lished to 
see if a sh ift to a pa rticu la r m aturity  level in the  IT -C M F produces m ore va lue  than  a 
sh ift to  ano the r level. In para lle l a s tudy should be done to  a ttem pt to  identify the  
average investm ent and length  o f tim e required to  im prove  a level o f maturity.
7.5.5 Ongoing Development of the IT-CMF
It is recom m ended tha t ongo ing re finem ent o f the  IT -C M F occurs  w ith  continued 
testing in the  fie ld as well as fu rthe r theore tica l deriva tion . MP1 M anaging IT like a 
Business could certa in ly  pro fit from  a theore tica l deriva tion  o f the  connection  o f the 
critica l processes conta ined there in . G enera l m anagem ent lite ra ture  m ay be o f help 
here. Equally ongoing re finem ent o f the  survey instrum ent assoc ia ted  w ith  the IT- 
CM F should continue and it is recom m ended tha t an on line  survey be estab lished so 
tha t o rgan izations can eas ily  perform  and IT -C M F assessm en t and benchm ark th e ir 
results aga inst an industry average. There  is m uch opportun ity  to  d raw  upon theory 
in o ther areas to  im prove and fu rthe r deve lop the IT-CM F. For exam ple  trad itiona l 
operations research could be applied to  the  IT -C M F and w ou ld  like ly be beneficia l. It 
is also recom m ended tha t exp lo ra to ry  research w o rk  is perfo rm ed to exam ine the 
app licab ility  o f the  IT-CM F to  o the r fie lds such as Serv ices Innovation.
7.5.6 The Relationship of IT Posture and Value
In fu rthe r research it w ould be usefu l to  tes t if IT posture  has a positive re la tionsh ip  
w ith value. IT posture could po ten tia lly  be cons idered  as a proxy fo r top m anagem ent 
com m itm ent to  IT. W eill (1992) identified m anagem ent com m itm ent as an im portan t 
fac to r fo r im proving convers ion effic iency. It is recom m ended tha t a m ore deta iled 
posture assessm ent be deve loped to  perform  m ore deta iled  research to  be tte r 
determ ine the  im pact o f IT postu re  on va lue creation. W eill (1992) identified tha t the  
sam e level o f IT spend can leads to d iffe ren t va lue  outcom es, perhaps posture is a 
m odu la to r o f this.
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7.5 .7  A pp lication  o f E cono m ie  T h eo ry  in IT  R esearch
T here is s ign ifican t potentia l to  apply econom ic theo ry  in IT research to  the  IT-CM F. 
A  substantia l am ount o f research w as conducted in th is  a rea in the  early 1990 ’s 
(Bakos and Kem erer, 1992) and a lthough in te rest has w aned som ew ha t the re  is a 
rich source o f research to be m ined. In para lle l the  conducting  o f case study led 
research to  help deve lop m acro-m etrics  fo r the  IT -C M F w ou ld  be useful. T rans fe r 
pricing theory a lso holds m uch prom ise fo r use in chargeback m ethods a key 
com ponent o f M P4 M anag ing  IT  like  a Business. It is a lso suggested  tha t the  
application o f econom ics based techn iques such as a C obb-D oug las production  
function  and e ffic ien t fron tie r analysis could im prove  the  fram ew ork  and im prove its 
value to practitioners.
7.5.8 Application of Management and Control Theory
There is a very rich sm orgasbord  o f tem pting genera l m anagem ent theory w hich can 
be applied fu rthe r to the IT-CM F. S ign ificant potentia l ex is ts  to  exp lore m uch fu rth e r 
m anagem ent control sys tem s lite ra ture  and its app lica tion  to  m anagem ent o f the  IT 
capability. In addition the use o f applied contro l theo ry  fo r  IT m anagem ent holds 
much prom ise, fo r  exam ple  understand ing  the  im pact o f the  IT capab ility  aggrega te  
contro l in terval (the rate at w h ich ou tpu t is m easured  and corrections are applied) 
and understanding the im pact and how  to m odify  the  aggrega te  tim e constan t o f the 
IT capability  (the rate at w h ich  the  system  responds to  change).
7.6 Research Limitations
The choice o f design sc ience  as the research parad igm , w h ile  it is a nascen t 
paradigm  brings som e risks and lim ita tions. C arlsson (2006) argues tha t the  
underp inn ing ph ilosoph ies o f design sc ience have had ve ry  little  d iscussion and 
clarification. No doubt in tim e  tha t th is d iscuss ion  w ill happen but as the  ph ilosoph ies 
and indeed m ethods are im proved it m ay becom e obvious tha t the re  are issues w ith 
e lem ents o f the  current research m ethod. These  issues w ould like ly apply to  m y 
research as I have tried  to app ly  the current s ta te  o f the  art m ethod.
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A s the key input to  the suggestion  phase o f the genera l des ign  cycle  I used a case 
study from  Intel. A s a centra l ac to r in th is  case the re  is o f course  a risk tha t I w as too 
involved and too sub jective  in m y ana lys is  and the  poss ib ility  o f blind spots also 
occurs. Indeed som e m ay cons ide r the  choice o f Intel, as a high techno logy 
m anufacture r o f in form ation techno logy products and heavy consum er o f IT m ay not 
have been an optim um  cho ice fo r the  initial source  o f a dra ft design pattern  fo r 
genera lly reusable solution.
Using the IT-CM F assessm ent ins trum ent as a w ay  o f assessing the  capab ility  
m aturity o f an o rgan ization  has som e potentia l issues. F irstly ind iv idua ls, are asked 
to assess capability  on an ord ina l 1 to 5 sca le  and th is  is p rob lem atic  as one pe rson ’s 
interpretation o f m aturity  m ay d iffe r from  ano the r pe rson ’s. A dd itiona lly  the  
assessm ent instrum ent crea tes ju s t a proxy m easure  o f the  IT capab ility  o f an 
organization and the re  is a lw ays inheren t e rro r in such an approach. In the  survey 
assessm ent there  are s ix teen questions per m acro -p rocess and one could question  
w he the r these provide enough accuracy and precis ion to  p rovide a usefu l m easure o f 
IT capability.
The va lue assessm ent ins trum ent is even m ore p rob lem atic  even though I have used 
the adopted IT governance instrum ent from  W eill and Ross (2004). People w ith 
d iffe ren t roles in d iffe ren t parts o f an o rgan ization  m ay have d iffe ren t v iew s on the  
im pact o f IT on fo r exam ple  revenue grow th  or re turn  on assets. For fu tu re  em pirica l 
analysis it is recom m ended tha t a s tudy is perform ed review ing capab ility  m aturity  
im provem ents and d is -im provem ents aga inst actua l financ ia ls . In the  case o f public 
secto r organ izations a d iffe ren t approach  w ould  like ly be needed. S im ila rly  the  use o f 
a sing le variab le  to  assess the IT posture  o f an IT organ iza tion  is s im p lis tic  and 
needs to be fu rthe r developed.
W ith respect to the  case study research m ethodo logy, using a s ing le  case study 
often generates a question  around rep lica tion  logic. The  use o f m ultip le  case s tud ies 
w ould have strengthened the data, in form ation and con tex t used to  deve lop  the initial 
design pattern w hich served as an inpu t to the  design sc ience  research process. This 
lim itation was som ew hat m itigated by the  iterative testing  and im provem ent cycle  tha t 
w as executed on the  design pattern through the DSR process.
A t th is  point in the  research process the  artifac ts  produced have had som e va lida tion  
th rough the DSR  process. Further va lida tion  is necessary  to  test if the  artifac ts  are
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indeed genera lly reusab le  so lu tions in a b roader se t o f environm ents. G iven tha t the  
artifacts w ere  used in num erous geograph ies and across d iffe ren t vertica l industries 
there  is som e evidence that they are genera lly  applicab le.
An obvious w eakness and c lear next s tep is to look  to  provide som e em pirica l 
evidence to support the  hypothesis tha t im proving IT capab ility  m aturity  leads to 
im proved value. The IT capab ility  m aturity  assessm ent a rtifac t p rovides a ready 
instrum ent to enab le  a capab ility  assessm ent across num erous o rgan iza tions and 
various instrum ents m ay be used to assess o r m easure  va lue. Fo r pub lic ly  quoted 
com panies re liable financ ia l in form ation is ava ilab le  w h ich  w ith  a large enough 
sam ple s ize could create  a da tase t w hich w ould  enab le  cred ib le  ana lyses to  be 
perform ed. As a lw ays the re  m ay be d ifficu lties  in estab lish ing  causa l re la tionsh ips 
due to the num ber o f d iffe ren t variab les w h ich  in fluence  a com pany ’s financ ia l 
perform ance.
This research pro ject has looked to crea te  and va lida te  the  artifac ts  from  tw o 
perspectives. In itia lly a design sc ience research approach  created the artifacts using 
an iterative approach and th is  w as fo llow ed by a deductive  approach to a ttem pt to 
expla in the  artifacts from  existing  research. Further ite ra tion  o f th is  inductive and 
deductive cycle is necessary, particu larly  as the  pace o f change in In form ation 
techno logy continues to increase. M ain ta in ing re levance and u tility  w ill m ean 
continued im provem ent and iteration o f the  artifacts as techno logy and business 
context continue to change.
The nature o f design sc ience research outputs are perishab le  and as m y research 
continued o ther artifacts from  both p ractitioners and academ ics a like continue to 
appear and be im proved. I have strived to  stay cu rren t w ith  m y know ledge and 
awareness o f the  em erg ing artifacts but used a 2004/2005 baseline aga inst w h ich to 
com pare my in itia l fram ew ork. New vers ion  o f fram ew orks  such as ITIL, C O B IT  and 
V A LIT  continue to appea r and ongoing com para tive  study shou ld  be perform ed to 
help cross-innovate  across the fram ew orks. The goal o f the  IT -C M F as an in tegra ted 
set o f artifacts is not to  rep lace existing fram ew orks  but to  extend, com p lim en t and 
leverage them.
A s w ith any research, m ore rigorous eva lua tion  is a lw ays possib le  and it is my in tent 
to continue va lida tion  and im provem ent o f the  artifacts in the future. H evner (2006) 
acknow ledges tha t rigorous evaluation m ethods are d ifficu lt to apply in DSR. I have
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strived to provide a healthy balance betw een rigor and re levance o f the  research but 
my bias has been sligh tly  m ore tow ards the  re levance and creating  som eth ing tha t is 
o f use to practitioners. The en thus iastic  adoption o f the  research is a va lida tion  that 
perhaps th is ob jective  has been achieved.
7.7 Reflective development of the researchers philosophical 
perspective
A  key re flective perspective  fo llow ing m y research is the  com m ona lity  o f the 
challenge fac ing C IO s and also the  enorm ity  o f the  cha llenge in des ign ing  artifacts 
tha t help C IO s im prove  the ir capab ilities in the  con tex t o f these  forces. An in teresting  
observation w as also the hunge r and w illingness am ongst executives and 
practitioners to  find  solutions. A s I ta lked and d iscussed w ith  IT executives in m ost 
cases they va lida ted tha t they  w ere  fac ing s ign ifican t ongo ing cha llenges and fe lt ill- 
prepared to m anage these challenges. T he ir en thus iasm  to receive, rev iew  and help 
im prove the artifac ts  tha t I created w as enorm ous ly  stim u la ting  and indeed helped 
w ith the pragm atic  va lida tion  o f the  IT-CM F.
Inform ation Techno logy is one o f the  driv ing forces behind g lobal change today and 
the gap betw een the rate o f advance o f techno logy and the rate o f advance o f the 
m anagem ent o f  techno logy  in itia lly  aston ished me. H ow ever th is  is not so surpris ing 
in tha t m ost techno logy vendors are m otiva ted by sa les to  advance the ir p roducts 
ra ther than focus on in teroperab ility  and va lue  creation.
The m ost s ign ifican t insight tha t I have ga ined is the  ex is tence  and fas t deve lopm ent 
o f a new research paradigm  called design sc ience research. As I s trugg led to 
shoehorn my in itia l research activ ity  in to the  m ore standard behavioura l sc ience 
paradigm  it w as a tu rn ing  point to  becom e aw are  o f the  em ergence o f design science 
research. Through  learning by doing I e ffective ly  served an appren ticesh ip  before 
finally finding and decid ing on a design sc ience  research paradigm . I w as fo rtuna te  to 
have P ro fessor Lars M ath iassen o f G eorg ia  S tate U nivers ity  serv ing  on my PhD 
com m ittee and his in troduction  to me o f the  design sc ience research paradigm  w as 
pivotal in helping c lassify and illum inate  the  type  o f research I w as undertaking. 
C onveniently G eorg ia  S tate U n ivers ity  happened to  be on the leading edge o f the 
em erging design sc ience research paradigm . W h ile  design sc ience  m ethodo logy is in 
its in fancy and as a consequence has m any unansw ered  questions, it w as perhaps
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not ideal fo r an inaugura l doctora l research pro ject, bu t the  approach  holds so m uch 
prom ise to address issues faced by m anagers tha t it w as a cha llenge w orth  facing. I 
w as very aw are o f the  prob lem  and research question  w hich I w as try ing  to  solve, 
tha t o f creating a genera lly  reusable so lu tion  to  he lp ing C IO s m anage m any 
challenges as they  strove to  im prove IT capab ility  in pursu it o f g rea te r va lue  creation  
and m ore trad itiona l and conventiona l research fram ew orks  fe ll short o f help ing me 
w ith an overarch ing research fram ew ork. D iscovering the  design sc ience research 
paradigm  w as one of those  Eureka m om ents in the research process.
Supporte rs o f the  behavioura l sc ience paradigm  v iew  in form ation  sys tem s as a socia l 
science w h ile  supporte rs  o f the  design sc ience  v iew  in fo rm ation  system s as an 
engineering science. These tw o v iew s are indeed tw o sides o f the  one coin. An 
overarch ing goal o f in form ation system s research is to  create  know ledge that 
enables the e ffic ien t and e ffective  app lica tion  o f IT fo r  o rgan izationa l, m anageria l and 
socie ta l purposes and both o f these  research parad igm s are needed to  advance the 
IT profession tow ards th is goal. G iants o f design sc ience such as H evner and 
Vaishnavi have been leading the cava lry  on the deve lopm ent and soc ia liza tion  o f 
design sc ience as a reputable and accepted research paradigm .
The behavioura l sc ience perspective  seeks to  deve lop  hypotheses and em pirica lly  
jus tify  theories around the deve lopm ent and use o f in form ation system s. Design 
science seeks to  create artifacts o r innova tions w h ich  advance the deve lopm ent and 
use o f in form ation system s and these  frequen tly  in tegra te  techno log ies, concepts, 
practices and m etrics. These tw o research parad igm s form  part o f a c losed loop as 
behavioural seeks exp lana tion  w hich in fo rm s design w h ils t design sc ience  seeks 
utility. Looking fo rw ard  it w ill be necessary  fo r design sc ience to  atta in  parity  of 
esteem  w ith  behavioura l sc ience and it is indeed possib le  tha t the  cen tre  o f g rav ity  of 
in form ation system s research m ay need to  m ove m ore tow ards  the  design sc ience 
area to  m ake up fo r a dearth  o f published w o rk  in th is  area.
I have long been a be lieve r in innovation happen ing  a t the  in tersections o f d isc ip lines 
and across m ultid isc ip linary  arenas and it have been gra tify ing  to see a num ber o f 
ideas w hich w ere  well es tab lished in o the r fie lds  w hich I have been able to reapp ly in 
my research. For exam ple  the use o f a C apab ility  M aturity  m ental m odel w h ich has 
been a s tandard in so ftw are  engineering, seam less ly  crossed the chasm  as a 
w ire fram e fo r deve lop ing the IT-C M F artifact. Th is w as anothe r E ureka  m om ent tha t 
arose in the case study part o f the  research process. The app lica tion  o f a m aturity
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model approach to organiz ing in form ation gathered  in the  case study u ltim ate ly  
helped m e create  the design pattern tha t could be ite ra tive ly  im proved in the  design 
sc ience research process. W h ile  in h inds igh t the  app lica tion  o f m aturity  model 
th inking to  Enterprise  IT m anagem ent seem s b lind ing ly obvious, at the  tim e  I had this 
insight, th is connecting  o f the  dots had not been m ade. A dd itiona lly  the  concep t o f a 
so ftw are  design pattern w as also easy to  reapp ly and adopt in the  con tex t o f my 
in form ation system s research.
I received severa l useful p ieces o f advice  in the research jou rney. Perhaps the best 
piece o f advice I received w as from  P ro f M ath iassen w ho cau tioned m e on m aking 
my PhD m y life ’s work. This w as indeed cruc ia lly  im portan t as the re  w as a lw ays the 
tem ptation  to  con tinuously  expand scope and take  m ore and m ore steps to  tes t the 
valid ity o f the  research output. P ro fessor P e te r W e ill's  advice  stee red  m e tow ards 
taking on a PhD ra the r than go ing down the  Industria l D octora te  rou te  and th is  was 
profound ly helpful.
Sadly perhaps the m ost heavily  critic ized  e lem ent of academ ic m anagem ent 
research (Davies, 2006) and by extens ion  in fo rm ation  system s research (O rlikow ski 
and lacano, 2001) is tha t there  is very little ev idence tha t it has an im pact on the 
th ink ing and behaviour o f m anagers and practitioners. Too often I have read 
academ ic papers w hich are exce llen t research papers but o ffe r little va lue  or 
gu idance to  a practis ing executive . A  key goal o f m y research activ ity  w as tha t I 
w anted the  ou tpu t to  be useful and adopted as I w itnessed so m any C IO s try ing  to 
m anage the ir IT o rgan izations w ithou t a genera lly  app licab le  fram ew ork. I am very 
p leased to note tha t m any o f the  d ia logs and re la tionsh ips I bu ilt during  the  design 
science phase o f the  research have extended into a fo llow -on usage o f the  IT -C M F in 
real o rgan iza tions and extension o f the  research. It is very p leasing to see the  design  
patte rn  I created being used and reapp lied  w ith  recursive log ic in the Innovation 
Va lue Institute to  the  critica l p rocesses w h ich  I identified as a seconda ry  ou tpu t o f my 
research activ ity. A ny  innovation has a tw o  part process; tha t o f crea tion  and then  o f 
d iffusion (Baldw in and Curley, 2007) and typ ica lly  the  d iffus ion part is o ften the  m ost 
difficult. It is ve ry  encourag ing to  see how  w e ll peers in the  industry are reacting  to  
and adopting the  IT-CM F dem onstra ting  the  u tility  o f the  research output.
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7.8 Closing
This d isserta tion  has in troduced an in tegra ted se t o f a rtifac ts  and an associa ted 
im proved theory  about how  to con tinuously  im prove  IT capab ility  m aturity  and 
increase the va lue de livered from  the IT capab ility  in an organ iza tion . The IT -C M F 
can be used as a design pa tte rn  or genera lly  reusab le  so lu tion  by C IO s to help them  
im prove IT capab ility  and contribu tion  system atica lly . D ynam ic C apab ilities  th ink ing  
com bined w ith  a m aturity m odel approach have yie ld an in tegra ted  arche type  which 
deta ils the s ta tes and levels an IT capab ility  goes th rough as it defines, develops, 
im plem ents, m easures and im proves its IT capab ility  in support o f g rea te r va lue  
creation. The IT -C M F serves as a m anagem ent and assessm ent system  to  
system atica lly  im prove IT capab ility  and re la ted va lue. It is a lso a fram ew ork  w hich 
supports dynam ic capabilities th ink ing to con tinuously  reconfigure  IT capab ilities  in 
support o f a com petitive  environm ent. F our m acro -processes have been identified 
which are im portan t fo r IT capab ility  im provem ent and value creation.
7.8.1 MP1 Manage IT like a Business:
The M anag ing  IT  like  a bus iness  m acro  process and assoc ia ted  im provem ent 
strategy advocates tak ing a business-like  approach  to  m anaging the IT production  
function to de live r IT business value. Th is invo lves using solid p ro fessiona l business 
practices and apply ing them  to  the  IT func tion , fo r exam ple  m anag ing  custom ers 
pro fessiona lly using account m anagers, ensuring  business and IT a lignm ent, using 
charge back m ethods to help m anage dem and and costing  and institu tiona liz ing  
governance princ ip les s im ila r to  those  used by firm s. Th is m anagem ent and contro l 
approach invo lves m any feedback loops w h ich  are closed at d iffe ren t frequencies to  
help ensure tha t the  IT production eng ine de live rs  a va lue ou tpu t com m ensura te  w ith 
the level o f IT budget used as input, in the  con tex t o f w hat the  firm  o r organ ization  is 
trying to ach ieve th rough IT. A  key focus is on leadersh ip , se tting stra tegy, enabling 
effective governance, choosing its business m odel and estab lish ing  an overall 
business process m anagem ent approach fo r all IT processes. H igh m aturity  IT 
capabilities m ay achieve a value centre s ta te  w here  IT helps en trep reneuria lly  lead 
the business.
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7.8.2 M P2 M anage the IT B udget:
The M anag ing  the IT  B udge t process, s tra tegy and m aturity  curve  describes a 
system atic  approach and se t o f p ractices and too ls  w h ich can be used to  m anage the 
IT budget and funding. These practices inc lude approaches such portfo lio  
p lann ing/fund ing and system atic  cost reduction  approaches such as serv ice  level 
adjustm ent, supp lie r negotia tion as w ell as nurturing so called “d is rup tive ” 
techno log ies w hich  can de live r new  o r equ iva len t serv ices o ften  at m uch low er cost 
tha t existing products or services. The  key focus  is the  m anagem ent o f the  IT budget, 
and how  tha t budget is a llocated into po rtfo lio ’s w h ich  support the execu tion  o f the 
stra tegy and devis ing a portfo lio  a llocation  th a t is in fluenced by p rio r value 
perform ance o f each portfolio. A  key end goal fo r th is  m acro -p rocess is ach iev ing a 
susta inab le  econom ic model fo r the  IT budget, w here  ongo ing dem and fo r existing 
and new IT serv ices are m et w h ils t m a in ta in ing  a stab le  IT budget.
7.8.3 MP3 Manage the IT Capability:
M anaging the IT  C apab ility  is crucia l to  de live ring  susta inab le  com petitive  advantage 
from  in form ation technology. Th is invo lves a sys tem atic  approach  in m anaging IT ’s 
assets, the  va lue  chain tha t creates bus iness va lue  from  IT, the  core  com petencies 
tha t the IT organ ization  requires to  de live r IT business va lue  and the  ongoing and 
com plete w orkflow  through the entire  IT va lue  chain. C o llective ly  the IT A sse ts  and 
Value chain fo rm  the production eng ine  o f the  IT capability . The  prem ise o f m anaging 
the IT capab ility  is tha t susta inab le  com petitive  advantage from  IT com es not from  
individual s tove  piped so lutions but from  an IT capab ility  w h ich  is espec ia lly  e ffective 
at delivering new  s tra teg ic  app lica tions (R oss et al, 1998) and w h ich  can do this 
faste r and be tte r than the IT capab ility  at com peting com panies. Th is h ighest level o f 
m aturity is w hen IT becom es a core  com petency in a pa rticu la r organization, 
although th is m ay not a lw ays be the  des ired  end-sta te  as som e businesses m ay opt 
to pay fo r a less m ature IT capab ility  and com pete  on o the r aspects o f th e ir business.
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7.8.4 MP4: Manage IT for Business Value
The M anaging fo r IT  B us iness Value  m acro  process and associa ted  im provem ent 
s tra tegy is about m anaging IT investm ents and pro jects  not as techno logy pro jects 
but are m anaged based on the benefits expected  to be de livered. Th is benefits 
realization approach inc ludes adoption o f core business p ractices inc lud ing basic 
re turn-on-investm ent m easures supported by firm -w ide  investm ent coord ination, 
business case d isc ip line  and continuous portfo lio  m anagem ent and reprio ritiza tion . 
Beginning w ith to ta l cost o f ow nersh ip  and basic business cases, success ive ly  m ore 
sophisticated practices such as portfo lio  m anagem ent can be put in p lace to  ensure  
overall op tim ization  o f the  va lue  tha t IT delivers. Im portan tly  IT investm ents need to 
be m anaged in paralle l w ith  o the r aspects such as business process and 
organizational change to  help ensure  the in tended re turn is de livered.
7.8.5 Summary
The IT-CM F is an arche type  o f the  levels and s tages th rough  w hich an organ ization  
traverses and evo lves as it defines, im plem ents, m easures, contro ls  and im proves its 
IT capability  in support o f va lue  creation fo r  the  o rgan iza tion . In fo rm u la ting  the  IT- 
C M F dynam ic capab ilities theory  has been applied to  crea te  an organ iz ing fram ew ork  
fo r fo u r m acro-processes fo r m anaging IT fo r  va lue. A  capab ility  m aturity  lens 
(Curley, 2004) has been applied as an o rgan iz ing  fram ew ork  to  capture, organize 
and sequence a series o f characteristics, p ractices and ou tcom es fo r increasing the 
m aturity o f the IT capability. C hapter 6 in troduced nam ed m aturity  leve ls and key 
characteris tics associa ted w ith  each m aturity level fo r each o f the  m acro-processes.
A ppend ix A  shares the  IT -C M F capab ility  m aturity  assessm ent ins trum ent while 
A ppend ix  C lists and brie fly describes a non-exhaustive  list o f th irty  s ix critica l 
processes w hich are organ ized under the  fo u r m acro-processes. A ppend ix  B 
describes briefly a taxonom y and c lass ifica tion  schem a w hich could be used to 
support a fu rthe r organ ized research e ffo rt to  build out m atu rity  curves fo r each o f the 
th irty  six critica l processes identified. It is a lso recom m ended tha t fu rthe r va lida tion  
and updating o f the  critica l p rocess list is perform ed.
This chapter d iscussed how  the  IT C apab ility  m aturity  fram ew ork  can be used as an 
assessm ent and m anagem ent system  to im prove the  m aturity  o f the  IT capab ility  and 
thereby increase the  va lue  created by the IT capab ility .
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Practica lly it is hoped tha t system atic  and repeated  use o f the  IT -C M F in an 
organization can lead to  an im proved IT  capab ility  de live ring  susta inab le  com petitive  
advantage. From  an academ ic  v iew po in t it is hoped th a t the  research and 
deve lopm ent o f the  IT -C M F has con tribu ted  new  know ledge  and an  im proved theory  
to  the  fie ld o f In form ation System s. A dd itiona lly  it is hoped th a t th is research can be 
anothe r exem p la r fo r  the  em erg ing  design sc ience  research  paradigm .
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Appendix A: IT Capability Maturity Assessment
Notes
Survey Purpose The purpose of this survey instrument is to provide you with an IT maturity assessment score to help guide you on improvement 
actions for your IT organization and firm. The survey produces a raw maturity score - the survey will be analyzed versus 
aggregate industry scores to produce a normalized maturity score. The survey will also be used by Martin Curley of National 
University of Ireland/Intel to research IT capability, management practices and IT value contribution.
Confidentiality All individual information will remain confidential and will not be disclosed to any other party except in aggregate form.
General This survey is divided into three parts:
1) General information, 2) Maturity Assessment, 3) Value Assessment
Section 1: General Information
1 Your Name
2 E-mail address
3 Position
4 Company or Organization name
5 Ticker (e.g. INTC)
6
Industry
2002 2006
7 Company Size (Number of Employees)
8 Number of IT employees
9 Annual IT budget $m
10 Estimate the percentage o f your IT budget allocated to: 2002 2006
a) Innovation and Research: (Prototypes and research to help discover new solutions 
and infrastructure that will provide competitive advantage to your firm)
b) Solutions delivery: (Software development and testing)
c) Service provisioning: (Deployment, Operation and Maintenance of infrastructure and 
solutions)
d) Other (State)
Total 100% 100%
Section 1 cont...
Martin Curley Intel/National University of Ireland, Maynooth 2006/2007 IT C M F Maturity Assessment V 1 .0
2002 2006
11 What is or can you estimate the Business Value contribution in Net Present Value to your 
firm from IT in 2002 & 2006:
Example: At Intel it was aprox. $400m in 2004) - Please state 'Unknown' if  this is unknown
12 Do you know or could you estimate the average return from your IT investments in the 
following years:
Please state ’No' if this is unknown
A-E (2002) A-E (2006)
13 j In general what is your firm’s overall posture to the use of IT?
; A) Aggressive Innovator, B) Early Adopter, C) Early Majority Adopter, D) Late Majority 
Adopter, E) Laggard
Section 2: IT Maturity Assessment
Instructions:
For the maturity assessment please indicate the importance of each statement and then score each item on a scale of 1 to 5 estimating the 
level of maturity for both 2002 and 2006.
Martin Curley Intel/National University of Ireland, Maynooth 2006/2007 IT C M F Maturity Assessment V 1 .0
1.0 Managing the IT Budget
1 A consistent process exists for preparing the annual and quarterly 
IT budgets
Scoring:
1= Not Imp. to 
5= Very Imp.
Importance
(1-5)
2 A consistent process exists for tracking and verifying spending 
against plan
3 Financial performance with respect to budgets is predictable and 
within the variance range
4  Systematic cost management/reduction processes and systems are 
in place (e.g. supplier mgt, service levels models, discretionary, 
etc.)
5 Cost Reduction and IT budget performance are tracked and 
communicated regularly
6 An ability exists to create strategic funding buffers to invest in new 
IT solutions
7 IT cost structure is understood and benchmarked against industry 
best practices
8 The refresh cycle for PC and server infrastructure has been 
analyzed and optimum refresh cycle for your firm/organization 
determined
9 Capital expenditure (CapEX) and Operational Expenditure (OpEx) 
are balanced to enable the lowest overall IT spend while meeting 
business performance requirements
10 Value at Risk versus TCO tradeoffs are regularly made to help 
ensure the right level of cost reduction
11 The right balance is achieved between innovation, solutions delivery 
and services provisioning spending for your firm or organization
12 Different funding and financing options are available and are 
considered for funding a variety of IT initiatives
13 IT regularly examines major proposals to determine the most 
appropriate financing mechanism for the initiative/project
14 The IT budget or IT intensity is increased based on continued and 
demonstrated value creation from IT investments
15 The IT Budget or IT intensity trend is compared with other major 
categories of expense spending in the firm
16 The IT organization has a sustainable economic model for it's
budget, with the ability to meet the growth demands of the firm while 
avoiding a runaway IT budget
Martin Curley Intel/National University of Ireland, Maynooth 2006/2007 IT CM F Maturity Assessment V 1 .0
Scorings for Maturity Levels:
1 = None, 2 = Beginning, 3 = Basics in Place,
4 = Maturing, 5 = Fully Mature
2002 2006 Comment/ Justification
Maturity Maturity
Level Level
2.0 Managing the IT Capability
IT has the necessary capability assessment tools and processes in
1 place to give a holistic view of IT capability
IT delivers a steady stream of solutions which provide competitive
2 advantage to the firm.
IT is perceived as a differentiating core competency for your firm or
3 organization
A flexible modular technical, application and data architecture which
4 enables business agility is in place
A high level of enterprise data quality and integrity exists and IT 
enables Information Superiority over competitors (e.g. better
5 customer data and market intelligence)
Industry Best Practice models (e.g. CMM-I) are an integrated part of
6 developing IT solutions and software development capability 
Industry Best Practice models (e.g. ITIL) are an integrated part of
7 developing the IT Services Provisioning Capability
8 An advanced innovation management and measurement system is
in place delivering significant results for the business
A standardized technical infrastructure exists delivering a reliable
9 and cost-efficient computing platform to the firm
A consolidated virtualised technical infrastructure exists which
10 delivers on demand computing services
An enterprise data/information lifecycle management strategy exists 
to minimize cost whilst ensure the appropriate data/information is
11 available within the appropriate service level agreement
A robust IT workforce planning system is place to ensure the right
12  people are in the right place at the right time
IT Organizational Competencies for the future are known and the
13 right personnel are being trained on them
A robust IT strategic procurement organization and process exists
14 to strategically manage suppliers and leverage economies of scale 
A customer account management and IT marketing team is in place
15 and is effective
A high level of trust exists between the business and the IT
16 organization
Scoring:
1= Not Imp. to 
5= Very Imp. 
Importance 
(1-5)
Martin Curley Intel/National University of Ireland, Maynooth 2006/2007 IT C M F Maturity Assessment V 1 .0
Scorings for Maturity Levels:
1 = None, 2 = Beginning, 3 = Basics in Place,
4 = Maturing 
2002 
Maturity 
Level
I, 5 = Fully Mature
2006 Comment/ Justification 
Maturity 
Level
3.0 Managing for IT Business Value
Scoring:
1= Not Imp. to 
5= Very Imp. 
Importance 
(1-5)
1 An effective Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) measurement and 
tracking system is in place
2 TCO is trended on a regular schedule to validate continuous 
progress in cost reduction
3 A standard business case template for reviewing proposed 
investments is in place (including lifetime costs of supporting the 
solution)
4 A formal set of proposal valuation criteria that maps to key business 
variables is deployed
5 A standard methodology for managing approved projects is in place 
(i.e. Program Governance, Project Office)
6 A methodology that validates, tracks and manages benefits 
realization (including post implementation reviews) is in place
7 IT project managers and business mgrs are jointly held accountable 
for delivering results and business value
8 An effective IT Governance Process including a formal investment 
decision making body/committee with funding authority is in place
9 Risk Assessments are performed on proposed investments and 
Hurdle rates for expected returns on IT Investments are adjusted 
upwards based on increasing risk
10 A formal portfolio management approach with pre-defined 
investment categories and allocation mix is in place
11 A formal process exists to identify and end of Life solutions which 
no longer warrant sustaining due to low business value
12 An options management approach is used to manage early stage 
speculative IT investments
13 The business feels that IT delivers Superior Value AND Value for 
Money
14 Advanced Investment Analysis Techniques are used to analyze IT 
investment performance to improve future IT business Value
15 Business Cases are credible and audited by business or finance 
function to ensure accuracy and credibility
16 Historical data exists to show IT led investments returns in the 
context of returns from other business investments
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Scorings for Maturity Levels:
1 = None, 2 = Beginning, 3 = Basics in Place,
4 = Maturing, 5 = Fully Mature
2002 2006 Comment/ Justification
Maturity Maturity
Level Level
Scoring:
1= Not Imp. to 
5= Very Imp. 
Importance 
(1-5)
2 An effective product/service costing system is in place
3 An effective customer billing and chargeback process is in place
4 Formal customer survey processes are in place and acted upon
5 IT Governance arrangements and structure exist and are clearly 
known across the business and IT
6 The Principles for IT usage in the firm are explicitly stated and 
known (e.g. IT Is a differentiator and will be used to enable 
company growth or IT Is a utility and the objective is to minimize IT 
spend)
7 Business and IT Strategic and Financial Planning processes are 
effective and closely linked
8 Business and IT Performance management processes are 
effective and closely linked
9 IT service management and service support processes are in 
place and are effective
10 An effective flexible IT resource redeployment mechanism exists to 
address changing business priorities
11 The IT Organization is agile and is re-organized at an appropriate 
frequency to optimally match business needs
A comprehensive demand management and capacity forecasting
12 system is in place capturing strategic demand right through to 
operational demand
13 A comprehensive business model and business plan for the IT 
function/organization exists and is being implemented
14 IT publishes regular Value metrics to demonstrate ongoing value 
return
15 A comprehensive balanced scorecard/dashboard with integrated 
metrics is used to measure performance and help run IT like a 
business
16 A high level of Business and IT alignment exists and IT is perceived 
as operating in a professional business-like fashion
4.0 Running IT as a Business
1 An effective asset management system is in place
Martin Curley Intel/National University of Ireland, Maynooth 2006/2007 IT C M F Maturity Assessment V 1 .0
Scorings for Maturity Levels:
1 = None, 2 = Beginning, 3 = Basics in Place,
4 = Maturing, 5 = Fully Mature
2002 2006 Comment/ Justification
Maturity Maturity
Level Level
Section 3: IT Value Performance Assessment
Adapted with permission from IT Governance Performance Assessment tool (Peter Weill /  Jeanne Ross -  MIT Sloan)
2002 Assessment
1 Cost effective Use of IT
2 Effective Use of IT for business growth
3 Effective Use of IT for Asset utilization
4 Effective Use of IT for Biz Flexibility
In 2002 how important WERE the following 
outcomes of IT usage on a scale from 
1 (Not Important) to 5 (Very Important)?
In 2002 what WAS the influence of the use 
of IT in your business on the following 
measures of success on a scale from 
1 (Not Successful) to 5 (Very Successful)?
2006 Assessment
In 2006 how important ARE the following 
outcomes of IT usage on a scale from 
1 (Not Important) to 5 (Very Important)?
In 2006 what IS the influence of the use 
of IT in your business on the following 
measures of success on a scale from 
1 (Not Successful) to 5 (Very Successful)?
1 Cost effective Use of IT
2 Effective Use of IT for business growth
3 Effective Use of IT for Asset utilization
4 Effective Use of IT for Biz Flexibility
Would you be interested in performing a more 
detailed IT maturity assessment?
Yes/No
THANK YOU
Martin Curley Intel/National University of Ireland, Maynooth 2006/2007 IT C M F Maturity Assessment V 1 .0
B Appendix B: IT-CMF Classification 
Taxonomy
This appendix specifies a potential classification schema for the IT capability maturity 
framework of the IT CMM (IT Capability Maturity Framework). This can be used as a 
starting point for a full research activity and specification for a complete IT-CMF 
applied to the critical processes described in the following Appendix
B.1 Macro-Process (MPn)
There are four core macro-processes to the IT CMF
MP1 Manage IT like a Business 
MP2 Manage the IT Budget 
MP3 Manage the IT.Capability 
MP4 Manage IT for Business Value
B.1.1 Maturity Level
The Maturity level is an overall maturity level measure of the integrated maturity level 
of a particular macro-Process and also of the degree of synchronization of critical 
process maturity
B.1.2 Name
The name of the maturity level reflects the aggregate maturity of the macro-process 
and associated critical processes, for example Sustainable economic model is the 
name of Level 5, macro-Process 2 Managing the IT Budget
B.1.3 Description
This is a succinct description of the aggregate maturity of the macro-Process and 
associated critical processes at a particular maturity level of the macro-Process -for 
example supporting firm growth through providing scaleable services whilst 
maintaining a stable IT budget is a description of Level 5 Sustainable Economic 
Model of macro-Process 2 Managing the IT budget.
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In each macro-Process there are critical process areas (CP) for example MP4.CP1 is 
the Asset Management critical process under the managing IT like a business Macro- 
Process. CPs are listed by name and number. Each critical process area has an 
overall goal, a description and five maturity levels (unmanaged, basic, intermediate, 
advanced, optimized). These maturity levels describe the increasing sophistication 
and maturity of the critical process, not the institutionalization of the process which 
CMMI maturity levels describe.
A reference table for each macro-Process exists documenting the critical processes 
which exist for each macro-Process. The model is designed to be scalable so that as 
new critical processes are identified they can be easily added to the model.
B.2.1 Overall Goal
Overall Goal (OG) describes the key function or goal of the critical process
B.2.2 Description
Description describes the key aspects of the process
B.2.3 Maturity Level Mn
Each critical process area has five maturity levels (unmanaged, basic, intermediate, 
advanced, optimized).
In level 1 there is no formal process and a critical process is executed in an ad-hoc 
manner.
In level 2 there is basic process functionality to deliver a basic service
At level 3 there is an intermediate level of process sophistication and functionality to
deliver an intermediate level of functionality
At level 4 there is an advanced level of process sophistication and functionality to 
deliver an advanced level of functionality and process output.
At level 5 the critical process optimized both within the process area and in the 
context of outer related critical processes
B. 2.3.1 Name
The name of the continuous maturity level reflects the aggregate maturity of the 
critical processes and associated practices and metrics
B.2 Critical Process CPn
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This is a succinct description of the aggregate maturity of the critical process and 
associated practices and metrics at a particular maturity level of the critical process.
B.2.3.3 Practice Pn
A Practice describes a key practice associated with this critical process area which 
helps deliver a desired result. Different practices will exist at different levels of 
maturity of a critical process. MP1.CP1.4.P1 is a practice of automated discovery 
and tracking of assets existing at level 4 maturity of Asset Management critical 
process in the Managing IT like a business macro-Process.
B.2.3.4 Metric Mn
A metric is a measure which is used to validate the degree of success of a particular 
practice in a process area - for example MP1.CP1.4.P1.M2 is the second metric (say 
% of assets automatically discovered and actively tracked) in the a practice of 
automated discovery and tracking of assets existing at level 4 maturity of Asset 
Management critical process in the Managing IT like a Business macro-Process.
B.2.3.5 Outcome On
An outcome describes the key impact or outcome delivered by a particular practice.
B.2.3.6 SubPractice sPn
A subPractice describes a practice associated with a practice area which helps 
deliver a desired result.
B.2.3.7 Metric sMn
A sub-metric is a measure which is used to validate the degree of success of a 
particular sub-practice
B.2.3.8 Outcome sOn
A sub-outcome describes the key impact of an outcome delivered by a particular sub- 
practice.
B.2.4 Related Process Areas
Related Process Areas notes other critical processes which interact with this critical 
process
B.2.3.2 Description
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The reference table for each macro-Process documents the list of Critical processes 
used under a particular macro-Process. Critical Processes can be identified by 
number for example CP1 or a three letter acronym AMT
B.3 Reference Table
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C Appendix C: IT-CMF Critical Processes
In this Appendix are listed an initial list of critical processes which are important for 
the IT capability, organized under each of the four macro-processes. This is a non- 
exhaustive list developed through the research process. This list has had some 
limited validation through the design science research approach as the assessment 
questions in the survey were aligned to particular critical processes. Page 219 
contains a mindmap showing a view of the integrated macro-processes and critical 
processes. This mindmap is artifact A6 generated during the research. Thereafter 
follows a listing of the critical processes and a short description of these.
C.1.1 Critical Process Listing & Description
C.1.2 Macro Process 1: Managing IT like a Business:
CP num MP1 Acronym
1 IT Governance ITG
2 IT Business Process Management BPM
3 IT Strategy & Planning ISP
4 IT Business Planning BP
5 Organization Planning and Design OPD
6 Capacity Forecasting and Planning CPA
7 Sourcing SCM
8 Innovation Management AM
9 Supply and Demand Management SDM
10 Risk Management RIM
11 Financial Management FMT
12 Resource Management (including asset management) REM
13 Performance and Quality Management PQM
14 Value Analytics & Intelligence VAI
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C. 1.3 Macro Process 2: Managing the IT Budget
CP Num MP2 Acronym
1 Funding and Financing FF
2 Portfolio Planning and Prioritization BM
3 Budget Management PPP
4 Budget Oversight & Performance Analysis BOA
C.1.4 Macro Process 3: Managing IT Capability
CP num MP3 Acronym
1 Enterprise Architecture EAM
2 Infrastructure Mgmt JFM
3 People Asset Mgmt IAM
4 Intellectual Asset mgmt PAM
5 Relationship Asset Management RAM
6 Research and Development RDM
7 Solutions Delivery SDM
8 Services Provisioning SPM
9 User Experience Design UED
10 User Training Management UTM
11 Supplier Management SM
12 Program and Project Management PPM
13 Integrated Value Chain Management VCM
14 Capability Assessment and Management CAM
C.1.5 Macro Process 4: Managing for IT Business Value
CP Num MP4 Acronym
1 TCO Management TCO
2 Value Management VM
3 Portfolio Management PM
4 Investment Analysis & Performance IAP
The remainder of this appendix contains brief descriptions of each of these critical 
processes.
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C.2 MP1 Managing IT like a Business
C.2.1 CP1 IT Governance
This critical process is focussed on ensuring there is a focussed and robust IT 
Governance arrangements in place in the organization. Effective IT governance 
requires careful analysis about who makes decisions and how decisions are made in at 
least five critical domains of IT (Weill 2002): Principles, Infrastructure, Architecture, IT 
application portfolio and Investment and prioritization. In addition to defining the 
appropriate governance archetype to maximize company performance is a critical 
modulator. Research evidence (Weill and Aral, 2006) shows that top performers 
routinely achieved 20% better performance through choosing a Governance archetype 
aligned with the primary firm goals (for example revenue growth or asset efficiency). 
Additionally both business and IT leadership awareness of the IT Governance 
arrangements in a firm is an important modulator of overall value delivered (Weijl et al, 
2004).
C.2.2 CP2 IT Business Process Management
IT Process Management is a critical process which deals with documenting and 
managing the range of business processes that IT uses. An accurate inventory of 
processes accompanied with associated workflows can substantially help running IT 
like a business. While IT is arguably one of the most complex businesses within a 
business, typically IT itself supports itself with rudimentary process and workflow 
management tools. As the IT function matures, everything IT does increasingly is 
supported through processes. IT Business Process Management helps set 
improvement plans for each IT process and coordinate actions across IT to help 
achieve optimized performance. It also provides a blueprint for implementation of an 
ERP system for IT, which can likely improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the IT 
organization in support of the overall firm.
C.2.3 CP3 Strategic Planning
The Strategic Planning process is focussed on having a repeatable efficient process 
that develops, maintains and improves an IT strategic plan which drives the IT 
capability to deliver to the firm or organization's strategic goals. This outcome of this 
process will typically include documented business objectives, IT strategic objectives, 
agreed IT investment plans documented in terms of IT Initiatives, Programs and 
Projects.
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C.2.4 CP4 Business Planning
Business Planning defines a strategy for developing the IT Capability based on the 
outcome of the IT strategic plan. It defines and tries to predict the enterprise demands 
of the IT Capability through the strategic plan period. This is a process which is updated 
periodically with inputs such as enterprise or organization strategy, environmental scan 
etc and creates a business plan for the IT organization which defines key objectives 
and key areas for investments (for example investment in improving the innovation 
process, investment in improving the supply network capability)
In effect this is the IT business plan to support the firm's business plan. A key decision 
in IT Business Planning is to decide and plan for the predominant business model for 
the IT capability - i.e. cost centre, service centre, investment centre or value centre.
C.2.5 CP5 Capacity Forecasting and Planning
Capacity forecasting and management is a process which strives to help the IT 
capability continually right-size in support of the overall organizations goals and trends. 
This process involves synthesizing different inputs such as business objectives/trends 
and utilization statistics to forecast and plan IT assets requirements. For example 
output will be a forecast and plan for infrastructure capacity as the firm expands, 
shrinks or acquires other firms in support of its strategic objectives.
C.2.6 CP6 Organization Design and Planning
This is the ongoing review and reorganization of the IT organization to meet the needs 
of the business. This is a process which should be managed on an ongoing basis with 
regular evaluation of the organization to see if it is optimally designed to meet the 
business or organization needs.
C.2.7 CP7 Sourcing
Sourcing is a critical process associated with identifying and agreeing supply 
agreements with vendors or internal providers of products and services. The concept of
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taking internal company functions, processes, services and paying an outside firm to 
perform them is known as outsourcing and is an important part of sourcing. 
Outsourcing objectives are typically done to save money, improve quality, or free 
company resources for other activities.
C.2.8 CP8 Innovation Management
Innovation Management comprehends the full life cycle process of creation, 
development, deployment and use of solutions to create value. We define Innovation as 
the creation and adoption of something new which adds value to the organizations. The 
definition of Michael Schräge from MIT is useful in scoping this process Innovation is 
not Innovators Innovating but customers adopting. Innovation only happens when 
customers adopt something and value is actually created.
Innovation comes in many forms and could be a new solution, a business process 
reengineering exercise or the introduction of a new product with a high IT intensity. The 
IT Innovation process refers to a systematic process for improving the culture of the IT 
organization, the innovation tools/methodologies deployed, the metrics and incentives 
used to track and encourage innovation and ultimately the value delivered to the 
organization through IT. IT Innovation is also the process of systematically being 
creative, inventing, and developing prototype solutions to envision and realize potential 
solutions which can add value through IT to the firm. The field of IT innovation covers 
innovation across a wide number of areas - for example enabling business process 
innovation through IT, enabling or developing new products or services through IT, 
enabling new solutions for decision support which give better information and 
knowledge for decision making
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C.2.9 CP9 Demand and Supply Management
This is the critical process which strives to achieve supply/demand equilibrium so that 
the IT capability operates as efficiently and effectively as possible in support of the 
overall organization's goals.
Demand Management should give a holistic view of all demand including strategic 
requests or opportunities, tactical development pipeline activities etc.
Supply Management is about predicting, anticipating, preparing and managing supply 
side resources, including suppliers to meet prioritized demand.
The objective is to be as close as possible in matching supply and demand across 
multiple categories to maximize the efficiency and effectiveness of the IT capability.
C.2.10 CP10 Risk Management
Risk Management is the process of analyzing exposure to and impact of risk and 
determining how best to proactively manage and mitigate risk exposure and potential 
outcomes of same. Risk Management is an essential part of ensuring business 
continuity one of the most fundamental contributions of value that IT delivers. Risk 
Management is also important in helping set appropriate hurdle rates for future and 
current investments. Information Security, Information Assurance and compliance are 
key aspects of Risk Management and should be defined as critical sub-processes of 
Risk Management.
C.2.11 CP11 Financial Management
This critical process is associated with full lifecycle financial cost and accounting 
management of the IT capability. It includes characterizing and calculating the cost 
associated with the IT Products and Services. This could use approaches such as 
activity based costing or more traditional IT costing methodologies. Equally this process 
includes a resource usage and utilization process that helps organizations accurately 
allocate costs of IT to help maximize the return from IT Investments and encourage 
desirable behaviour in the usage of IT. Key areas include Billing and Chargeback and 
Product/Costing.
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C.2.12 CP12 Resource Management
This critical process is concerned with optimizing the entire resources (both people and 
physical resources) available to the IT organization in response to business or 
organization priorities. More sophisticated resource management practices allow 
dynamic resource allocation, alignment of the right resources to the right projects and 
optimal utilization of the entire resources available.
A subset of resource management is asset management, Asset Management. Asset 
Management is the process of deploying, inventorying and managing the presence and 
utilization of IT assets from computers/networks to deployed applications to achieve 
optimal usage of these assets in support of the organizations objectives. IT asset 
management focuses on building, securing, accessing, managing inventories and 
managing utilization of all IT resources including hardware, software, storage and 
networks.
C.2.13 CP13 Performance and Quality management (IT/Business Alignment)
This is the ongoing process of ensuring the IT capability delivers the results committed
and needed, in alignment with the business goals. Typically balanced scorecard and 
dashboards approaches are used as this process get more sophisticated with control 
feedback mechanisms driving real-time adjustments.
C.2.14 CP14 IT Value Analytics & Intelligence
This process understands and maps connectivity from multiple levels of IT capability 
performance to business performance so that the overall performance of the IT 
capability in terms of efficiency and effectiveness in support of the organizations 
objectives can be optimized. IT Analytics is the set of mechanisms used to capture, 
model and analyse information (transactional, organisational and enterprise) in order to 
provide visibility and control of the IT Service in an organisation by defining and 
quantifying the relationship between infrastructure , applications/services, business 
processes, the enterprise and in doing so, facilitates effective and efficient improvement 
of the IT capability in support of increasing value.
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C.3 MP2: Managing the IT Budget
C.3.1 CP1 Funding and Financing
This is the process of determining how best to fund and finance the IT portfolio 
and then implement this. Multiple options exist in terms of how to fund IT which 
will be determined by different factors such as the firms operating model - is the 
firm structured using a decentralized organization with multiple business units or 
perhaps using a unification design where the organization uses a centralized 
organization design. A unification model drives the need for low cost and 
reliability by standardizing business processes and would likely strongly 
prioritize shared services. In this case a centrally funded IT organization may 
predominate whilst in a diversified company predominately business unit 
funding may be driven through the business groups with an element funded 
through a corporate office to enable some levels of efficiency through shared 
services.
Equally strategic decisions to be made about how to finance strategic IT 
investments for example through the companies cash, perhaps through vendor 
leasing or indeed through commercials loans. Driving these decisions requires 
careful analysis of what options lead to lowest or optimal TCO based on CapEX 
and OpEX.
(The IT portfolio includes the IT solutions in production, development and 
prototyping phases and also includes investments in IT assets such as People 
and IT infrastructure.)
C.3.2 CP2 Budget Planning and Management
Budgeting is the process of preparing annual and other period based budgets 
for the IT organization and it's portfolio of IT investments. Many different 
approaches can be used to prepare a budget - for example zero baseline 
budgeting is one approach.
Cost Management is a critically important activity for CIOs with many CIO's only 
able to invest through saving spending from their operational or keep the lights 
on budget. Budget management consist of both operationally managing the 
spend against budget and proactively managing the budget and entities
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consuming budget so that there is continuous cost reduction to enable the 
creation of strategic funding buffers
(It is important to note that most IT investments will require complimentary 
business investments - these may or may not be included in the IT budget.)
C.3.3 CP3 Portfolio Planning and Prioritization
This is the process of allocating budget against different portfolios based on a 
number of factors including business priorities, benchmark data and historical 
returns from particular portfolios. Many different portfolio lenses can be applied - 
one example is the Ross/Beath strategic investment portfolio consisting of four 
portfolio categories: Process Improvement, Renewal, Experiments and 
Transformation (Ross, 2001).
An alternative portfolio lens is that advocated by Peter Weill breaking IT 
investments into four categories Informational, Strategic, Transactional, and 
Infrastructure. Weill's work on returns from these four asset classes is an 
example of historical return data which can be used to tune future portfolios.
C.3.4 CP4 Budget Oversight/Variance Analysis
This is the process of analyzing the budget and analyzing variance for spends 
against the budget with a view to continuous improvement of both the budget 
process and the allocation of budget to specific portfolios. This process also 
reviewed historical returns and helps produce data which can lead to better 
predictive value in choosing the right future investments.
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C.4 MP3: Managing the IT Capability
C.4.1 CP1 Enterprise Architecture
Enterprise Architecture is the core organizing logic for an organization's data, 
applications, infrastructure and business processes captured in a set of policies 
and technical choices to achieve desired business effectiveness and agility with 
technical standardization and integration. (Adapted from Ross et al). It typically 
may consist of four sub-architecture components.
Business Architecture
Business Architecture reflects a view of the functions and processes required 
for the firms business to be successful or the organizations objectives to be 
achieved
Data/Information Architecture
data architecture represents what must be know to effectively executive and 
support the business processes
Application Architecture
Application architecture defines the applications required to support the 
business functionality and identifies the delivery methods for information
Technical Architecture
Technical Infrastructure architecture defines and manages the infrastructure 
enabling access to information by providing the environment and platforms to 
run applications and solutions (for example networks, servers, storage)
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C.4.2 CP2 Infrastructure Management
The Infrastructure Management critical process is focused on managing the 
distributed technology assets or infrastructure that the firm or organization has. 
By way of example the current draft aggregate maturity levels are
1) Unmanaged: Infrastructure is largely unmanaged
2) Standardized: The organization has reduced TCO through standardizing on 
platforms and minimizing configurations
3) Consolidated: The organization has reduced TCO through server, storage 
and other consolidation activities
4) Virtualized: The organization has reduced TCO and improved performance 
through taking advantage of virtualization capabilities
5) On demand Infrastructure: The organization can deploy infrastructure in 
real-time as and when needed whilst maintaining optimal availability and 
utilization performance.
The Infrastructure management critical process consists of constituent maturity 
curves for servers, clients, network and storage.
C.4.3 CP3 People Asset Management
The People Asset Management critical process describes the process of 
managing the IT people asset based on the strategy and goals of the business. 
This includes a systematic approach to managing the people in an IT 
organization including activities such as workforce planning, leadership 
development, future competency identification etc. People CMM is identified as 
a best practice for managing the improvement of the organizations people 
asset. A key aspect of developing the people asset is changing the culture of IT 
to become value and customer focussed.
C.4.4 CP4 Intellectual Capital Management
The Intellectual Capital asset is the suite of business applications/solutions and 
the information and knowledge which is codified in corporate and employee 
databases and computing devices which enable business capabilities. It also 
consists of uncodified knowledge as well as responsibility for overall data
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quality. The goal of developing the intellectual capital asset is to deliver a set of 
solutions which give the firm or organization a sustainable competitive 
advantage and deliver information and/or execution superiority over its 
competitors.
The Intellectual Capital Asset maturity states will consist of constituent maturity 
states for all elements of the firms value chain - for example manufacturing, 
design, and marketing. The Intel Enterprise Capability Framework is an 
example of best practice in supporting appropriate improvement and investment 
in the Intellectual Capital asset to deliver sustainable value and the appropriate 
amount of competitive differentiation and value.
Potential high level maturity states could include
1) Unmanaged
2) Utility solutions
3) Improved Solutions
4) Transformational Solutions
5) Value Chain and Information Superiority
Example capabilities could include: Supply Network, Sales and Marketing, and 
Collaboration
Data Quality
A key component of the Intellectual Asset management is data quality. The old 
axiom Garbage in, Garbage out particularly applies here. Careful attention to 
Master Data Management (MDM) and overall data quality are particularly 
important for the effectiveness of the Intellectual Assets. Additionally processes 
for re- use of data, software etc are important in improving efficiency of the 
Intellectual Capital assets.
Application Management: A key component of the Intellectual Asset 
Management is Application Management. Application Management is 
responsible for building and maintaining knowledge of all the applications that 
support the firm or organizations business processes.
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C.4.5 CP5 Relationship Asset Management
The relationship asset is the relationship that exists between the business and 
IT. It consists of all the complimentary investments that the organization or 
business has made to enable value to be created from IT. Careful management 
of the relationship asset can improve the relationship between IT and the 
business from one which is customer/vendor based to a symbiotic one where 
there is complete shared risk/reward and accountability for success of the 
outcomes of IT investments. Important activities supporting the ongoing 
stewardship of the relationship asset include customer relationship 
management, IT marketing, customer surveys and similar activities.
C.4.6 CP6 Research and Development
The research and development process refers to the process of formally 
researching new technologies and exploring key opportunities and then 
developing the most attractive research options into a variety of value adding 
elements. In many IT organizations one output of the R&D process will be an 
option, potentially manifested as a prototype which is handed over to the 
solutions delivery critical process for full development as a solution which would 
subsequently be supported by the services provisioning critical process. Other 
outputs of the R&D process could be an enterprise architecture change, a 
patent filing or a white paper.
C.4.7 CP7 Solutions Delivery
Solutions Delivery is the process of developing and delivering new solutions into 
operation. Solutions delivery typically may take the output from the R&D 
process and deliver the work product while managing the constraints of cost, 
schedule, functionality and quality to best meet the needs of the business. 
Equally the solutions delivery process may involve systems integration or active 
configuration of an out of the box product. CMMI is currently a best practice 
model for driving maturity of this critical process.
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C.4.8 CP8 Service Provisioning
Services Provisioning is about delivering the primary services and products to 
support the firm. Activities include the allocation and provision of IT services and 
resources such as data centres, help desks, services, solutions etc. Service 
delivery and service management are two critical components of this critical 
process and ITIL is recognized as a leading best practice for this critical 
process. The two major components of ITIL are IT Service Management and IT 
Service Delivery.
C.4.9 CP9 End User Management -  User Experience Design
End User management is an important process in delivering value from IT
investments. According to Donald Marchant business value is maximized when 
there is IT service Excellence AND outstanding usage. The critical process of 
end user management is focussed on improving the maturity of end user usage 
of systems. This consists of two major critical processes (1) User experience 
design and (2) Training and Learning Proficiency. User experience design helps 
improve both the actual and perceived usefulness and ease of use of new 
solutions to ensure optimal adoption and usage.
UED is about designing solutions from the end user perspective to maximize the 
efficacy, ease of use, productivity and value that comes through usage of a 
solution.
C.4.10 CP10 End User Training and Adoption
This critical process describes the maturity curve around maximizing user 
proficiency and ensuring users acquire the right skills at the right time. The 
maturity curve could be developed using the synthesis of several existing 
maturity models shown below.
A key component in enabling adoption would be the perceived usefulness of a 
new solution and the perceived ease of use - these two items importantly 
influence user’s attitude to the adoption of a new solution and must be 
comprehended in the design and deployment of new solutions.
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C.4.11 CP11 Program/Project Management
This critical process describes the process of program and project 
management. A project is an initiative that has a specific objective, consumes 
resources and operates under functionality, cost, time and quality constraints. A 
program is a collection of related projects which collectively enable a higher 
level capability to be delivered. Improving the maturity of the program/project 
management process in an organization increases the predictability that specific 
objectives (in many cases the delivery of a solution) will be delivered within 
defined constraints reducing the lateness of delivery, avoiding cost over-runs 
and delivering functionality at the right level of quality which meets both 
customer and users needs.
C.4.12 CP12 Supplier Management
This critical process concerns the management of suppliers so that the basis of 
the relationships moves from transactional and potentially win-lose to strategic 
and win-win. As maturity increases the use of practices such as performance 
based contracting or joint strategic planning can help an organization achieve 
more value from its key supply base.
C.4.13 CP13 Integrated Value Chain Management
The goal of integrated value chain management is to maximize the output of the 
IT Value chain as measured by agility (beat rate), functionality, cost, quality, and 
schedule. Active management of the value chain is necessary ensure it 
operates as flexibly, quickly and efficiently as possible. Approaches such as 
Constraint Management are very useful in this context so that improvements 
made in the integrated IT value chain process directly translate into measurable 
improvement and benefit.
The key inputs to the value chain are business opportunities and business 
needs that can be matched with potential IT solutions. The sequence of 
activities in the value chain consists of dreaming up a solution, building that 
solution, then delivering the solution and finally using the solution to meet the 
business need or capitalizes on the business opportunity.
Depending on the profile and maturity of the firm, the resource allocation profile
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across the steps in the primary value chain will differ. Many IT organizations 
place a significant majority of their resources on services provisioning. For these 
organizations, an objective for improvement may be to move resources up the 
value chain by driving cost out of services provisioning and investing the 
savings in improved innovation and solutions development.
Ultimately the macro portfolio needs to be balanced against the priorities of 
business continuity and future value creation. Typically services provisioning 
delivers the value through enabling business continuity whilst Innovation and 
Solutions delivery enable future value through both future value creation and 
improved business continuity.
C.4.14 CP14 Capability and Organizational Assessment
This is a critical process involving continuous management and Improvement of
the IT capability and organization. It typically involves increasing breadth, depth 
and maturity using different assessment instruments and capability 
performance measurement and driving corresponding improvements in 
maturity through related improvement actions
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C.5 MP4: Managing IT for Business Value
C.5.1 CP1 Total Cost of Ownership
Total Cost of Ownership is the critical process for managing the total cost of 
ownership of the infrastructure and solutions - TCO is a holistic view of IT costs 
across the organization/enterprise over time. Specifically it helps assess the 
direct and indirect cost for the acquisition, operation and future modification of 
infrastructure or a solution.
C.5.2 CP2 Value Management
Value Management is the process of maximising the value delivered from IT 
investments. The value management process concerns both the active 
realization and assessment of value. Value does not happen through just 
delivering a service but through active change management ensuring for 
example users are using the service appropriately and any organization or 
business process changes happen in synchronization. A key focus is properly 
assessing the value delivered and using practices like post-implementation 
reviews to ensure value is delivered. Building business cases which include 
both direct and indirect costs for both the business and IT is important to ensure 
credible and realistic value propositions.
C.5.3 CP3 Portfolio Management
This is a business process by which an organization actively manages the mix 
of active projects, staffing and budget allocated to each project. New classes of 
investments or portfolio weightings are modified to determine the optimum mix 
of investments to yield the best return for the organization in supports of its 
overall objectives. This critical process is closely linked to the portfolio planning 
and allocation critical process in the Managing IT like a business macro­
process.
C.5.4 CP4 Investment Analysis
This is the process of proactively analyzing and managing different portfolios to 
determine the best future mix of investments and building a history of 
investment performance to enable predictive forecasting and selection of new 
investments as well as recommended portfolio weightings. Using investment 
analysis techniques can yield significant optimizations.
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Artifact A6: IT-CMF Mindmap
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D Appendix D: Example IT-CMF assessment 
report
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Example Alpha IT-CMF Assessment Report 
and Recommendations
To protect company confidential information the company whose IT capability 
was assessed has been referred to as Alpha and assessments and recommendations 
have been changed also.
Alpha IT CMF Assessment 2007
Alpha IT-CMF Maturity and expectations for 2009
2 .
1.
M a tu r ity
L e v e ls
M a jo r  S t r a te g ie s
Managing  
the  IT  
Budget
Managing 
the IT  
Capability
M anaging IT  
for Business 
Value
Managing  
IT  like a 
Business
O p tim iz in g
A dvanced
Sustainable
Economic
Model
Corporate
Core
Competency
O ptim ized
V alue
Value
Centre
Expanded 
------ F-nnriing____
Strategic  
-------- B usiness____
Options and 
Portfolio
In ves tm en t
Centre
■
; In te rm e d ia te
Options Partner
Systemic
Cost
Technology
Expert
R O I & 
Business 
Case
Service
Centre
• • B as ic .
Predictable
Perform ance
Technology
Supplier
TCO
Cost Centre
« Begi in ing »
2009
2007
Source : Martin Cu rley , A lpha /  N a tiona l U n ive rs ity  o f Ireland
Alpha IT assessed as Level 3, Targeting level 4 maturity in 2009
A lp ha  IT  C M F A sse ssm e nt 2007
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Strong bias towards 
Alpha IT - 2007 Cost effective use of IT
How important ARE the following outcomes of IT usage - 2007
11 
10 
g 
6 
7 
6
Frequency
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0
Q1: Cosl effective Use o f Q2: Effective Use o f IT for Q3: Effective Use o f IT  for Q4: Effective Use Df IT  for 
IT  business growth Asset utilization Biz Flexibility
Very Important H 5  B 4  0 3  CJ2 B1 Not Important
    Alpha IT CMF Assessment 20Q7
11
10
Frequency
Alpha IT - 2007
What IS the influence of the use of IT - 2007
Neutral to Negative 
Impact on these drivers
¿a
Q1 : Cosl effective Use o f Q2: Effective Use o f IT for Q3: Effective Use o f IT fo r Q4: Effective Use o f IT for
IT b u s in e s s  growth Asset utilization Biz Flexibility
Very Successful g s  b 4  d 3 D 2  B1 Not Successful
Alpha IT C M F A sse ssm e n t 2007
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IT 2007 CMF Results & Comparison with Industry Group
Alpha IT lagging 
Industry average Maturity
L5: Optimizing
L4: Advanced
L3: Interm ediate
Alpha
200 7
Industry  g  
200 7
M anaging  th e M anaging th e M anaging  IT fo r M a n ag in g  IT IT CMF
IT b u d g e t IT C apab ility b u s in e s s  v a lu e like a  b u s in e s s A vg S co re
I
r—i.iIllI  iE l
Alpha IT CMF Assessment 2007
Interpretation of comparison with Industry Benchmark
Industry S1 S2 S3 S4 Mean Maturity Value
2002 2.02 1.85 1.73 1.91 1.88 49.29
2006 2.74 2.8 2.51 2.77 2.7 64
Change 0.72 0.95 0.78 0.86 0.82 14.71
%Change 36% 51% 45% 45% 44% 30%
Intel IT S1 S2 S3 S4 Mean Maturity Value
2002 3.08 2.46 2.46 2.74 2.685 66.83
2006 3.41 3.16 2.41 3.12 3.025 61.2
Change 0.33 0.7 -0.05 0.38 0.34 -5.63
%Change 11% 28% -2% 14% 13% -8%
Intel delta 2002 1.06 0.61 0.73 0.83 0.805 17.54
Intel delta 2006 0.67 0.36 -0.1 0.35 0.325 -2.8
•Alpha IT still ahead of Industry maturity average in 2006 but losing ground, 
peer group Improving at a faster rate.
•Alpha IT value performance now behind industry average, likely modulated by 
IT posture change and strong IT efficiency focus
____________________________________________________________________________   A lp h a  IT  C M F  Asse ssm e nt 2007
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Goal Congruence and Performance Goal Gap
•Strong goal congruence/ 
perception of importance 
• Everyone knows IT  efficiency is 
king.
•Significant Performance vs Goal 
Gap
•IT  impact neutral to negative on 
IT efficiency, business growth, 
asset utilization and business 
flexibility
•IT Posture questions
•Is  IT  efficiency the right over­
riding goal?
•Should the focus be fix the 
sins of the past or enable the 
future?
Importance vs Influence
A sset Business 
Utilization Flexibility
C a teg o ry  o f IT Im pact
• Adapted from IT  Governance 
Performance Assessm ent tool 
(M IT C IS R , P. W eill/J. R o ss)
Alpini IT C f /F  AsEQ-SìmofH 2007
Alpha IT Posture - 2007
60 62 ^-fnduitrv
an Utility *  1 W  V alue add 
0 50 100 leader
P o s t u r e
S c o r e
1 - 6
In  I T ,  w e  « r e  l a g g a r d s  I n  a d a p t i n g  n o w  
t e c h n o l o g i e s
3 .3 In  I T ,  w e  a r e  a g g r e s s i v e  e a r l y  a d o p t e r s  
o f  n e w  t e c h n o l o g y
W e  d e p l o y  I T  In  s u p p o r t  o f  c u r r e n t  b u s i n e s s  
o p e r a t i o n s
Z .6 W e  v i e w  I T  a s  a  f u n d a m e n t a l  d r l v a r  o f  
f u t u r e  b u s i n e s s  a c t i v i t y
2 .4 W e  a e e  I T  a s  a  r e s o u r c e  t o  b o  
l e v e r a g e d  f o r  f u t u r e  c o m p e t i t i v e  
a d v a n t a g e
W e  v i e w  I T  o u t s o u r c i n g  a s  a  t h r e a t  t o  o u r  I T  
o p e r a t i o n s
2 .8 O u r  s o u r c i n g  s t r a t e g y  b a l a n c e s  i n ­
s o u r c i n g  w i t h  o u t - s o u r o l n g
W e  u s e  o n e  c r i t e r i o n  f o r  a s s e s s i n g  v a l u e  f r o m  
I T
3 .6 W e  u s e  m u l t l - d i m e n s l o n a l  c r i t e r i a  f o r  
m e a s u r i n g  I T  v a l u e
O u r  o p e r a t i o n s  r e f le c t  a  c a p t i v e .  In t e r n a l  
m o n o p o l y
2 .6 O u r  I T  o p e r a t i o n s  a c t  a s  a  s o l u t i o n s  
I n t e g r a t o r  t o  b u s i n e s s  r e q u i r e m e n t s
o u r  I T  s p e n d  Is  le a s  t h a n  t h e  a v e r a g e  f o r  o u r  
I n d u s t r y
3 .8 W e  I n v e s t  m o r e  I n  I T  t h a n  t h e  a v e r a g e  
I n  o u r  I n d u s t r y
O v e r a l l  P o s t u r e  ■= ( S c o r e  / 3 S ) ‘ 1QO 6 0 %
r'* 2007 Data shows Alpha IT posture is neutral to moderately positive and is slightly less^
than average posture.
With the structure and efficiency program, Alpha IT's posture changed from 
reasonably bullish to more bearish. Significant cost reduction targets shifted focus to 
improving the efficiency of core IT systems with dis-investment in innovation/research 
related activity The combination of reduced IT budgets and a less aggressive posture 
on IT would likely lead to improved value for money but less value due to 
V overwhelming focus on improving IT efficiency Z
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Summary of Critical Processes
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Maturity
Approx 55% of Critical Processes (CP's) in their desired position 
11% of CP's (Highly Important/Low Maturity) in the "Red” Zone 
C.5% of CPs currently over-invested in.
IT-CMF Summary Findings
Strong goal congruence
Everyone knows IT efficiency is king.
Significant Performance vs Goal Gap
IT impact neutral to negative on IT efficiency, business 
growth, asset utilization and business flexibility
Alpha has lots of room for improvement
11% of critical processes (36) in red zone (high importance, 
low maturity)
Alpha IT now behind industry mean on maturity of IT 
processes and management
Alpha IT CMF Assessment 2007
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